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INTRODUCTION
Scope and Organization
This chapter emphasizes the present state and
evolution of the physical features which are visible on
the Moon's surface, that is, the geology and geologic
history. It is directed at a geologically educated audience, but most of it should also be comprehensible
to the general scientific reader. All terms specific to
the Moon and space exploration are defined as are
all but the most basic terms common to both terrestrial
and lunar geology. References cited include books,
review papers, some important first presentations of
ideas, and the most recent paper in a series on a given
subject.
The chapter is organized in recognition that deposits
of craters, basins, and maria dominate the stratigraphy
of the Moon's crust just as the corresponding landforms dominate its appearance. Each section includes
information intended to answer the basic questions
(1) what do the units or their constituent rocks look
like, (2) where are they located on the Moon, (3) how,
in general, were they emplaced, and (4) when were
they emplaced? The more fundamental question
why-that
is, the basic causes originating in the
Moon's interior and in interplanetary space which
combined to shape the surface-are addressed only
where relatively well understood. The poorly understood origin of the Moon is not discussed.
Some recent book-length works explore the Moon
from other viewpoints. It is viewed in its solar system
context by Hartmann (1972, 1983), Wood (1979),
Murray, Malin, and Greeley (1981), Beatty, O'Leary,
and Chaikin (1981), and Glass (1982). The Basaltic
Volcanism Study Project (BVSP, 1981) and Taylor

(1975, 1982) have presented comprehensive, scholarly
treatises emphasizing lunar petrology and geochemistry. Unreferenced books by French (1977) and
Cadogan (1981) summarize these and other topics for
the general scientifically inclined reader. The geologic
topic of the present chapter is explored in greater detail
by Mutch (1970), Guest and Greeley (1977), Wilhelms
(in press b), and in the superbly illustrated and comprehensively captioned volume edited by Masursky,
Colton, and El-Baz (1978). Schultz (1976a) presented
an elaborate earlier compilation of Lunar Orbiter
photographs and accompanying interpretations.
Finally, the contemporary reader will find that the
classic works of Baldwin (1949, 1963) contain amazingly current and useful data and interpretations of
the Moon's near side.

Two Decades of Lunar Investigations
Answers to longstanding questions about the
Moon's surface have been learned during the last two
decades of intensive study. Processes originating above
and under the surface have combined to shape it. Primary impacts of projectiles from space have formed circular depressions, termed craters if one rim dominates
their form, and ringed basins or simply basins if other
rings lie inside the main topographic rim. Secondary
impacts of ejecta thrown from the primary crater or
basin have excavated swarms of smaller, circular and
noncircular craters. Basins are the principal component of the terrae-the light-colored, rugged uplands
or highlands of the Moon. Craters scar the terrae and,
in lesser numbers, the other major type of terrane,
the dark, generally level and smooth maria. The mare
plains were formed by eruptions of basaltic magma
from the interior, the second major lunar process. The
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surface, jointly created by impacts and volcanism, is
topographically complex (figs. 6.1-6.3) but geologically simpler than the surfaces of Earth or Mars.
The dual origin of lunar surface features has not
always seemed obvious. Before the advent of inten-

sive lunar exploration, most observers sought a common origin, either impact or volcanic, for all features.
The sometimes immoderate arguments for one or the
other side were reminiscent of the earlier neptunistplutonist contention in terrestrial geology (Mutch,

Figure 6.1. Landing sites of spacecraft that returned samples ofthe Moon. A = Apollo; L = Luna. (A). Western hemisphere, longitudes
9 0 ° W (left edge) to 0° (right edge). Note: Before 1961, this hemisphere was considered the eastern. North is at the top in this and all
other illustrations in this chapter except as noted; before 1 9 6 1 north was usually placed at the bottom as it is seen in astronomical telescopes.
Some maps and catalogs use a 360' convention, whereby longitudes increase eastward from O0 longitude; the convention used here is more
common and corresponds to the terrestrial convention. (B). Eastern hemisphere, longitudes 0 ° (left edge) to 9 0 ° E (right edge). A and B
are parts of L E M - I , prepared by U . S . Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center in 1 9 6 2 .
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C. Fra Mauro peninsula, site of Apollo 14 landing (arrow).
Largest crater is Fra Mauro, 9 5 km. Orbiter 4 H-120.
Note: Unmanned Lunar Orbiter (Orbiter) frames are identified in this chapter by the mission number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),
a letter H for high resolution or M for medium (moderate)
resolution, and the frame number. Each Orbiter H-frame is
centered i n an M-frame having the same number (Mutch,
1970).

D. Montes Apenninus (rup-ged terrain) and Rima Hadley
(sinuous rille), site of Apollo 15 landing (arrow). Scene
1 6 0 x 1 6 0 km. Apollo 15 M - 1 1 3 5 .
Note: The orbiting spacecraft ofApollo missions 15, 16, and
17 carried mapping or metric ( M ) cameras, which provided
photogrammetric-quality stereoscopic photographs in a square
format, and panoramic (P) cameras, which provided very
high-resolution photographs in a strip format (Masursky et
al., 1978). All missions carried hand-held or bracket-mounted
Hasselblad ( H ) cameras.

E. Montes 7aurus (rugged terrain) and Taurus-Littrow valley,
site of Apollo 17 landing (arrow). Scene 1 7 0 x 1 7 0 km.
Apollo 17 M - 4 4 6 .

F. Descartes highlands, site of Apollo 1 6 landing (arrow). Landing point is on Cayley plains; ruglged terrain north, east, and
south ofpoint is Descartes Mountains. Scene 160 x 1 6 0 km.
Apollo 1 6 M - 4 4 0 .
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Figure 6.2. Shaded-relief map of far side of Moon. Latitude coverage 5O0N-50°S. Prepared 1980 by U.S. Geological Survey, Map
Z-1218A. Longitude 80°E (lefi) to 80°W (right), increasing to 180' in center.

1970). For both planets, the extreme views yielded
to compromises embracing both types of processes
when more facts became available. Synoptic and objective studies by Baldwin (1949, 1963), Kuiper
(1959), Hartmann and Kuiper (1962), and Shoemaker
(1962a,b; Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962; Shoemaker et al., 1963) laid the foundation for much of
our current picture of the Moon.
The work of Shoemaker and Hackman (1962), foreshadowed by a brief but brilliant study by Gilbert
(1893), established the present perception of the Moon
as a geologic body. That is, its visible crust consists
of rock units which formed in sequence according to
the same natural laws as do rocks on Earth, although
often by different processes. Impacts did not merely
excavate depressions and raise circular ridges, but also
ejected materials which were deposited around the
crater or basin as discrete, three-dimensional beds of
fragmental and melted rock. The beds overlap one
another in the order in which they were deposited (fig.
6.4). Mare volcanism formed beds of lava and pyroclastic material that are even more like rocks on Earth.
This stratified character of the Moon's crust now
seems obvious but became widely accepted only

gradually as telescopic and spaceflight studies advanced during the 1960s. It was the basis for targeting
many American spaceflights (Wilhelms, in press a)
and led to the results presented here. A globally valid
lunar stratigraphic column based on the original
scheme (Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962) and subsequent amendments is given in table 6.1.
Each successive spaceflight added new data for the
present synthesis (table 6.2). The space age opened
with the Earth-orbit flight of the Soviet Sputnik 1 in
October 1957. Mostly in response to this success, the
United States established the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) a year later. Direct
lunar exploration can be thought of as starting in 1959,
when the Soviet spacecraft Luna (Lunik) 2 struck the
surface, Luna 3 photographed the far side for the first
time, and Project Ranger was established as the first
major American lunar exploration program (Kopal
and Mikhailov, 1962; Lipsky, in Middlehurst and
Kuiper, 1963; Hall, 1977).
Telescopic studies accelerated about the same time
(Kuiper et al., 1960; Kuiper and Middlehurst, 1961;
Fielder, 1961; Markov, 1962; Kopal, 1962; Kopal and
Mikhailov, 1962; Shoemaker, 1962a,b, 1964; Shoe-
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A. Latitudes 45ON-90 ON.

B. Latitudes 4 5 OS-90 OS.

Figure 6.3. Shaded relief maps of polar regions of Moon. Prepared 1 9 8 1 by U.S. Geological Survey, M a p 1-1326B.

maker and Hackman, 1962; Baldwin, 1963; Middlehurst and Kuiper, 1963). After failures or partial
failures of Rangers in 1961 and 1962, Rangers 7, 8,
and 9 successfully returned the first detailed pictures
of the Moon's surface before impacting the surface
in 1964 and 1965 (table 6.2; Heacock et al., 1965,
1966; Hall 1977). The Soviet Luna 9 and the U.S.
Surveyor 1 achieved nondestructive soft landings in
1966. Soviet flyby and orbital missions had taken place
in 1965 and 1966, and then the highly successful
American Lunar Orbiter program returned some 1500
high- to medium-resolution photographs during an
intensive program between August 1966 and August
1967 (Mutch, 1970). Orbiter photographs cover about
99 percent of the lunar surface at varying resolutions.
They provide the only available views of much of the
far side and the only better-than-telescopic views of
much of the near side. U.S. and Soviet soft landers
continued to examine the surficial materials in the
same time period. The high-resolution Surveyor

photographs contain still-valuable information about
processes of generation and reworking, thickness,
blockiness, albedo, and other properties of the regolith,
the ubiquitous fragmental overburden (Shoemaker et
al., 1969; March 1970 issue of Icarus). Surveyors 5,
6, and 7 also provided the first-and quite accuratedirect analyses of lunar materials (Gault et al., 1968a;
Turkevich, 1971).
Although not designed primarily as a scientific program, Project Apollo marked, of course, the culmination of lunar exploration. Apollo 11 landed in Mare
Tranquillitatis on July 20, 1969, and obtained several
important keys to lunar history (30 January 1970 issue
of Science). Most Tranquillitatis rocks are basaltic lavas
between 3.55 and 3.85 aeons old (1 aeon = lo9 years),
yet are younger than geologic units on three-fourths
of the Moon's surface (see "Mare Basalts").' Prior
lunar history therefore was far more eventful than
subsequent history. Primeval materials differentiated
in the first 0.35 aeons after lunar accretion (see "Terra

'Absolute ages are given in this report as if they had been calculated by the radioactive decay constants for the Rb-Sr and K-Ar systems adopted by the International
Union of Geological Sciences in 1977 (Steiger and Jaeger, 1977). The ages may, therefore, differ numerically from values given in earlier literature. For example, a "new"
age of 3.85 aeons corresponds to "old" ages of 3.91 aeons as determined by the 'oAr-39Armethod (Turner, 1977) or 3.93 aeons as determined by the Rb-Sr method
(Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1971a,b; Nyquist, 1977). Ages determined by the Sm-Nd method (Lugmair, 1974; DePaolo, 1981) remain unchanged.
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Breccias") into a feldspathic terra crust and an ultramafic mantle that later became the source of the mare
basalts. The intense cratering visible on the terrae
must have taken place in a much shorter time than
the enormously long time which has elapsed since the
lavas appeared on the surface. The only events in those
last 3 ?4 aeons have been relatively minor cratering
and development of a few meters of regolith, in con-

trast to the enormously active and intricate evolution
of Earth in the same period. Thus the antiquity and
the recent inactivity of the lunar surface were demonstrated on this first mission.
The second manned mission, Apollo 12 in
November 1969, returned pieces of compositionally
different lavas (e.g., lower in titanium) that are
younger by half an aeon than those from Tranquillitatis. The great age gap-almost as long as the
Phanerozoic on Earth-proved once and for all that
the maria are not the product of a single event such
as a basin impact, as had been thought by many previous observers who equated ringed basins with the
maria.
Apollo 13 suffered a mishap on the way to the Moon
in April 1970 and did not land. After a delay caused
by the accident, Apollo 14 landed in February 1971
at Apollo 13's intended target, a geologic unit that
had long been scrutinized by lunar geologists-the Fra
Mauro Formation (fig. 6.1C). This was Apollo's first
excursion from the relatively simple lunar maria onto
the generally older, intensely impacted terrae. The
returned material was probably ejected 3.85 aeons ago
from the largest ringed basin on the near side of the
Moon, Imbrium.

Figure 6.4. Stratigraphic relations at crater Euler (28 km, 2 3 O N ,
2 9 ON).
Units numbered in order of decreasing age:
( I ) Terra massifs of an Zmbrium-basin ring.
(2) Old mare material exposed asfractured "kipuka " (2a) and
overlain by Euler ejecta (2b).
(3) Materials of crater Euler, composed of rock derivedfrom units
I and 2 .
(4) Younger mare unit encroaching on units 1-3; truncates Euler
ejecta and forms avenue, containing sinuous rille, between
Eulerjlank (3a) and distal ejecta (3b).
(5) Secondary craters of Copernicus (centered 5 0 0 k m to southeast)
superposed on units 3 and 4 .
(6) Small, simple crater superposed on all other units.
A . Apollo 17 M - 2 9 2 2 .
B. Geologic cross section.
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Apollo 15 in July 1971 was a m u c h more complex
mission that afforded geologically trained astronauts
a n opportunity t o explore systematically. With the
help of a roving vehicle a n d a long stay time of almost

three days, they visited both the rim of t h e I m b r i u m
basin (Montes Apenninus) a n d a small m a r e (Palus
Putredinis) cut by a large l u n a r rille ( R i m a Hadley;
fig. 6. I D ) .

Table 6.1. Lunar Stratigraphic Column. Time-stratigraphic units contain all the rock-stratigraphic units formed on a planet within
a given time interval (American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1970; Mutch, 1970; Wilhelms, 1970, in press b)

unit

Defining reference

Copernican System

Representative rock-stratigraphic units

Estimated
duration
(aeons)

Shoemaker and Hackman
(1962); Wilhelms (in press b)

Crater materials (figs. 6.7, 6.9, 6.15, 6.16,
6.44, 6.57, 6.60)
Minor mare materials

1.O

Shoemaker and Hackman
(1962); Wilhelms (1980a)

Mare materials (table 6.7; figs. 6.4, 6.52,
6.69)
Crater materials (figs. 6.4, 6.15, 6.52, 6.57)

2.2

Upper Imbrian
Series

Wilhelms (in press b)

Mare materials (table 6.7; figs. 6.53-6.55,
6.60, 6.62, 6.64, 6.66)
Crater materials (figs. 6.15, 6.16, 6.64)

0.6

Lower Imbrian Series

Wilhelms (1970, in press b)

Eratosthenian System

Nectarian System

Stuart-Alexander and
Wilhelms (1975)

Pre-Nectarian system

Informal

Orientale basin materials (fig. 6.20)
Schrodinger basin materials (fig. 6.21)
Imbrium basin materials (figs. 6. l C , D; 6.18,
6.38)
Crater materials (figs. 6.16B, 6.27)
Basin materials (table 6.4; figs. 6. l E ,
6.22-6.26)
Nectaris basin materials (figs. 6.27, 6.32)
Basin materials (table 6.4; figs. 6.22, 6.31, 6.32)
Crater materials (figs. 6.16B, 6.27, 6.30)

0.05

0.07
0.63

Table 6.2. Spaceflights That Provided Lunar Data. Dates are beginning of mission activities at the Moon
(Ranger 7 impacted on 1 August, Universal Mean Time)
Principal mission
Luna 2
Luna 3

September 1959
October 1959

Ranger 7

July 1964

First impact
First unmanned flyby
photography
First pre-impact photography

Ranger 8

February 1965

Pre-impact photography

Ranger 9

March 1965

Pre-impact photography

Zond 3

July 1965

Unmanned flyby photography

Luna 9

February 1966

First unmanned landing

Luna 10

April 1966

First unmanned orbital flight;
gamma-ray

Landing location or orbital parameters
Flank of Autolycus, lat 30°N, long O0
Far side and eastern limb, altitude 65 000 km
Mare Nubium (Cognitum), lat 10.6OS,
long 20.7OW
Mare Tranquillitatis, lat 2.6ON, long
24.7ON
Interior of Alphonsus, lat 12.g0S, long
2.4OW
Far side and western limb, altitude 9960
km to 11 570 km
Oceanus Procellarum (Planitia Descensus),
lat 7.1°N, long 65.4OW
Perilune 350 km, apolune 1015 km
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Table 6.2 (continued). Spacejlights That Provided Lunar Data. Dates are beginning of mission activities at the Moon

Surveyor 1
June 1966
Lunar Orbiter 1 August 1966

Principal mission

Landing location or orbital parameters
Flamsteed P, lat 2.5OS, long 43.2OW
Inclination 12O, perilune 190-40 km,
apolune 1865-1815 km
Perilune 165 km, apolune 1195 km
Perilune 100 km, apolune 1740 km
Inclination 12O, perilune 50 km, apolune
1855 km
Oceanus Procellarum, lat 18.gON,long
62. l o w
Inclination 21°, perilune 55 km, apolune
1845 km
Oceanus Procellarum, lat 3.2OS, long
23.4OW
Inclination 85O, perilune 2705 km, apolune
6115 km
Perilune 830 km, apolune 7650 km
(returned data until February 1972)
Inclination 85O, perilune 195-100 km,
apolune 6065- 1500 km
Mare Tranquillitatis, lat 1.4ON, long 23. 1°E
Sinus Medii, lat 0.5ON, long 1.5OW
Flank of Tycho, lat 40.g0S, long 11.5OW
Altitude 23300 km

Luna 11
Luna 12
Lunar Orbiter 2

August 1966
October 1966
November 1966

Unmanned landing
First unmanned orbital
photography
Unmanned orbital photography
Unmanned orbital photography
Unmanned orbital photography

Luna 13

December 1966

Unmanned landing

Lunar Orbiter 3

February 1967

Unmanned orbital photography

Surveyor 3

April 1967

Unmanned landing

Lunar Orbiter 4

May 1967

Explorer 35

July 1967

Unmanned orbital photography
(synoptic)
Unmanned orbital magnetics

Lunar Orbiter 5

August 1967

Unmanned orbital photography

Surveyor 5
Surveyor 6
Surveyor 7
Zond 6

September 1967
November 1967
January 1968
November 1968

Apollo 8
Apollo 10
Apollo 11

December 1968
March 1969
July 1969

Unmanned landing
Unmanned landing
Unmanned landing
Unmanned flyby, first returned
film
First manned orbital flight
Manned orbital flight
First manned landing

Zond 7

August 1969

Apollo 12

November 1969

Unmanned flyby, returned
film
Manned landing

Apollo 13
Luna 16
Zond 8
Luna 17
Apollo 14

April 1970
September 1970
October 1970
November 1970
February 1971

Manned flyby (aborted landing)
First unmanned sample return
Unmanned flyby, returned film
Lunokhod 1, unmanned rover
Manned landing

Apollo 15

July 197 1

Manned landing

Luna 19
Luna 20
Apollo 16
Apollo 17

October 1971
February 1972
April 1972
December 1972

Unmanned orbital flight
Unmanned sample return
Manned landing
Manned landing

Luna 21

January 1973

Lunokhod 2, unmanned rover

Luna 24

August 1976

Unmanned sample return

Inclination m13', perilune 110 km
Inclination & l o , perilune 110-15 km
Mare Tranquillitatis (Statio Tranquillitatis), lat 0.7ON, 23.4OE
Western limb and southern far side,
altitudes 2200 and 10 000 km
Oceanus Procellarum, lat 3.2OS, long
23.4OW
Mare Fecunditatis, lat 0.7OS, long 56.3OE
Altitude 1 1120 km
Sinus Iridum, lat 38.3ON, long 35.0°W
Fra Mauro highlands, lat 3.7OS, long
17.5OW
Palus Putredinis (Apenninus-Hadley
region), lat 26.1°N, long 3.7OE
Perilune 140-77 km, apolune 140-385 km
Crisium basin rim, lat 3.5ON, long 56.5OE
Descartes highlands, lat 9.0°S, long 15.5OE
Taurus-Littrow valley, lat 20.2ON, long
30.8OE
Mare fill of Le Monnier, lat 25.8ON, long
30.5OE
Mare Crisium, lat 12.7ON, long 62.2OE
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Of all the missions, Apollo 16 (April 1972) landed
farthest from a mare, though not far from a basin
(Nectaris; fig. 6. IF). It was expected to return volcanic
materials of the terra from a planar deposit and some
distinctive hilly and furrowed terrain (Cayley and
Descartes Formations, respectively). However, the
mission encountered severely brecciated material like
that of previously sampled terra. This discovery went
far toward clarifying the relative roles of impact and
volcanism on the Moon. Coupled with continued
photogeologic and theoretical studies, it led to the current model that only the maria are volcanic; whereas
the terrae, after an igneous beginning, have been
shaped almost entirely by impacts. Photogeologic
observations discussed here show that the Apollo 16
rocks were emplaced by basins like other terra rocks.
Apollo 17 then closed off the manned landing program in December 1972 by studying terra massifs of
the Serenitatis basin and mare lavas and pyroclastic
deposits in an embayment from Mare Serenitatis (fig.
6.1E). Serenitatis is the only pre-Imbrium basin from
which abundant material was returned.
Lunar exploration did not end with Apollo 17. The
Soviet unmanned lunar program has included the
return of regolith samples to Earth. Successful sample returns began with a probe of Mare Fecunditatis
in September 1970 (Luna 16) and of the Crisium basin
rim in February 1972 (Luna 20). Surface exploration
ended with the return of bits of Mare Crisium by Luna
24 in August 1976. The small Soviet samples add significantly to knowledge of lunar materials beyond that
acquired from the Apollo samples by indicating areal
variations and adding absolute ages to the lunar stratigraphic column (French, 1977). One hopes that some
nation or group of nations will continue to explore
the Moon. Although most of the major questions
asked two decades ago about its general history, composition, and internal state have been answered, the
Moon is not yet understood in detail.

CRATERS
General Features and Origin
Most lunar craters are characterized by radial symmetry. Small craters consist of smoothly contoured,
bowl- or cone-shaped interiors, and commonly a small
flat floor (fig. 6.4, locality 6; fig. 6.5). They are considerably deeper than the surrounding terrain unless
subsequently filled. Related to the crater proper are

exterior deposits which slope away from the rim crest
(fig. 6.5). The outer parts of the deposit contain
grooves, pits, and subcircular secondary craters which
become increasingly numerous about one radius from
the rim crest and dominate the circumcrater terrain
for greater distances.
Morphologies of larger craters are basically similar
but more complex (figs. 6.6 and 6.7). The classic example of a large, fresh lunar crater is the 95-km-wide
Copernicus (fig. 6.7; Shoemaker, 1962a). Copernicustype craters are characterized by a roughly circular
rim crest surrounded by coarsely hummocky debris
and by radially lineated outer flanks, beyond which
are numerous loops and strings of secondary craters
(figs. 6.4 and 6.7). The main crater has a central peak
surrounded by a roughly flat floor, and the walls are
terraced. The deptwdiameter ratios decrease in larger
craters along with the increasing morphologic complexity (Pike, 1980a,b; fig. 6.8). Most simple lunar
craters are smaller than 16 km and most complex
craters are larger than 21 km; the transitional size
range contains transitional types (figs. 6.6, 6.8; Pike,
1980a,b). Complex craters appear at smaller diameters on the maria than on the terrae and at different
diameters on different planets (Pike, 1980b).
The origin of craters occupied more attention before
Apollo exploration than any other lunar topic. This
major debate has been settled decisively in favor of
impact origin for most craters by the following
evidence.
(1) Meteorites and astronomically observed objects
are still so numerous that impacts on all planets
are inevitable, and must have been much more
abundant in the early solar system.
(2) The circularity, radial symmetry, and radial
ejecta textures indicate origin of all crater
features from a relatively small central source.
Impact energy is released from a zone much
smaller than the final crater, whereas volcanic
eruptions or magma withdrawals create depressions which more closely assume the sizes and
shapes of the controlling structures.
(3) The coarse concentric and radial structures of
ejecta blankets of large craters and basins indicate displacement of large amounts of material
from the crater. Furthermore, many secondary
craters occur thousands of kilometers from their
point of origin, their relation to a fresh primary
crater being shown by their position along
bright subradial rays (figs 6.4 and 6.9). These
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Figure 6.5. Simple crater Moltke (7 km), near southern border of Mare Tranquillitatis (0.5 OS, 2 4 OE). Inner, dunelike texture grades
outward into subconcentric secondary craters. Rille is one o f Rimae Hypatia, part of border rille system of Mare Tranquillitatis. Southlooking oblique, Apollo 1 0 H-4324.

relations show that the generating process was
enormously energetic. High ejection velocities
approaching the lunar escape velocity (2.4 kmls)
are required to produce the most distant secondary craters. Only hypervelocity impacts from
space are capable of releasing such energies from
a small central zone; the Copernicus impact is
estimated by Shoemaker (1962a) to have released 7.6 x loz8ergs (7.6 x lo2' J). Sufficient
internal energy could not accumulate in the low
confining pressures of a planetary crust without
being released in amounts too small to create
the observed features. Collapse could create
large circular depressions but not the external
features.
(4) Origin of the secondary craters and their attendant rays from structural cracks is excluded by
the birdsfoot or herringbone pattern of the

secondary craters' ejecta, which is directed away
from the primary crater (fig. 6.7B) and which
has been reproduced by simultaneous impacts
in the laboratory (Oberbeck and Morrison,
1973). The pattern of nonradial groups of sec' conondary craters such as loops (fig. 6.7A) is
sistent with ballistic theory (Shoemaker, 1962a).
(5) Morphologic features more closely resemble
those of terrestrial impact craters and large explosion craters than volcanic morphologies.
Some particularly significant examples are the
central peaks, which superficially resemble subsidiary volcanoes in craters but are much more
like the energetically uplifted centers of impact
and explosion craters.
(6) Crater dimensions are also more nearly
matched by impact and explosion craters than
by volcanic craters (Pike, 1980a). In particular,
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Figure 6 . 6 . Crater Bessel in Mare Serenitatis ( 1 6 km, 2 2 O N , 18OE), containingflatfloor and debris accumulated from walls. Represents
transition between simple and complex craters. Apollo 15 P-9328.

floors lie below the level of the surrounding terrain in fresh impact craters, but in few, if any,
known volcanic craters.
(7) Repetition of the same pattern around almost
all craters is consistent with impact; whereas volcanism produces more diverse landforms.
(8) Most primary craters are randomly distributed,
on a surface of a given age, in numbers which
increase exponentially with decreasing size. The
characteristic inverse size-frequency distribution
matches the mass distribution of cosmic projectiles (opik, 1960; Baldwin, 1963; Shoemaker
et al., 1963; BVSP, 1981, ch. 8). Structurally
controlled internal forces would create nonrandom groupings.

(9) Shock-metamorphosed materials found ubiquitously on the terrae and commonly on the maria
were formed at pressures exceeding any possible volcanic pressures (French and Short, 1968;
King, 1976; Taylor, 1982) and in amounts that
require major impacts at every terra site visited.
Some exceptions prove the rule. Some distinctive
small craters alined along fractures or located amidst
or near volcanic deposits (dark mantling materials)
are probably of internal origin (see "Mare Basalts").
Most of these small craters differ morphologically from
primary and secondary impact craters, being less
regular and having lower rims. They lack thick,
roughly textured ejecta and rays. A minority of small,
simple craters lacking distinctive morphologies and
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Figure 6.7. Crater Copernicus (95 km, 10°N, 20°W) and its
secondary craters.
A . Regional view. Conspicuous secondary chains are not radial
to primary crater but are sources of radial ray elements. Areas
ofB and C outlined. Long, thin line above box B is artifact
of photo processing in spacecraft. Orbiter 4 H-I 21.

unassociated with secondary craters may also be endogenic. Endogenic floor uplift may create a variety of
landforms which have been considered volcanic, but
which are actually impact features altered by the uplift
(see "Tectonism"; Brennan, 1975; Schultz, 1976b).
Cratering Processes

Simple craters
The appearance of craters and the lithologies of
lunar terra samples are best understood in light of im-

B. Detail of secondary craters outlined in A showing "herringbone'' pattern of ejecta produced by interference of secondary
gecta during nearly simultaneous impacts. Orbiter 5 M-I44.

pact cratering mechanics. Following is an idealized
description based on extensive studies of natural and
experimental craters (Baldwin, 1949, 1963; Shoemaker, 1962a; Gault et al., 196813; Gault, 1974;
Oberbeck, 1975; Roddy et al., 1977; Grieve, 1980;
Melosh, 1980).
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and melt pools on rim y a n k (g, h). Orbiter 5 M-154.

An impact of a hypervelocity projectile generates
shock waves with pressures of several megabars that
propagate rapidly into both the projectile and the target and intensely compress them. Melted material of
both projectile and target may be immediately jetted
from the contact zone (fig. 6.1OA). Then much larger

amounts of target and projectile material are ejected
along the cavity walls as it expands (fig. 6.10B-F).
Ejection is the result of decompression along free surfaces, in contrast to explosion craters where ejection
is the direct result of expansion around the explosive
source (Shoemaker, 1962a). Zones of target material
progressively farther from the impact point are ejected
as the cavity expands. The shallow material around
the impact encounter zone is ejected first, deeper material later. After maximum depth has been reached,
the cavity continues to grow laterally. Material from
the upper wall may be the last to be ejected (fig. 6.10F;
Orphal, Piekutowski, Swift, in Roddy et al., 1977).
The outward decay of the shock wave means that
the target material is shocked progressively lessintensely outward. Material near the encounter zone
is melted, whereas sizable blocks are only weakly fractured at the radial distance of the final wall (fig. 6.11).
However, shock grades are generally mixed. For example, during cavity growth, partly melted, intensely
shocked, compressed, and sheared materials may be
injected into zones farther from the cavity surface, and
unmelted crushed debris may be injected into fractures (fig. 6.1 1; Wilshire and Moore, 1974; James,
1977; StBffler, 1981). The mixed zones may then be
ejected in a later stage of cavity expansion.
At least for a simple crater, ejecta is deposited in
reverse order from ejection. Late-derived material
from near the wall is lobbed or pushed out at low
velocities and lands near the rim. The first materials
ejected attained the highest velocities, and are the last
to impact the surface, farther from the crater. The
ejecta forms an expanding curtain that maintains

Figure 6.9. Full-Moon photograph showing extent of bright rays. Source craters include Aristarchus (A), Copernicus (C; compare fig.
6.7), and Kepler (K; compare fig. 6.16). Rays fainter on dark-mantle units (d) southeast (lower right) of Copernicus and mare south
of Kepler than on other maria and terrae (see "Maria'y.

Figure 6.10. Stages in formation of an ideal simple impact crater. (Drawn by Donald E. Davis.)
A . Initial contact; highly shocked materialjetted.
B., C., D . Compressional shock wave propagates outward and cavity grows by rart$action behind shock wave while projectile is consumed.
E. Cavity continues growth after projectile consumed.
F. Maximum crater size.
G. Curtain of debris shaped like inverted lampshade continues outward expansion after cavity growth ceases and overturnedflap of ejecta
comes to rest.
H. Final configuration.
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roughly the angle with the surface that it acquired
when ejected along the cavity walls (Oberbeck, 1975).
Material in the curtain is deposited from the crater
rim outward, and the deposit thins outward from the
rim. The result is a continuous rimflank deposit containing mixed shock grades, including impact melt.
Furthermore, molten materials may be ejected from
the crater late in the cavity growth because they remained pressed against the expanding cavity wall (fig.
6.11; Grieve et al., in Roddyet al., 1977). They pond
in depressions in the rim deposit (fig. 6.7C; Howard,
1975; Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Hawke and Head,
in Roddy et al., 1977).
Cavity growth ceases when the attraction of gravity
overcomes the force of ejection. The shock wave
decays outward into an elastic wave and fractures the
rock around the cavity (fig. 6.11). The deformation
ceases when the stresses induced by decompression
fall below the tensile strength of the surrounding rock.
Then the crater walls may slump and the remaining
melts may flow down the walls and collect in
depressions.
After cavity growth has ceased, the curtain of ejecta
may continue to move outward (fig. 6.10G). With increasing distance from the rim, ejecta strikes the surface with increasing velocity so that ejecta and surface materials are mixed. During outward movement,
the debris curtain becomes progressively separated
into filaments, which produce chains and loops of
secondary craters upon impact farther than one or two
radii from the crater. These projectiles probably consist of highly shocked material from near the impact
encounter zone.

are relatively common whereas few craters with large
terraces but no peaks are observed. Also, large craters
were probably never deep enough to initiate wholesale
collapse. Field studies of terrestrial craters formed in
sedimentary targets suggest that the relatively shallow
floors of complex craters are in about their original
stratigraphic position and are not severely deformed
(Milton et al., 1972; Wilshire et al., 1972; Offield and
Pohn, 1979). In contrast, materials in the peaks are
extremely deformed and were derived from substantial depths (fig. 6.12; Engelhardt et al., 1967; Wilshire
et al., 1972; Roddy, 1976). Several terrestrial craters
Projectile
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Complex craters

Complex craters like Copernicus possess features
not accounted for in the foregoing idealized description. Interpretations of central-peak origin (volcanic
hypotheses aside) generally fall into two categories,
"push" or "pull" (Pike, 1980b). Push mechanisms
envision collapse of the crater walls to form terraces
or subcrater fault blocks that converge on the center
and push up the peak. Pull mechanisms entail peak
uplift by some type of rebound of the subcrater material which pulls the walls inward, causing their collapse. The geometries of the motions and the final configuration might be similar in the two cases.
Pull mechanisms are supported by several lines of
evidence. Both in terrestrial craters (Roddy, in Roddy
et al., 1977) and lunar craters (Pike, 1980a), peaks
probably came first; craters with peaks but no terraces

/,'

Tensile
fractures

Glass injected
along fractures

1

\Compressed and
sheared target

Figure 6.11. Relation of breccia lithologies to sources in simple
crater (Wilshire and Moore, 1974). Shock grades decrease outward
from impact encounter zone. Successively lower shock grades ejected
at each stage (A-C), the highest grades being ejeGtedfirst and trauelingfarthest. Final crater (D) contains rough outward gradationfrom
impact melt through melt-rich breccias, melt-poor breccias, monomict
breccia, andfinally tofractured rock little alteredJjom the pre-impact
state. Pattern complicated by injeGtion of higher shock grades into
less highly shocked zones. Interior and "megablocks" ejected in late
stages may contain dikes of glass injected along fractures, forming
dimict breccias. Figure showsjloor covered by impact-melted glass
and wall and rim covered by breccia laminated and banded during
ejection; in addition, crystalline rock solidified from impact melt
coats many crater walls and rims.
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Figure 6.12. Geologic section of complex crater as interpreted by Pike (I980b), based on four terrestrial craters. Strata above E excavated
in broad, shallow part of crater. Stratum G is the ejecta and intracrater breccia. Intense, deep deformation occurs only within semicircular
dotted lines; sharply uplifted strata A, B, and C constitute most of central uplift. Inward movement of craterfloor results in terracing (t)
and faulting. Stratum F forms slump block (b).

also show evidence of centripetal, subhorizontal movement of the floor materials (Roddy, 1976; Offield and
Pohn, 1979).
In summary, much evidence points to a sharp uplift
of only a small central region, accompanied by inward
movement of the rest of the floor. The major terraces
presumably result from withdrawal of support from
the walls by the inward movement (fig. 6.12).
The ejecta and melt of complex craters may also
behave differently from those of simple craters, but
terrestrial evidence is sparse because of erosion. The
complex crater Rieskessel or Ries, in southern Germany, has the best preserved ejecta (Engelhardt, 1967;
Dennis, 1971; Chao, 1974, 1977; Roddy et al., 1977;
Hiirz and Banholzer, 1980). A fragmental, almost unshocked deposit called the Bunte Breccia surrounds
the 25-km crater and also occurs locally inside. The
breccia is derived from strata (mainly Mesozoic and
Tertiary sediments) that lay at shallow depths. The
breccias also contain material derived from the surface outside the crater and incorporated during ground
flow (Chao, 1977) or secondary impact (Oberbeck,
1975). The Bunte Breccia is not markedly zoned like
the overturned flaps of some simple craters but is
chaotically structured. Overlying the Bunte Breccia
inside and outside the crater is more highly shocked
rock called Suevit (suevite), which was derived from
the crystalline materials underlying the Mesozoic
sediments and which fell back after having been lofted
in high trajectories. Large "megablocks" containing
injected shocked material lie inside and outside the
crater rim.
Other carefully studied terrestrial complex or ringed
craters are in the Canadian Shield. They are distinguished by large, thick sheets of melted rock consisting
of homogenized target materials (Dence, 1971;

Simonds et al., 1976; Journal of Geophysical Research,
1978, v. 83, n. B6). Melt was deposited on and injected into the brecciated floors (fig. 6.1 1; Grieve,
1980; Stgffler, 1981).
Distribution and Stratigraphy
Superposition relations

Relative dating of craters is, of course, a key to
establishing lunar stratigraphic sequences. One set of
dating methods depends on superposition relations
among individual craters and secondary-crater
clusters. The relations are obvious where the rimcrest
of one crater is truncated by that of another. Where
the rims of both craters are complete, relative ages
can commonly be determined by partial filling of one
crater by the ejecta of another. At greater separations,
secondary craters extend the stratigraphic reach of
their parent primary craters by pitting underlying
craters or other surfaces and by being themselves
overlain by younger units (fig. 6.4).
Crater frequency

Most units, however, are not in contact. Isolated
lunar units must be dated by methods based on craters
that are akin to terrestrial stratigraphic correlations
based on fossils (McGill, 1977; BVSP, 1981, ch. 8).
The most common approach is to count the craters
of a given size superposed on a given area. Dating
by means of "crater counts'' and related methods is
based on the relation, which follows from the random
production of primaries, that the older the surface the
more craters are superposed. In this respect primary
craters contrast with secondary craters, which are
nonrandomly distributed near their parent primary
and form nonrandomly in "bursts" when each pri-
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mary forms. Only "background" secondaries having numerous unknown parents and which are theoretically scattered in great numbers over the Moon
also accumulate as a function of time (Shoemaker,
1965). Crater counts are depicted by graphs of several
types of which cumulative plots are the most commonly used. In these plots, the logarithm of the
number of craters per unit area having a given diameter or larger is plotted against the logarithm of that
diameter (fig. 6.13). The negative slopes reflect the
proportionally smaller number of large craters in any
given population.

Diameter

-

Diameterp
-

Diameter

The ideal of reading relative ages from the counts
is seldom achieved without considerable interpretation either of the craters before counting or of the
plotted results. First, there is no point in counting
craters which are older than the surface being dated.
Therefore, partly buried craters should be identified
and eliminated from the counts (Neukum et al.,
1975a; Wilhelms et al., 1978). An alternative approach is to include the buried craters in the counts
and detect them by a flattening of the size-frequency
curve (fig. 6.13D). Second, as soon as there are
enough craters of the size being counted to approach
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Figure 6.13. Diagrammatic size-fequency distributions of craters; cumulative form.
A. Three different production functions having slopes indicated.
B. Production curves of three ages are truncated by shallower curve which is the same for all ages; it portrays an idealized steady-state
or equilibrium distribution. Craters of all sizes form in each time interval, but many craters smaller than the limiting diameter for
the steady-state (Cs) are destroyed. The small craters' size-frequency distribution therdore slopes more gently than the production distribution.
C. A turndown at the small-diameter end of the production curve may arisefrom equilibrium effects as in B o r f o m inability to observe
the small craters.
D. Burial by a younger unit obliterates the smaller craters of a population.
E. Cratering resumes with same production size-distribution as before the burial, so craters are added to the curve of D (dotted) at each
diameter interval. A n offset of the curue remains.
F. Different production functions in three diameter intervals. For 0.1-2.0-km craters on the Moon, the steep slope of the middle field
(- 3 slope here) resultsfrom a mixture of secondary craters having steep production distributions and primary craters having shallower
production functions. Different slopes may also be caused by different production distributions of primaries as in A.
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overlap, some craters which have formed will be
obscured. Ultimately, a surface becomes saturated
with craters and a steady state is achieved in which
craters below a certain size are destroyed as rapidly
as they form (Shoemaker, 1965; Trask, 1966, 1971).
This condition is detected on plots by a turndown to
flatter slopes at the end of the size-frequency curve
which represents small diameters (fig. 6.13B, C).
However such flattening is usually indistinguishable
from flattening caused by a real diminishment of small
crater-forming projectiles relative to larger objects.
Because of the saturation of old surfaces, it is not clear
whether the objects that created craters and basins on
the early lunar terrae had the same production distribution as those of the more recent flux. Third (but

not last in a list of possible hazards to crater counting), only randomly distributed craters are direct
recorders of surface age; counts of secondary craters
concentrated along stringers or loops, for example,
would give false ages. Primaries and secondaries must
therefore be distinguished either before the craters are
counted or in the completed plots. Criteria for recognition of secondaries (table 6.3) have been applied by
some workers to eliminate them from the counts (e.g.,
Neukum et al., 1975a,b; Wilhelms et al., 1978). Other
practitioners have noted that the production populations of primaries and secondaries differ in such a way
that curves reflecting inclusion of many secondaries
are steeper than those for the production population
of primaries ( - 3.6 to - 4.0 for the secondaries ver-

Table 6.3. Crater Identification Criteria
Property

Primary impact

Secondary impact

Internal

Spatial distribution

Random on a geologic unit

Concentrated about
primary in clusters, chains,
loops; basin secondaries commonly grouped radially to
basin

Amidst dark material
and/or alined along rilles

Slope of size-frequency
distribution (cumulative)

2 2 km

- 1.8 for post-mare craters

- 3.6 to - 4.0

Insufficient data

Circularity

Circular < 10 km;
crenate > 10 km

Variable

Variable

Depth

Much deeper than surrounding terrain when
fresh

Shallow except far from
source

Variable

Interior profile

Smooth, conical 5 16 km;
terraced, peaked, flatfloored 22 1 km (fresh
craters)

Smooth except where filled
by deposits of primary or
other secondary craters

Variable; mostly smooth

Rimflank profile

Rugged near crest, then
concave out to ru2 radii

Inconspicuous

Variable; mostly gentle

Rimflank texture

Concentric, hummocky
near crest, radial to m1
radius

Linear or V-shaped intercrater ridges

Inconspicuous

Ejecta distribution

Predominately symmetrical

V-shaped or linear away
from source

Widespread

Mutual relations

Clear overlap or "pushthrough"; interference
features rare

Interference features common; downrange overlap
common

Variable

Mostly <30 km; proportional to source crater or
basin

Mostly <20 km

Size
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to mare surfaces being considered for Apollo landings
(fig. 6.14). The model predicts the net effects of the
repeated bombardment by fine particles of all origins
upon the slopes of craters in the hundreds-of-meters
diameter range, taking solar lighting into account. The
age of a crater can be determined by measuring
shadows on its walls and floor. Small craters are flattened and obliterated more quickly than large ones.
Thus, the size of the largest crater of a given state of
degradation on a surface is a measure of the relative
age of the surface. Most commonly, the diameter of
the largest crater on a surface that hypothetically
would be eroded to a slope of l o is computed from
measured slopes. The diameter is referred to in the
literature and here as DL. The larger the DL the
older the surface. The method has proved useful in
dating mare units too small to date by size-frequency
counts, and in extrapolating absolute ages of mare
units that were sampled to those that were not (fig.
6.15).
Large craters are also commonly dated by morphology. One qualitative morphology-age scheme assumed

sus - 1.8 to - 2.0 for the primaries; Shoemaker, 1965;
Oberbeck et al., 1977; Wilhelms et al., 1978).
Crater m o r p h o l o ~

Related dating methods depend on the assumption
that impacts which formed primary and secondary
craters too small to be seen have eroded surfaces in
proportion to duration of the surface's exposure. A
technique widely used by the U. S. Geological Survey
to date mare and other plains units accepts the inevitability that small craters are saturated and that primaries and secondaries are mixed. Areally small geologic
units often cannot be dated accurately by counts of
craters because too few have formed after the units
were deposited. The technique is based on a model
for crater erosion developed by Soderblom and Lebofsky (1972) and refined and applied by Boyce (1976;
Soderblom and Boyce, 1972; Boyce et al., 1974;
Moore et al., 1980). The method is a quantitative
descendant of a system for dating small craters devised
by Trask (1969, 1971) which was successfully applied
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Figure 6.14. Relations among age, size, and morphology of small craters (Trask, 1971). Horizontal lines are examples of isochrons;
their intersections with diagonal lines bounding morphology classes indicate what crater morphologies are superposed on average Imbrian
mare and Eratosthenian mare. Morphology categories are gradational and may vary according to substrate properties.
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Figure 6.15. Examples o f fresh and degraded craters on a mare
surface. Reference tojgure 6.14 shows that I-km crater below scale
bar, which is strongly subdued or bowl-shaped, is probably
Eratosthenian; I-km crater to its right is moderately subdued and
blocky so belongs to Copernican class I or 2; larger, very blocky
crater in upper right corner is probably Copernican class 4; and the
3-km, pan-shaped crater with a few blocks near center of picture
must be Imbrian. This last crater and the almost invisible crater
of the same size to its left limit the age of the underlying mare to
Imbrian; such craters could not have reached their advanced state
of degradation on an Eratosthenian mare surface. East o f Apollo
1 2 site; Orbiter 3 H-143.

a gradual subduing of originally similar crater features
with increasing age (Pohn and Offield, 1970; Offield
and Pohn, 1970). Some examples of the progressive
degradation are given in figure 6.16. Estimating age
from morphology can be successful only if the regional
setting of a crater is considered, particularly its relation to basin deposits (Wilhelms, in press b).

Summary
If the morphologic and size-frequency criteria for
age are correctly interpreted, each geologic unit
should, of course, be overlain only by craters having
properties typical of stratigraphic intervals younger
than the unit. This consistency has been approached
in a series of iterations (summary by Wilhelms, in
press b). Topographically sharp craters are superposed
on all units; large subdued craters are superposed only
on old units (unless they are anomalously buried by
still-younger deposits). Units of successively older ages
support successively more craters above the steadystate size for that age.
Below or near the steady-state size, successively
larger craters disappear on successively older units

(figs. 6.14 and 6.17). For example, an Eratosthenian
unit is unlikely to display Eratosthenian craters smaller
than 100 m, and the basal Imbrian unit (the Fra
Mauro Formation) is unlikely to display < 1 km Imbrian craters (fig. 6.14; Trask, 1971). Nectarian
craters smaller than 20 km or 30 km are obviously
deficient relative to Imbrian craters of the same size
(fig. 6.17), and no Nectarian craters < 5 km were
identified with certainty during systematic examination of the Moon. The pre-Nectarian curve shows a
deficiency in sizes as large as 50 km (fig. 6.17;
Wilhelms et al., 1978). Nectarian and pre-Nectarian
units can therefore be dated only by frequencies of
craters larger than about 20 km. Consequently, only
areally extensive (basin-scale) units of these ages can
be dated by size-frequency counts. Morphologies of
individual large superposed craters help date some of
the old units, and craters in the hundreds-of-meters
to 2-km range help date young planar units.
Some buried units, small units, rugged units (on
which craters are not preserved), and poorly photographed units cannot be dated at all by crater-based
methods. Stratigraphic relations determined by geologic mapping may help bracket their ages.

BASINS
Introduction

Understanding most aspects of lunar geology
depends on understanding ringed impact basins. This
results simply from the fact that basins are the largest
features of the Moon. All well-exposed lunar impact
excavations 300 k m and larger possess at least one ring
inside the rim and by definition are basins. Their
deposits constitute most of the upper terra crust.
Basins are also the sites of most mare volcanism and
tectonism.
Most investigators were aware of the importance
of crater and mare deposits by the early 1960s, but
appreciation of the dominant role of basin deposits
on the terrae has come more slowly. Gilbert (1893)
traced an extensive near-side system of grooves and
ridges (fig. 6.18B) to the Imbrium basin and correctly
hypothesized that this "Imbrium sculpture" was
created by Imbrium ejecta. Baldwin (1949, 1963)
repeated Gilbert's observations and showed that
ringed basins with concentric and radial structure
characterize other regions as well. Another landmark
study showed the basic similarity of the ring pattern
of basins and raised the number of identified basins

.e 6.16. Examples of large craters of different ages.

Kepler (K, 3 2 km, 8 ON, 3 8 W), shown to be Copernican
by radial bright-ray pattern (fig. 6.9) and conspicuous,
sharply-textured ejecta and secondary craters, which extend
more than one crater diameter from rim crest. In contrast,
Imbrian crater Encke (E, 2 8 km) has smooth ejecta truncated by mareflooding; floor also uplifted andfiactured. Simple crater Kepler A (KA,11 km) appearsfresh but is overlain
by Kepler secondary craters and lacks conspicuous ejecta;
therefore Eratosthenian or Upper Imbrian. Kepler B ( K B ,
7 km) much more degraded, undoubtedly Imbrian. All four
craters superposed on Zmbrium-basin ejecta. Orbiter 4 H-138.
Schorr (S, 53 km, 20°S, 90°E); Upper Imbrian age indicated by moderately sharp interior detail coupled with lack
of well defined ejecta or secondary craters. Overlies Nectarian
crater SchorrA (SA, 64 km), whose rim crest is well defined
but which lacks textural detail. Large crater partly in view
at right is Curie (C, 139 km, 23 Ofl 9 2 OE); comidaangsize,
Curie is much more degraded than Schorr A , therefOre undoubtedly #re-Nectarian. Almost entire scene except Schorr
overlain by large secondary-crater chains of early Late Imbrian crater Humboldt, centered outside of lower left corner.
Apollo 15 M - 2 3 6 9 .
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Crater diameter (km)

Figure 6.17. Size-jrequency distributions of craters i n each lunar
time-stratigraphic system. Deposits of Nectaris and Imbrium basins
define pre-Nectarian-Nectarian and Nectarian-Zmbrian boundaries,
respectively (table I); frequencies of 2 20 k m craters determined by
Wilhelms (1979, in press b); frequencies of small craters determined
on two Imbrium-basin units (Montes Apenninus and Fra Mauro
Formation) by Neukum et al. (1975a, b); dashed where extrapolated
from observations. Mare material of Palus Putredinis (Neukum et
al., 1 9 7 5 ~ ) lies very near Zmbrian-Eratosthenian boundary
(Wilhelms, in press b). Frequencies of units at EratosthenianCopernican boundary (long-dashed line; Wilhelms, in press b) poorly
defined but somewhat greater than those on crater Copernicus determined by Neukum and Kiinig (1976).
Short-dashed curves show average frequencies of four groups of
1 4 . 5 k m primary-impact craters (Wilhelms et al., 1978);
I c = Imbrian,
p N c =pre-Nectarian,
N c = Nectarian,
C E c = Copernican and Eratosthenian combined. Smaller craters included for C E c and Ic than for N c and pNc because small craters
of old populations are destroyed; diminishment of small sizes also
shown by turndowns of left-hand parts o f curves for Nc, Nectaris
basin, a n d p N c (compare fig. 6.13C); C E c and Ic < 4.5 are uisible but have not been systematically counted. In general, graph rejects
fact that smaller craters can be counted on young units than on old.
Therefore valid counts require largtr areasfor old units thanforyoung
units. Dating based on overall crater morphology and DL method
is required where exposed areas are too small for valid counts.

to 12 (Hartmann and Kuiper, 1962). Shoemaker and
Hackman (1962) explicitly stated the similarity of
deposits surrounding the Imbrium basin to those of
craters and added the concept of rock units. However,
they and most other workers of the 1960s considered
the radial grooves to be fractures induced by the impact (Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962; Hartmann and
Kuiper, 1962; Hartmann, 1964; Strom, 1964; Wilhelms, 1970). McCauley (1967a,b) identified another
ejecta deposit around the Orientale basin, which is
almost out of telescopic view on the Moon's west limb.
Lunar Orbiter photography raised the number of
basins recognized on the whole Moon to 27 or 29
(Stuart-Alexander and Howard, 1970; Hartmann and
Wood, 1971). Nevertheless, as late as 1969, the only
basin deposits identified with certainty were those of
Imbrium, Orientale, and Humorum (Mutch, 1970;
Wilhelms, 1970). Most of the terrae were considered
assemblages of crater deposits, whose monotony was
relieved only by the conspicuous material which forms
light-colored plains, then thought to be volcanic.
Later, basin deposits were traced over greater areas.
Apollo orbital photographs showed that the seemingly
straight Imbrian sculpture consists of elliptical
secondary-impact craters. The sculpture and the inner
deposits of all basins grade outward into fields of subcircular secondary craters, which are like those around
craters except that they are larger and more nearly
radial (Wilhelms, 1976; Wilhelms et al., 1978). Indistinct deposits and secondary craters of old basins have
been recognized as the analogs of the young; overlapping deposits of basins have been mapped over the
whole terrae (fig. 6.19; Wilhelms and McCauley,
1971; Wilhelms and El-Baz, 1977; Scott et al., 1977;
Lucchitta, 1978; Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms
et al., 1979; Wilhelms in press b).

Orientale
Introduction

Just as Copernicus is often used as the standard of
comparison for complex lunar craters, the ten-timeslarger Orientale is the model for basins (fig. 6.20).
Imbrium was studied first because of its favorable position for telescopic viewing, but Orientale displays
basin features much better because of its lesser
degradation and flooding. Although detected by telescopic studies and Soviet Zond-3 images (Hartmann
and Kuiper, 1962; Hartmann, 1964; McCauley,
1967a), Orientale was not well observed until Lunar

Figure 6.18. Imbrium basin and periphery on lunar near side.
A . View centered on Mare Imbrium (MI). Southern basin rim
consists of Montes Apenninus (MAP) and Montes Carpatus,
the range north of (above) Copernicus (C, 9 3 km). Alternatively, north rim may be ( I ) north shore of Mare Frigoris
( M F ) or (2) Montes Alpes (MAI) plus the terra overlain by
Pluto (P) and the crater containing Sinus Iridum (SI). R i m
may split in Montes Caucasus ( M C ) and continue as both
of the above. Center as given here (38 ON, 1 9 W, under letters
M I ) is center of circle bestfit to Carpatus and Frigoris north
shore. Inner ring(s) marked by mare ridges and unburied summits of rings such as Montes Recti ( M R ) and the ruged
elevation on the Apennine Bench (AB) south of Archimedes
(A). V A = Vallis Alpes (Alpine Valley). Rect$ed telescopic
photograph courtesy Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona (Hartmann and Kuiper, 1962).
B . Overall view of southern periphery including Montes Apenninus (MAP, compare fig. 6 . ID), Fra Mauro peninsula
(FM;compare fig. 6. IC), and Zmbrium sculpture cutting
rims o f Ptolemaeus (P, 153 km) and Alphonsus (A; compare fig. 6.56). C = Copernicus; E = Eratosthenes (58 km);
R R = Rupes Recta (Straight Wall). Orbiter 4 M-113.
C. Montes Apenninus viewed from north-northwest;
E = Eratosthenes. Apollo 1 7 M-2433.
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A . Near side

B. Far side

Figure 6.19. M a p of lunar basins (Wilhelms, 19806). Rings and ring arcs solid where exposed, dotted where buried or inferred. Mapped
deposits include continuous, primary ejecta and densest concentrations of secondary craters; dashed where uncertain. Names of basins having
mapped deposits are in capitals. Names of other definite basins are written out in lower case. Initials refer to indefinite basins:
A G =AmundFa-Ganswindt; A K =Al-Khwarizmi-King; F B = Flamteed-Billy; In = Insularum; L F = Lomonosov-Fleming; M a =Marginis;
M V = Mutus- Vlacq; P H = Pingre'-Hausen; S R = Sikorsky-Rittenhous T S = Tsiolkovskiy-Stark; W A = Werner-Airy. Procellarum basin not
shown (see jig. 6.63).

Orbiter 4 exposed the full beauty of this almost unmodified impact basin (fig. 6.20). About the eastern
two-thirds of the ring system and its encompassing
deposits and secondary craters were well photographed
(fig. 6.20A). The impact origin of Orientale and other
basins was demonstrated by energy considerations like
those applied to Copernicus, multiplied many times
over. The thousand-kilometer extent of radially disposed ridges, grooves, craters, and plains should have
ended all doubts about the origin of basins by enormous impacts.

Rings
Although the rings of Orientale are commonly cited
as type examples of lunar multiple basin rings, they
are more regular than is usual. Four well-defined rings
characterize the sector photographed by Orbiter 4 (fig.
6.20A). The outermost is Montes Cordillera, a nearly
complete ring 930-km across that is the topographic
ring of the basin; that is, most of the depressed terrain generally thought of as the basin interior lies in-

side this ring. Whether the Cordillera is also the basin
rim in the sense of the boundary of the excavation
is another matter. The Cordillera ring is scarplike in
places, and in other places rises in arcuate massifs.
It marks the inner limit of the coarsely textured exterior basin ejecta.
Next inside the Cordillera is the outer of the two
rings called Montes Rook. The peaks of this 620-km
ring are rugged, jagged, and stand higher above their
bases than those of the Cordillera. The inner Rook
ring (480-km diameter) is similar but considerably less
massive in most sectors. An innermost ring 320 km
in diameter is delineated partly by scarps and partly
by massifs. The ring spacing of Orientale supports
the "rule" (Hartmann and Wood, 1971) that lunar
basin rings are regularly spaced by factors of 2 or its
square root.
The poorly photographed western sector is less
regular (fig. 6.20B). The four rings are vaguely identifiable, but the general appearance is chaotic and a
basin depression is not obvious. If this sector had been
well photographed instead of the eastern, interpreta-
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tions of basin rings might have followed a different
path.

Interior deposits
Two kinds of materials in addition to massif
materials (and the later mare materials) characterize
the Orientale interior. One is the Montes Rook Formation, a hummocky- or knobby-textured unit concentrated between the outer Rook and Cordillera rings
but extending locally beyond both (Scott et al., 1977).
Its interpretation has been difficult. It must have been
partly ejected, for it locally lies upon the Cordillera
scarp (McCauley, 1977). It also shows concentric features where banked against the scarp, and some radial
texture. The knobs resemble similar ones on the floors
of fresh craters such as Copernicus and Tycho (fig.
6.7C; Murray, 1980). Those crater-floor materials are
commonly interpreted as impact melt because the
knobs appear draped by fissured material, which probably shrank during cooling (Howard and Wilshire,
1975). Thus the Montes Rook Formation probably
includes impact melt and was thrown over the rim
in some sectors.
Another basin floor material, the Maunder Formation, forms smoother, light-colored plains and fissured,
hilly materials (fig. 6.20C). The Maunder probably
consists of pooled impact melt like that in the large
lunar and Canadian Shield craters (fig. 6.7C; Scott
et al., 1977).

Exterior deposits
Textures of the external deposits and their relations
to older and younger terranes are especially clear
around Orientale. A thick blanket, the Hevelius Formation (McCauley, 1967a,b; Scott et d . , 1977), completely obscures underlying features on Montes
Cordillera, but the formation thins farther out and
becomes indistinct 300 to 600 km from the Cordillera.
The Hevelius abundantly displays evidence of flow
along the surface (fig. 6.20D). Pre-Orientale craters
deflect radial flow ridges and grooves into concentric
patterns which may resume a radial orientation after
bypassing the obstacle. Textures are coarse near the
basin and progressively finer outward. Ultimately the
Hevelius Formation grades into smooth planar deposits, strong evidence for the basin-ejecta origin of
light plains deposits in general, including those at the
Apollo 16 site, once thought volcanic.
Secondary chains locally extend to the Cordillera
rim (Vallis Bouvard; fig. 6.20A), where, like the pre-

basin craters, they are blanketed by the continuous
ejecta. Most secondaries, however, appear from
beneath the continuous deposits at about the same
radial distance where fine textures give way to plains
(fig. 6.20E). Some secondary crater groups have interfered with each other as have crater secondaries, but
more Orientale secondaries form radial than herringbone patterns (compare figs. 6.7B and 6.20E). Other
Orientale secondaries, recognized by similar sizes,
clustering, and rim shapes, are considerably subdued
through partial burial by the continuous Hevelius
Formation or deposits of other secondaries. The
secondary-impact field eventually degenerates outward
into discontinuous patches, and finally into thin
mantles barely distinguishable from the older, subjacent terrain. A few strings of fresh craters many hundreds of kilometers from Orientale are probably also
Orientale secondaries.
Basin-Forming Processes

Ring origin
Rings of other basins show both similarities to and
differences from those of Orientale. The discussions
here concentrate on cavities 1300-km wide, but some
smaller cavities with small rings or partial rings have
also been called basins. Examples are Antoniadi (135
km) and Compton (162 km), each having a peak centered inside the inner ring; Schwarzschild (235 km),
with an arcuate partial ring; and Milne (262 km),
characterized by several subconcentric partial rings.
These features have commonly been cited as evidence for a transition between the central peaks of
craters and the rings of basins (e.g., Hartmann and
Wood, 1971; Hodges and Wilhelms, 1978). The
jagged peaklike morphology of inner rings like those
of the 320-km fresh basin Schrijdinger (fig. 6.21) also
suggests an origin as expanded central peaks. However, most craters in the 200- to 300-km diameter
range have a poorly developed, inconspicuous inner
structure (Murray, 1980). Basin rings and crater peaks
may form by different, though related, processes.
Understanding the origin of basin rings is important for estimating the extent to which the lunar crust
and mantle were excavated and deformed during very
large impacts. The identity of the boundary of excavation is particularly significant. Theories of ring origin
fall roughly into the following categories: (1) an inner
ring, or the former position of an inner ring, marks
the excavation limit (Hartmann and Wood, 1971;
Howard et al., 1974; Moore et al., 1974; Head,
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B. Regional view centered on western part of basin. Eastern rings
labeled as in A; ring structure less distinct in west. Orbiter
4 M-194, rectified by Lunar and Planetary Laboratory,
University of Arizona; courtesy E. A . Whitaker.

Figure 6.20. Orientale basin, centered 2 0 OS, 95 W.
A . Regional view centered on eastern part of basin. Rings are
Montes Cordillera, 9 3 0 k m diameter (a); outer Montes Rook
(620 km, 6); inner Montes Rook (480 km, c); and innermost ring (320 km, d). V B = Vallis Bouvard, a chain of
Orientale secondary craters. Areas of C - E outlined. Part of
southwestern Oceanus Procellarum in upper right (OP); mare
fill of Grimaldi at G. Orbiter 4 M-187.

C. Part of northeastern interior, showing fissured swells of impact melt (Maunder Formation, Iom), knobby Montes Rook
Formation (lor), and rugged, irregular massifs where both Rook
rings are amalgamated (upper right; compare fig. 6.20A).
Craters are Kopff (K, 42 km, 17ON, 9 O 0 y and Maunder
(partly in view at M ) . Crescentic mare is Lacus Veris. Orbiter 4 H-187.
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D. Hevelius Formation, lineated ejecta of Orientale basin. Surface flow evinced where obstacles have d&'ected othmise radial
ridges and grooves. Radial Hevelius grades into dunelikefonnr
accumulated against distal wall of crater Riccioli (R, 146 km,
3OS, 7 4 OW).

E. Secondary craters of Orientale southeast of basin near crater
Schickard (lower right, 2 2 7 km, 44 OS, 55OW). T w o lefthand arrows lie along linear, radial secondary-crater gecta and
point to Orientale center, 1200 k m away. Secondary craters
include typical well formed individuals partly jlled by ejecta
(a); pairs forming linear intercrater septa (b); similar but partly
buried groups and individuals (c); very sharp craters which
may be secondaries or postbasin primary craters (d); buried,
linear chains (e); and diverse clusters of small secondaries 03.
Plains (g) also probably secondary ejecta. Prebasin primary
craters are Schickard, Inghirami A (I), Lacroix (L), and
Wargentin (W). Only large postbasin primary crater is Piazzi C (P). Orbiter 4 H-167; after W i l h e l m ( 1 9 8 0 ~ ) .

Figure 6.21. Schrcdinger basin (320 km, 76OS, 134OE), showing double-ring structure. Outer rim resembles crater r i m ; inner ring
consists of rugedpeaks. Radial valleysformed by secondary impact.
Orbiter 4 M-8.
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1974a; McCauley, 1977; Scott et al., 1977); the outer
rings formed like terraces of craters by collapse into
the cavity, either (a) during (McCauley, 1977) or (b)
after (Head, 1974a) excavation; (2) the main, topographic basin rim is the boundary of excavation, and
interior rings are (a) nested subcavities (Hodges and
Wilhelms, 1978) or (b) floor uplifts (Baldwin, 1974;
Murray, 1980).
The resemblance of the main, 320-km rim of
Schrijdinger to the rims of craters is obvious, and they
must be equivalent in origin. That is, the Schrijdinger
rim is the boundary of excavation as modified
(widened by terracing). The morphology of the inner
ring indicates floor uplift. It is very unlikely that excavation was contained within the inner, 160-km ring,
because the cavity would be smaller than many craters
which lack a second ring. Schr'ddinger-type doublering structure persists until about 450 km, the diam-

eter of the Korolev and Moscoviense basins (table 6.4;
figs. 6.22, 6.23). The inner ring is generally half as
wide as the topographic rim (Wood and Head, 1976).
Hertzsprung (570 km) represents the next step in
the complexity series. This relatively young but preOrientale basin has an intermediate ring, or a zone
of irregular hills between the rim (570 km), and a
distinct inner ring (265 km; fig. 6.24). The great extent of ejecta and secondary craters beyond the 570-km
rim shows that this rim is equivalent to crater- and
SchriSdinger-type rims-the boundary of excavation.
Uplift is the mechanism most consistent with the interior structure, especially the irregular zones.
Interior irregularities of this sort also appear in all
larger basins. Perhaps the clear division of basin structure into rings has been overemphasized considering
the poorly defined patterns of hills, peaks, and ridges
that characterize large tracts of western Orientale (fig.

Table 6.4. Known and Possible (parentheses) Lunar Ringed Impact Basins.
Listed in order of age (joungest at top); basins with mappable deposits in capitals

Basin1

Center
Lat. Long.

ORIENTALE
SCHR~DINGER
IMBRIUM

20 S
75 s
33 N

(Sikorsky-Rittenhouse)
Bailly
HERTZSPRUNG
SERENITATIS
CRISIUM
HUMORUM
HUMBOLDTIANUM

69 S 111 E
67 S
68 W
2 N 129W
27 N 19 E
18N 59E
40 W
24 S
61N 84E

MENDELEEV
MENDEL-RYDBERG
KOROLEV
MOSCOVIENSE
NECTARIS

95 W
134 E
18 W

Diameters (km)2
Main rim Other ring(s)
930
320
1200-(1500)

620-480-320
150
670

1-1
2-1
3-1

-

4-N

141 E

5-N

50 S
5S
26 N
16s

94 W
157 W
147 E
34E

6-N

7-pN

FREUNDLICH-SHARONOV

19 N

175 E

8-pN

BIRKHOFF
Planck
Schiller-Zucchius
(Amundsen-Ganswindt)

59 N
58s
56 S
81s

147 W
136E
45 W
120E

9-pN

LORENTZ

34 N

97 W

Smythii
Coulomb-Sarton

Fig. 6.20
Fig. 6.21
North rim dual? Fig. 6.18
Fig. 6.21

6N

APOLLO
Grimaldi

Remarks

Age3

Fig. 6.24
Rings, age doubtful; double?
Figs. 6.25, 6.61
Complex rings; fig. 6.26
Complex rings; double
basin; fig. 6.25
-

Fig. 6.22
Fig. 6.23
Fig. 6.27
Fig. 6.22
-

Fig. 6.31
Fig. 6.31
-

Fig. 6.21

Fig. 6.32
11-pN -
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6.20B), Hertzsprung (fig. 6.24), Crisium (fig. 6.25),
Humboldtianum (fig. 6.25), Humorum (fig. 6.26),
Nectaris (fig. 6.27), and Serenitatis (fig. 6.18B,E).
Partly regular and partly random processes of floor
uplift seem required to explain their combinations of
ringlike and chaotic patterns.
Recently, a wavelike process of basin ring formation first proposed by Van Dorn (1968) and Baldwin
(1972, 1974) has been revived (Grieve, 1980; Murray,
1980). Highly shocked, fluidized or nearly fluidized
material of most of the cavity rebounds, then a smaller
central zone partly collapses. T h e collapsed part rises
again in its center, and so on for as many cycles as
are consistent with basin size, strength, layering, and
other properties of the target. T h e uplift freezes from
the outside in because the inner part is the most highly
fluidized. This explanation nicely accounts for both
the regular structure, where controlled by layering or

some other anisotropic factor, and the irregular structure, where the target is more homogeneous and the
oscillations are imperfect.
I n the version of the model favored here, the
topographic rim is also the boundary of excavation
and not a n exterior scarp. T h e rim of Orientale,
Montes Cordillera, cannot have formed after cessation of ejecta deposition as claimed by many workers
(e.g., Head, 1974a), because it is mantled with ejecta
(McCauley, 1977). It is a major structure and not an
external byproduct of the basin formation. It is a
nearly complete ring that demarcates the inner boundary of the thick, coarsely textured Hevelius Formation, the most conspicuous stratigraphic unit on the
Moon. Pre-basin craters are numerous outside and
absent inside (Baldwin, 1974). If we consider the extent of the Orientale deposits and secondary craters
(fig. 6.20) and accept appearances at face value, the

Table 6.4 (continued). Known and Possible (parentheses) Lunar Ringed Impact Basins.
Listed in order of age Cyoungest at t o a barins with mappable deposits in capitals
Basin1

Center
Lat. Long.

Diameters (km)2
Main rim Other ring(s)

Age3

Keeler-Heaviside
Poincari
Ingenii

10s
58s
34 S

780?
340
560?

Fig. 6.31
12-pN Fig. 6.31
Fig. 6.31

Lomonosov-Fleming
Nubium
Fecunditatis
Mutus-Vlacq
Tranquillitatis
Australe

1 9 N 105E
21s
15W
4S
52 E
52s
21E
7 N 40E
52 S
95 E

620
690
690
700
775?
880

(A1 Khwarizmi-King)

(Pingrc-Hausen)
(Werner-Airy)
(Balmer-Kapteyn)
(Flamsteed-Billy)
(Marginis)
(Insularum)
(Grissom-White)
(Tsiolkovskiy-Stark)

I N 112E
56 S
82 W
24 S
12 E
16 S
69 E
8S
45 W
20 N 84 E
9 N 18W
40 S 155 W
1 5 s 128E

590
300?
500?
550?
570?
580
600?
600?
700?

South Pole-Aitken
(Procellarum)

5 6 s 180
26 N 15 W

162E
162E
163 E

2500
3200

540
175
325

Remarks

13-pN
(550)

Fig. 6.32
-

-

14-pN Fig. 6.25

-

2400-1 700

15-pN

Fig. 6.22
Fig. 6.63

NOTES
1. Basins named from two superposed, unrelated craters (Wilhelms and El-Baz, 1977) or from contained mare. Older names and references
to first mention given by Wilhelms (in press b).
2. Main rim refers to topographic basin rim, which is the boundary of excavation in the author's opinion. Other major rings given;
in parentheses if partial.
3 . I = Imbrian; N = Nectarian; pN = pre-Nectarian. Fifteen age groups also given; basins cannot be accurately ranked within a group
(Wilhelms, 1981, in press b). Each group is headed by a basin which can be dated by crater frequencies (Wilhelms, 1979, in press
b); other basins in group are ranked in order of increasing size.
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Figure 6.22. Korolev basin (K; 440 km; 5OS, 157O W), showing double-ring structure. Outer ring is subdued, contains downdropped "terrace" in west (left of K). Inner ring is ridqelike and incomplete, some sectors being buried by plains (under K). Basin filled by light-colored
plains deposits. Northern rim of Apollo basin (A), massifs d S o u t h Pole-Aitken basin (S), and deposits of Hertzsprung basin (hd; combare
fig. 6.24) also in view. Orbiter I M-28.
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Figure 6.26. Hurnorum basin. Concentric structure includes parts
of mountainous terra rings (below and left of Gassendi, G, 1 1 0
km), mare ridges, and arcuate rilles (see "Tectonics '7).Catalina
Observatory photograph 1607.
"A),

t

,

.

Figure 6.25. Hurnboldtianum (H) and Crisium ( C ) basins on
Moon's east limb. Terminator (irregular line between dark and
illuminated regions) about at longitude 6 1 OE. Concentric and radial
structure of both basins evident. Orbiter 4 M - 2 3 .

(3) Rebound of interior and ejection of knobby
ejecta (Montes Rook Formation) at higher
angles and lower velocities.
(4) Several oscillations of interior, each having successively lower amplitude and extending to
smaller radius. Hinge line of each oscillation
recorded by an interior ring (outer Rook, inner
Rook, 320-km ring).

( 5 ) Last oscillation leaves a central uplift in basins
of certain size (fig. 6.20A).
(6) Impact melt (Maunder Formation) settles into
place.
(7) Early-launched ejecta impacts distant terrain,
forming secondary craters. May overlap with
stages 4-6.

Distribution and Stratigraphy
Most of the near side and part of the far side are
dominated by the relatively well-preserved deposits
of the Imbrium, Orientale, and Nectaris basins (figs.
6.18, 6.20, 6.27). They divide the lunar stratigraphic
column into four time-stratigraphic blocks, the three
oldest of which (pre-Nectarian, Nectarian, and Lower
Imbrian) contain other basin materials as well (table
6.1). The 28 definite and 16 probable or possible
basins have been ranked into a minimum of 15 unnamed, informal subdivisions of these systems (table
6.4). Basins of a group appear distinct in age from

Figure 6 . 2 7 (next page). Nectaris basin (centered 16OS, 3 4 OE), bounded on southwest by conspicuous scarp, Rupes Altai (RA). Dotted
lines indicate additional rings. Limit of most conspicuous ejecta and secondary craters south of basin outlined. A 1 6 = Apollo 16 landing
site. Nectarian crater Rheita (R, 70 km, 37OS, 47OE) superposed on Vallis Rheita (VR), a secondary-impact chain of Nectaris basin.
Pre-Nectarian craterJanssen Cj) buried by Nectaris basin deposits (the Janssen Formation). After Stuart-Alexander and Wilhelmr (1975).
Orbiter 4 M - 8 3 .
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Figure 6.23. Moscovime basin (445 km; 26ON, 147OE). Arrows
mark three rings; terrain between outer two rings variable in width,
and contains arcuate partial rings. Inner basin and probably the outer
structure indicate5gure-8 structure, probably resultingfrom twin impact. Orbiter 5 M-124.

Cordillera is the boundary of excavation of the Orientale basin. The same is true of Montes Apenninus,
the Moon's most prominent range, which is the inner
boundary of the Imbrium basin ejecta and must form
the boundary of excavation in its sector. Around all
relatively fresh basins (see table 6.4), distinct ejecta
begins at the topographic rim, extends an average of
one basin radius farther, and is succeeded outward
by densely concentrated secondary craters which extend an additional one or two basin radii.
Problems remain in identification of many large
basin rims. Crisium and Humorum, for example,
have multiple rings and irregular zones that extend
out to 530 and 410 km, respectively, from the basin
centers (figs. 6.25 and 6.26). Rimlike structure is well
defined at this distance in some sectors and not in
others. Apparently, the behavior of large impacts is
affected by properties of target and projectile in complex and largely unpredictable ways.

F i ~ r 6e.24. Herttsprung basin (H, 570 km,2 O N , 12g0W). I n w
ring and outer ring in southwest conspicuous (below and left of H);
other ring structure less well defined. Basin deposits shown infigure
6.22 at hd,; more conspicuous, @pica1deposits at hd2. Interiorjlled
by marelike plains material (lkht-colored w h a seen under higher sun
illumination). Orbiter 5 M-28.

Sequence of events

Following is the inferred sequence of events in the
development of a large ringed basin, exemplified by
Orientale (fig. 6.28).
(1) Impact and development of a craterlike cavity,
whose depthldiameter ratio may initially resemble those of simple craters.
(2) Lesser deepening but vigorous lateral cavity expansion, with ejection of massive ejecta at low
angles. Forms chainlike secondary craters
(Vallis Bouvard) overlain by lineated ejecta
(Hevelius Formation).
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Figure 6.28.Stages in formation of typical ringed impact basin (modeled on Orientale) according to oscillatory uplij? model. (Drawn by
Donald E. Davis.)
A. Early stages of growth, resembling simple crater. Target rock greatly weakened by shock wave.
B. Cavity grows and becomes shallower relative to depth, ejection angle decreases, and central uplift begins as in complex crater.
C. Central uplift collapses, forming temporary double-ring basin like Schriidinger.
D . Center rebounds as in water-drop crater.
E. Wavelike motion enlarges inner ring of C and D , new innermost ring forms from central peak of D, bounding ring of excavation
becomes lower, and ejecta blankets basin walls and exterior. Temporary three-ring basin is formed.
F. Excavation boundary reaches final size, and two inner rings and a central uplift have formed.
G. Ejecta continues to move beyond excavation and interior continues to oscillate, enlarging innermost ring and causing surge of ejecta
from intermediate ring (Montes Rook Formation at Orientale).
H . Exterior deposits (Hevelius Formation at Orientale) mostly in place and two rings inside excauation boundary have frozen, but innermost ring continues to grow and center rises once again.
I. Innermost ring has grown to final size and central uplift relaxes into low, broad mound.
J. Final configuration.

those of the other groups; basins are not ranked within
a group.
Counts of superposed craters, as described in the
"Craters" section, are necessary for establishing
relative age of many basins (fig. 6.29; Wilhelms, in
press b). Statistics of craters 1 2 0 km are used in the
counts because some smaller superposed craters of the
original population have been obliterated on the older

basins (fig. 6.17), and because many photographs are
inadequate for distinguishing craters which record the
time since the basin formed (primary craters superposed on the basin) from craters which do not (secondaries and buried primaries).
As many basins as possible are ranked by superposition relations. Basin ejecta can be recognized both
from its distinctive texture and from subdual of the
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Fi~ure6.29. Sizerfrequeny distributions of primary impact craters 20-100 k m superposed on lunar basins (Wilhelms, 1979).

underlying topography. Although textures in the older
and smaller ejecta blankets are indistinct, they are
commonly detectable. The degree of obscuration of
older craters provides clues to the presence of ejecta
even where the textures are absent. Ejecta thins outward, so craters and other landforms close to the rim

are buried more deeply than those farther away. The
degree of obscuration varies at a given radial distance
around a given basin, as it does around Copernicustype craters, because of the lobate depositional pattern of ejecta (figs. 6.7A, 6.20). Heavy obscuration
extends an average of one basin radius from a basin
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rim. Geologic mapping is commonly required to find
this obscuration pattern and rank the ejecta blankets
stratigraphically. Craters are dated by morphology,
and those too fresh to be modified by basin materials
are distinguished from those which have lost some of
their original, fine-scale features (fig. 6.16). In some
cases, systematic obscuration was noted before the
presence of a basin was detected from its rings.
Secondary craters extend the range to which superposition relations can be determined (fig. 6.30). Secondary craters surround all fresh, well-photographed
craters and basins. Approximately similar but more
degraded craters or subdued depressions around older
basins, such as Freundlich-Sharonov (fig. 6.3 I), are
assumed to have similar origins. Age sequences are
clear when grooves radial to one basin transect part
of another basin (fig. 6.31). The interpretation of the
grooves does not matter for relative dating, provided
they do not postdate the basin from which they radiate.
The fact that they are synchronous with the basin is
now believed to be well established by the morphologies of Imbrium sculpture and the Orientale secondary field.
Basins are increasingly numerous in successively
older time-stratigraphic units. None are of Copernican, Eratosthenian, or Late Imbrian age. The three
mode1 basins-Orientale, Schriidinger, and Imbrium
-are Early Imbrian. Nectarian basins and their
deposits are much more widespread. They dominate
the Moon's east limb region (Nectaris, Humboldtianum, Crisium; figs. 6.25, 6.27) and a broad belt
of the far side (Moscoviense, Mendeleev, Korolev,
Hertzsprung; figs. 6.22-6.24). On the near side, they
are mostly obscured by Imbrium and Orientale
deposits except in the southeast (Nectaris) and parts
of the Humorum basin (figs. 6.19, 6.26, 6.27).
Nectaris-basin deposits are exposed in an extensive
area, so that crater densities and superposition relations can be determined relatively accurately. Frequencies and morphologies of superposed craters are
important standards for discriminating other Nectarian units from pre-Nectarian units (figs. 6.17,
6.29).
Pre-Nectarian deposits are common in a broad strip
between Nectarian deposits on the far side (fig. 6.31)
and on the southern near side and east limb beyond
the reach of the Imbrian and Nectarian deposits (figs.
6.19, 6.32). Pre-Nectarian and Nectarian craters are
scattered randomly wherever not obscured by younger
basin deposits. Most of the premare Moon is probably
covered by basin ejecta (fig. 6.19).

Figure 6.30. Secondary craters of Humorum basin (outline, basin
centered 6 0 0 k m in direction of left arrow) and Zmbrium basin (left
of right-hand arrowhead; basin centered 2500 k m due north, direction of arrow). Right-hand arrow crosses rim ofpre-Nectarian crater
Wilhelm (10 7 km, 43 OS, 2 1
After Wilhelms (1976). 0 r biter 4 H-131.

w.

The two largest pre-Nectarian basins are also the
two largest geologic features of the Moon. The
2500-km South Pole-Aitken basin (Big Backside Basin)
encloses a depression of the far side terra up to 5-7
km below the average lunar radius of 1738 km and
is rimmed by some of the Moon's largest mountains
(Howard et al., 1974; Stuart-Alexander, 1978;
Wilhelms et al., 1979). It is also the site of about half
of the far side's maria, which are contained in super-
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TERRA BRECCIAS
Crustal Structure

Figure 6.31. Pre-Nectarian basins and densely Packed craters on
lunarfar side. Radial grooves ofFreundlich-Sharonov basin (white
arrow points to basin center), massifs of Keeler-Heaviside basin
(black arrows), Ingenii basin surrounding Mare Ingenii (I), and
smaller Planck (PI) and Poincare' (Po) basins. Craters include
Gagarin (G, 2 7 2 km, 20°S, 14g0E) and Van de Graaff
Orbiter 2 M - 75.

(v.

posed craters and small basins such as Apollo, Planck,
and Poincari. As drawn by Whitaker (1981), the nearside Procellarum basin is still larger, enclosing a
geologically complex area 3200 km in diameter and
centered at 23ON, 15OW. This basin, which Cadogan
(1974) called Gargantuan and drew somewhat differently, accounts for many arcuate mountains of the
near side and encloses about 80 percent of the Moon's
maria. Ejecta of these two giant basins may cover most
of the terrae, though the ejecta textures are not observed. Subsequent sections describe further major
phenomena ascribable to the South Pole-Aitken and
Procellarum basins.

A terra rock is both a sample of the lunar crust,
which had an igneous beginning, and a sample of a
stratigraphic deposit, which originated by impact. This
dual origin may confuse the petrologist attempting to
distinguish effects of the two processes and has led to
an ambiguous nomenclature for lunar terra materials.
Both phases in terra history are discussed here, with
emphasis on the impact processes and lithologies.
The terra crust is crudely stratified. Uppermost is
a regolith more than 5 m thick having seismic velocities of about 100 m/s (Cooper et al., 1974). Regoliths
on both terrae and maria consist of loose fragments,
breccias, glass droplets, and glass-welded aggregates,
which are generated by innumerable small impacts
from the underlying bedrock and from earlier regolith
fragments (Shoemaker et al., 1969; Shoemaker and
Morris, 1970; Heiken, 1975; Taylor, 1975, 1982;
French, 1977; Cadogan, 1981). Regoliths contain
meteoritic trace chemistry, solar-wind particles,
cosmic-ray tracks, and other evidence of exposure to
the space environment (Burnett and Woolum, 1977;
Crozaz, 1977). Some are randomly structured but
most consist of thin layers, each of which is part of
the eiecta blanket of a small crater (Duke and Naele.
"
,
1975).
The part of the subregolith bedrock accessible to
study consists of much larger ejecta blankets generated
by fewer and larger impacts. Each forms a laterally
continuous bed of relatively coherent, lithologically
related, brecciated material. The brecciated nature
of the upper 2 or 3 km of the crust has led to the term
"megaregolith" (Short and Foreman, 1972; Hartmann, 1973). This term is partly appropriate because
regoliths and bedrock breccias both consist of fragmental materials generated by impact, but is not used
here in order to stress the extent and continuity of the
photogeologically detectable beds. The coarse-scale
beds are probably interbedded with true regoliths that
were formed by small impacts in the intervals between
the major impacts.
Spacecraft exploration has provided some data on
the layering, composition, and density of the deeper
lunar interior, though all conclusions are tentative (fig.
6.33; summaries by Goins et al., 1979; BVSP, 1981,
pp. 666-678; Taylor, 1982). The density of the terra
crust is estimated at between 2.90 g/cm3 and 3.05
g/cm3, as compared with 3.34 g/cm3 for the bulk
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Figure 6.32. Dots indicate main rims of southern Smythii and northern Australe basins. Mare Smythii dejines its basin and small mare
patches help outline Australe. Crater Humboldt (H, 207 km, 27OS) 81 OE) and radial grooues of Nectaris basin (N) are superposed on
Australe basin. Orbiter 4 M-9.

Moon. Its average thickness is estimated as 74 12
km (BVSP, 1981, p. 671), corresponding to 10 to 14
percent of the Moon's volume. The crust in the southwestern near-side (where most seismic data were collected) is estimated as between 45- and 60-km thick

(Toks'dz et al., 1974; BVSP, 1981, p. 669). Beneath
the Apollo 16 site, it appears to be about 75 km, close
to the lunar average (Goins et al., 1979). The far-side
crust is thought to be thicker than the near-side crust,
and a hemispherical dichotomy is generally assumed

MOON

Figure 6.33. Subsurface structure of Moon.
A . Diagrammatic section ofglobe (Toksiiz et al., 1974). Crustal
thickness exaggerated. Since publication ofthis interpretation,
mare basalts (black) have been shown to be much thinner than
20 k m (see "Maria").

(Kaula et al., 1974; Bills and Ferrari, 1977; Haines
and Metzger, 1980). Where measured, the far-side
surface generally lies higher above the Moon's center
of mass than the near-side surface. However, it can
be suggested that the Procellarum and South PoleAitken basins may exert greater control over crustal
thickness and surface elevation than does a hemispherical factor (fig. 6.33B).
Seismic velocities increase from about 300 +
- 50 mls
to about 6 kmls at 20 or 25 km depth, then rise further to about 7 kmls and remain relatively constant
to the base of the crust. The 20-25 km discontinuity
may mark either a physical difference (cracks and
pores open above, closed below) or a chemical difference (less dense above, more dense below) (Todd et
al., 1973; Herzberg and Baker, 1980; Taylor, 1982).

B. Detail of crust and upper mantle showing variable crustal
thickness beneath and near Procellarum basin (center at 0).
True scale and curvature. Vertical scale refers to depth beneath
average lunar terra surface, radius 1738 km. Dashed line
at 75 k m depth indicates estimated position of mantle-crust
boundary before Procellarum basin formed. Present crustal
thickness of about 75 k m near rim of Procellarum basin
(1600-km radius) based on estimates for Apollo 1 6 region
(Nakamura, 1981). Thickness averaging 50 k m between
rings of 850- and 1200-km radius based on seismic data
j o m southern Oceanus Procellarum (Koyama and Nakamura,
1979). Thickness of 25 k m beneath central basin is an upper
limit derived by assuming another 2 5 - k m decrease between
troughs. Dotted lines diagrammatically represent excavations
by two later basins; basins of same size may reach mantle
in central Proc~llarumbut excavate only crustal material in
outer troughs.
Hypothetical transition zone between concentrations of M g rich rock (lower crust) and Al-rich rock (upper crust) marked
by x's. KREEPpossibly also concentrated in lower or lowermost crust. Procellarum basin has stripped off highly
aluminous material and exposed Mg-suite and K R E E P .
Composition of later basin ejeGta depends on which remaining levels are intersected by the basins.
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Composition and Mineralogy
Lunar compositions are usually compared with
chondritic meteorites, assumed to represent the
primordial composition of the solar system (table 6.5).
Sampling results starting with the Apollo 11 marebasalt analyses showed strong depletion of volatile
elements (Na, K, Pb, Rb, many trace elements, and
H20) relative to chondrites (Wetherill, 1971). Refractory elements (Al, Ba, Ca, Hf, Sr, U, T h , Zr, rare
earths, and others) seemed correspondingly enriched.
Depletion of volatiles still seems likely to most investigators (Warren and Wasson, 1979a; Wood, 1979;
Taylor, 1982). Data from Surveyor (Turkevich,
1971), returned-sample analyses, and orbital geochemical sensing (see "Maria") combine to indicate
a terra composition high in Al, accounting for the
relatively low terra density. Taylor (1982) estimates
the A1203 content of the terra crust to be about 25
percent, as opposed to 5 I I percent for the most common types of mare basalt (see "Mare Basalts"). The
orbital geochemical instruments suggest that the terra
is richer in A1 on the far side and on other terrain outside the Procellarum basin, than over that basin (Adler
et al., 1973; Hubbard et al., 1978). The impact mixing characteristic of the Moon assures that the few
samples (12 including three analyzed remotely by
Surveyors 5-7) are more nearly representative than
would be the same number of samples from Earth.
Starting with the mare landing by Apollo 11, all
the sample-return spaceflights contributed to the pres-

ent picture of terra chemistry and petrology. The
otherwise basaltic Apollo 11 regolith included small
fragments of plagioclase or plagioclase-rich rock. An
impact into the terra r 45 km away presumably had
ejected the fragments, which were called anorthosite
and anorthositic gabbro (Wood et al., 1970). Similar
fragments were found in the Apollo 12 regolith. The
much larger Apollo 15 collection from the Apennine
front provided abundant samples of these and related
rocks. The regolith sample returned by Luna 20 from
the Crisium basin rim also added to understanding
of the feldspathic terra materials (Prinz et al., 1973;
Taylor et al., 1973). The words anorthosite, norite,
and troctolite are used in various combinations, as
adjectives or nouns, to describe rocks with different
proportions of the three major minerals (fig. 6.34,
Prinz and Keil, 1977; StSffler et al., 1980). Accordingly, the rock suite has been given the acronym ANT.
ANT is the predominant material of the lunar terra
crust.
The three major lunar terra minerals (plagioclase,
low-Ca pyroxene, olivine; Frondel, 1975; Smith,
1974; Smith and Steele, 1975; Cadogan, 1981;
Taylor, 1975, 1982) commonly appear as petrographically identifiable minerals (modes). However, a source
of constant confusion for the nonspecialist reading the
lunar petrologic literature is that the ANT rock names
are commonly used as normative names signifying
only the bulk chemical composition of rocks, including
glasses and complex breccias. In other words, nonigneous rocks are given igneous rock names. In A N T

Table 6.5. Estimated Com~ositionsof Moon Compared With Cl Meteorites and the Parent Body of Eucrite Meteorites
Oxide'

Bulk Moon2

T e r r a crust3

M a r e basalts4

c15

EPB6

SiO2
Ti02
A1203
FeO
MgO
CaO
Nan0

43.3-48.7
0.2-0.4
3.7-7.6
11.3-13.9
25.3-33.4
3.4-6.1
0.05-0.15
-0.01
0.3-0.4

45.0
0.6
24.6
6.6
6.8
15.8
0.5
0.1
0.1

37.8-48.8
0.4-13.0
5.3-14.4
10.7-22.3
5.7-20.0
6.3-12.5
tr-1.0
tr-0.3
0.2-0.9

33.3
0.1
2.4
34.0
23.4
1.9
1.1
0.1
0.5

39.0-46.0
0.1-0.2
2.4-3.1
14.4-28.3
28.5-32.5
1.2-2.5
0.04-0.07
20.01
0.5-0.8

K20
(21-203

NOTES:
1. Weight percent. Other elements given by BVSP (1981) and Taylor (1982).
2. Range of estimates from Taylor (1982, table 8.2) and three models given by BVSP (1981, tables 4.3.2e and 4.5.8).
3. Taylor (1982, tables 5.5 and 8.2).
4. Reference suite of mare basalt samples (BVSP, 1981, table 1.2.9.1).
5. Type C1 carbonaceous chondrite, excepting volatiles (Taylor, 1982, table 8.2).
6. Eucrite Parent Body, a presumed asteroid believed to be source of eucrite meteorites and which may be the closest compositional
relative of Earth and Moon. Range for four model estimates (BVSP, 1981, table 4.3.2e).
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6 Norite (gabbro)

1 Anorthosite

2 Noritic (gabbroic)
anorthosite

Plagioclase
9 0 A90

3 Troctolitic anorthosite 77.5/*\77.5
4 Anorthositic
norite (gabbro)

7 Olivine norite
(gabbro)

Troctolite

10 Peridotite

5 Anorthositic
troctolite

Pyroxene

Olivine

Figure 6.34. Terminology of A N T suite (StiiLfJer et al., 1980).
Each rock term is based on contents of the three minerals shown at
the corners of the diagram. Compositions are normative, referring
to chemistry and not necesssarily to actual crystals of the minerals.
Norites and gabbros distinguished according to whether pyroxene is
low in Ca (orthopyroxene; norites) or high in Ca (clinopyroxene;
gabbros).

terms, the average normative composition of the lunar
terra is an anorthositic norite dominated by plagioclase and low-Ca pyroxene. The terms anorthosite and
highland basalt are commonly but incorrectly used
as synonyms for the average terra composition.
A few small samples of pristine igneous rocks have
been found in impact breccias (Norman and Ryder,
1979; Warren and Wasson, 197913). They suggest that
two major magma systems, an anorthositic and an
Mg-rich suite, formed the early crust. These materials
have been intensively reworked and mixed by impacts.
Some important deductions were made even before
these pristine components were identified. A major
key is the rare earth element europium, which is
underabundant in mare basalts and overabundant in
terra plagioclase, relative to chondritic abundances.
Even before the terrae were visited, the complementary Eu anomalies were observed in the Apollo 11
regolith and ascribed to extensive, early differentiation of primitive lunar material into the plagioclaserich terra crustal material and the more mafic source
of the mare basalts (Smith et al., 1970; Wood et al.,
1970; Taylor, 1975). This early differentiation is commonly ascribed to a "magma ocean" (Wood, 1975a,b;
Walker et al., 1975) that did not solidify until about
4.4 to 4.2 aeons ago, or 0.15 to 0.35 aeons after the
Moon's origin (Nunes et al., 1975; Herbert et al.,
1977; Carlson and Lugmair, 1979, 1981). This simple
picture has been modified (Warren and Wasson, 1980;
James, 1980), but remains a leading working hypothesis for the differentiation of the crust and mare-basalt
source rocks (Taylor, 1982).

Another compositional class of terra material also
appeared first as a fragment at the Apollo 11 site, then
more abundantly in the Apollo 12 regolith, and very
abundantly in the nearby Apollo 14 regolith and bedrock breccias; that is, KREEP (K = potassium,
REE = rare earth elements, P = phosphorus; Hubbard
et al., 1971). These and other trace elements
characteristic of KREEP (for example, U, Th, Zr,
Ba, Rb) do not easily enter the most common lunar
minerals and so are concentrated either in the first
partial melts or in the last residual liquids of fractionating magma systems (the magma ocean or other,
smaller, later systems; Taylor, 1975, 1982; Irving,
1975, 1977; Meyer, 1977; Warren and Wasson,
1979~).The trace elements U , Th, and 40K make
KREEP much more radioactive than ANT, and
KREEP was detected from orbit by gamma-ray spectrometers carried on Apollos 15 and 16 (Metzger et
al., 1973, 1977). In keeping with its surface abundances, the orbital data reveal most KREEP in the
vicinity of Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum,
both in the Imbrium basin materials and in units
derived therefrom. KREEP is generally intermediate
in alumina content between the terra and mare
materials. It has been plagued with synonyms (Taylor,
1975). From the Apollo 14 site it got the name Fra
Mauro basalt, but it is neither always from the Fra
Mauro Formation or always basalt in the sense of an
igneous rock emplaced by volcanism.
Low-K, medium-K, and high-K varieties are recognized (Taylor, 1975). Low-K KREEP was found at
most sampling sites, and has been considered the second most abundant crustal material after the ANT
suite (Taylor, 1975). It may have been concentrated
near the base of the crust or elsewhere, or may have
been assembled by impacts from higher-grade
KREEP and ANT (Reid et al., 1977). Medium-K
KREEP appeared at the Apollo 14 site and in the
Apollo 15 regolith (Irving, 1977). High-K KREEP
was collected in small quantities by Apollo 12 and in
large quantities by Apollo 14. Model ages suggest
origin of most or all sampled KREEP at about 4.36
aeons (Carlson and Lugmair, 1979). Only minor terra
compositions other than ANT and KREEP have been
identified.
A crude chemical stratification of the crust (Ryder
and Wood, 1977; Warren and Wasson, 1980) may
be supported by the surface distribution of chemical
types. The Procellarum (fig. 6.33B) and South PoleAitken impacts may have stripped off shallow, Al-rich
material (Apollo 16 anorthositic samples) and exposed
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a deeper KREEP-rich zone (Apollos 14, 15 and 17).
Few or no mantle materials have been found in the
sample collections except in recycled, remelted form
as mare basalts. Some ultramafic materials have been
considered mantle rocks, but most evidence indicates
that they formed in the crust (e.g., Warren and
Wasson, 1979a; Herzberg and Baker, 1980). Thus
not even the giant basins seem to have had deep excavated cavities.

Figure 6.35. A KREEP-rich impact-melt rock (sample 14310)
collected from Fra Mauro Formation near APollo 34 landing site.

Texture and Structure

General features and nomenclature
Most terra samples are complex breccias (James,
1977; St'dffler et al., 1979, 1980). The majority are
polymict (contain several components with different
compositions), but some are monomict (one component) or dimict (two components). Terra breccias are
bedded, banded, and lensed at all scales from outcropping ledges to small clasts. They display a wide variety
of textures, grain and clast sizes, and a range of
matrices from coherent, glassy, and dark to friable,
fragmental, and light (figs. 6.35-6.37). The literature
commonly distinguishes between "breccia" and "melt
rock" in reference to individual samples, but clastfree melts and melt-free breccias were probably
mechanicallv se~aratedfrom ~olvmict
breccias bv im,
pacts in the regolith. An example is a white boulder
of impact melt with an igneous-appearing texture and
a uniform composition (samples 68415 and 68416).2
Examples of dimict rocks are "black and white rocks"
at the Apollo 16 site, whose dark melt rock and friable,
feldspathic clastic material display mutual intrusion
and inclusion relations (James, 1977, 1981; St'ciffler
et al., 1979, 1981). One expects such intermingling
from the cratering process (fig. 6.4). Polymict breccias (fig. 6.36) defy ready categorizing, but StEffler
et al. (1980) have provided a useful classification and
a much needed (and long) list of synonyms from
earlier literature.
Some order relative to the varying shock intensities
during cratering appears among the complexities. In
some breccias, both clasts and matrices consist of
friable, fragmental, usually feldspathic materials, and
impact melt appears only as clasts (e.g., North Ray
8

A

A . "Mug shot" of entire sample after arrival from Moon. Small
white spots are "zap pits" made by micrometeoroid impacts.
Surface otherwise nearly featureless. (Courtesy Lunar and
Planetary Institute, Houston.)
B. Thin section of sample 14310,34 showing textures typically
associated with igneous rocks, including subophitic texture
(s; comparefip. 6.65B). Field of view 1.5 mm; transmitted
light; crossed polarizers. (Courtesy P. D. Spudis.)

.

ZApollo samples are given five-digit numbers beginning with a code for the mission number: 10 =Apollo 11; 12 =Apollo 12; 14 =Apollo 14; 15 =Apollo 15; 6 =Apollo
16; 7 =Apollo 17. Some Apollo 15 and almost all Apollo 16 and 17 numbers have the collection station as the second digit, except that Apollo 16 station 11 is designated
by 7 and station 13 by 3. For example, sample 68415-68416 was collected by the Apollo 16 astronauts at station 8 (South Ray crater ejecta) and sample 67015 at station
1 1 (on the rim of North Ray crater). Commas and additional digits following the five-digit number denote splits of the sample. Cadogan (1981, pp. 123-134) summarizes
sample-handling procedures.
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Figure 6.36, Afel+athic fragmental breccia (sample 67015) collectedfrom rim of North Ray Crater, superposed on Descartes Formation, north of Apollo 1 6 landing site.

1.

.

.. .

A. "Mug shot" of entire sample. Melt-rich clasts are dark. Light
material includes feldspathic matrix and clasts. (Courtesy
Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston.)
B. Thin section of sample 67015,88. Matrix is seriate-textured,
cataclastic plagioclase with minor pyroxene. Clasts include
glassy-matrix breccia (g), clmt-laden, crystalline, impact-melt
breccia (m), and numerous monomineralic plagioclase clasts
(P). Field of view 1 . 5 mm; transmittedplane-polarized light.
(Courtesy P. D. Spudis.)

crater samples, Apollo 16, fig. 6.36; St'effler et al.,
1981). Presumably these breccias were formed near
the walls or floor of a crater or basin and were ejected
in the later stages of cratering. The melt clasts may
have formed during the event that ejected and
assembled the breccias, as in the suevite at the Ries;
or may have been acquired from an earlier deposit,
as were materials in the unshocked Bunte Breccia of
the Ries (St'iffler et al., 1979).
Evidence of high shock grades abounds in lunar
terra breccias. Many samples contain matrix material
that crystallized in the fashion of an igneous rock but
from an impact melt (figs. 6.35, 6.37). Some, like
samples 684 15-68416 or the Apollo 14 sample 143 10
(fig. 6.35), are clast-free and closely resemble endogenic igneous rocks. Much more common a r e j a p m t laden or clast-rich impact melts containing rock and
mineral debris in chaotic mixtures evocative of their
origin. Textures of impact melts appear to have been
influenced by clast content (Nabelek et al., 1978).
Those with few clasts commonly have ophitic or
subophitic textures indicative of relatively few nucleation sites (fig. 6.35). Poikilitic textures are considered
a sign that many minute clasts were incorporated in
impact melts (fig. 6.37). Melts with few clasts may
Figure 6.37. Thin section of sample 65015,77, a poikilitic impactmelt rock from Apollo 16 landing site. Pyroxene ((oikocrysts" (0)
poikilitically enclose plagioclase '%hadocrysts" (c) and plagioclase
clasts (P). Comparejg. 6.I E . Field of view 1.5 mm; transmitted
light; crossed polarizers. (Courtesy P. D. Spudis.)
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have formed closer to the impact point than melts with
many clasts (Stijffler, 1981). Finally, there are
granoblastic or granulitic textures indicating metamorphism after emplacement (Taylor 1982).
Assembly and emplacement

The question of how many events are required to
make the observed breccias is of general interest to
lunar geology. The first studies of terra breccia
samples showed that they have a complex texture
wherein clasts in breccias themselves consist of breccias. This relation was interpreted as the result of
multiple brecciation events (Wilshire and Jackson,
1972). A basin-scale impact on any part of the present and past Moon, except perhaps on a thick mare
deposit, would redistribute overlapping ejecta blankets
consisting of already complex breccias (fig. 6.19;
Eggleton and Offield, 1970). Almost any impact would
redistribute already complex interiors and deposits of
craters. Such recycling could be repeated many times.
Regoliths would be melted and recycled. Some impact targets would contain beds and dikes of mare or
nonmare basalts. Any new deposit would be a complex mixture of all these components.
Another complicating factor is that secondary impacts can form a combined deposit of primary and
secondary ejecta (Oberbeck, 1975). Such deposits
would be identical in general character to a primaryejecta deposit composed of pre-existing complex
materials.
During study of the later collections of terra breccias, the likelihood emerged that great complexities
can also arise in a single large impact (Simonds, 1975).
Materials from all parts of the excavation, from the
totally melted and homogenized to the unshocked, are
thoroughly mixed during cavity growth, shearing from
the walls, ballistic flight, and flow along the surface
(fig. 6.1 1; Wood, 1975~).Matrices may be broken
after quenching and incorporated as clasts in other
matrices of the same deposit. Heterogeneities in thermal metamorphism and annealing also arise even after
deposition because of sharp thermal gradients in the
cooling melt (Simonds, 1975; Simonds et al., 1976).
Hopes for distinguishing the number of impacts in
a breccia deposit's history rest mostly on analysis of
the impact melts. Similarity of melt compositions
throughout a deposit suggests origin in a single melt,

because impact melting may homogenize target chemistry near the impact zone (Grieve and Floran, 1978).
Melt sheets can theoretically be distinguished by their
contents of siderophile elements, which accompany
metallic Fe in the geochemical cycle. Highly siderophile elements (for example, Au, Ge, Ir, Ni, Os, Re)
are thought to come from iron and chondritic meteorites, because silicate planetary crusts should be
depleted in elements which migrated to the core along
with the Fe.3 Each meteorite and therefore each melt
sheet would presumably have a unique composition
(Morgan et al., 1977). The converse, however, is not
necessarily true; diverse compositions of major or
siderophile elements do not necessarily indicate multiple melt sheets. Only the totally melted parts of the
internal melt sheets of craters are sufficiently homogenized to retain the distinctive geochemical signature
for that event (Grieve and Floran, 1978). Ejected melts
may be incompletely melted and therefore diverse in
composition.
The melts are crucial to the dating of deposits. The
effects of impact on isotopically determined ages are
uneven. The impact melts found in any deposit are
likely to have inherited isotopic and chemical compositions from earlier events (impact brecciations, impact melting, endogenic melting). Impacts heat only
part of the target materials sufficiently to completely
reequilibrate the Ar, K, Rb, and Sr isotopes used in
dating lunar stratigraphic deposits (Shoemaker et al.,
1963; Kirsten and Horn, 1974; Turner, 1977). Ages
spreading over 300 million years were found in one
rock Uessberger et al., 1977). The best hope of identifying times of impact is to perform many analyses
on melts (not combined with clasts as has often been
done) and seek the youngest cluster of ages Uessberger
et al., 1977). This age will approximate the age of the
deposit, provided the melts are actually part of it and
were not introduced by a later impact.
In my opinion, all samples of terra breccias were
emplaced in deposits of basins. The following four sections explore how the lithologies and absolute ages of
the samples may be related to the morphologies and
relative ages of the photogeologic units from which
they were obtained.

Fra Mauro Formation (Apollo 14)
The first basin ejecta blanket discovered by mapping was the Fra Mauro Formation. First called the

3The relation to meteorites of the highly siderophile element, iridium, has recently been the center of much interest in terrestrial geology and biology. Strong Ir anomalies
have been discovered in several places in the transition strata between the Cretaceous and Tertiary Systems, suggesting that a large impact struck Earth at that time and
somehow caused the extinction of large-bodied Mesozoic species such as most dinosaurs (Alvarez et al., 1980).
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Imbrian system, or the Apenninian series, it was
recognized as similar to crater blankets by Shoemaker
and Hackman (1962), and is taken as the dividing
horizon between pre-Imbrian and post-Imbrian materials-a role predicted for Imbrium basin ejecta by
Gilbert (1893). Appreciation of the distinctiveness of
the Fra Mauro Formation persisted during the planning stages for Lunar Orbiter and Apollo exploration,
and a landing site for Apollo was chosen near its type
area (figs. 6. l C , 6.38, 6.39). First Apollo 13 and then
Apollo 14 were scheduled to collect samples of this
important rock unit. The returned materials were expected to yield the age of the Imbrium basin, to provide samples of the deep lunar crust or mantle, and
to reveal something about the mechanism of emplacement of lunar basin deposits (Eggleton and Offield,
1970).
The samples were returned to Earth in February
1971, but controversy about their significance persists.
They are richer in KREEP than any other lunar sample collection. Alternative views are that a KREEPrich layer deep in the crust was tapped by this largest
sampled basin (Ryder and Wood, 1977); that volcanic
KREEP was reejected by Imbrium (Wood, 1972;
Cadogan, 1981); and that KREEP's distribution in

Figure 6.38. Apollo 1 4 landing site. Arrow ( 1 2 k m long) indicates
Cone Crater (370 m; barely visible); right edge of arrow oriented
same as arrow in figure 6. I C and points away from center of Zmbrium basin; Imbrium rim (Montes Carpatus) 550 km north of
Cone Crater. Hummocky ridges radial to Imbrium; they are intrinsic depositional topography of Fra Mauro Formation. Apollo I 2
H - 7 5 97.

the Moon is local and laterally variable (Wetherill,
1981). The Imbrium basin formed inside the huge preNectarian Procellarum, or "Gargantuan" basin
(Cadogan, 1974; Whitaker, 1981). Therefore, the Procellarum basin seems a likely cause of KREEP localization, either because it served as a receptacle for
volcanic KREEP (Cadogan, 1974) or because it removed much of the crust that overlay deep, KREEPrich zones (fig. 6.33).
The processes that emplaced the samples remain
controversial despite the clear photogeologic stratigraphy and setting of the Fra Mauro Formation. The
largest rocks were collected from ejecta of the
25-million-year old (Arvidson et al., 1975), 370-m
wide crater known as Cone Crater (figs. 6.39, 6.40).
They grade from clast-free impact melts to melt-rich
breccias heavily laden with clasts (Chao, 1973). Some
of the breccias are friable, but coherent matrices, either
crystalline or aphanitic, are more common. As mentioned, their complexity has been ascribed to reworking of similar, previously brecciated blankets that lay
in the Imbrium target area before being ejected by
the Imbrium impact (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972).
Some of the clast-free melt rocks have been thought
volcanic, but are now generally considered to be
impact-melt rocks (fig. 6.35; James, 1973). Many of
the textures were initially ascribed to metamorphism
and annealing by heat generated in the Imbrium impact and retained in the ejecta blanket (Wilshire and
Jackson, 1972; Warner, 1972). Crystallization in igneous fashion from impact melts is now thought more
important in producing the textural, compositional,
and mineralogical relations (Ryder and Bower, 1976).
The impact melts are the focus of a debate about
whether the Fra Mauro samples consist of (1) primary
ejecta of Imbrium (Eggleton and Offield, 1970;
Wilshire and Jackson, 1972; Wilhelms, in press b),
or (2) a mixed deposit consisting partly of material
at or near the Apollo 14 site and reworked by Imbrium
secondary impacts (Morrison and Oberbeck, 1975;
Stijffler et al., 1976; Head and Hawke, 1975; Simonds
et al., 1977). The proponents of this "local" origin,
cite rarity of impact melting in the Ries Crater ejecta
and the inferred confinement of melt-sheets to the interiors of Canadian Shield craters (the rims have been
obliterated by erosion) as evidence that abundant impact melt of Imbrium origin should not be present at
the Apollo 14 site. They also believe that the Fra
Nlauro melt rocks are too diverse in composition to
have originated in a single impact, because individual
Canadian Shield melts show little variability.

CONE
CRATER

Figure 6.39. Traverses by Apollo 1 4 astronauts relative to landing point flag), A L S E P (Apollo Lunar Science Experiment
Package, a group of geophysical instruments), and various named
craters. R i m of the main objective, Cone Crater, not quite reached.
E V A = extravehicular activity. Small circles are sampling stations.
(Prepared by U.S. Geological Survey and published by the Defense
Mapping Agency for N A S A ; scale of 1:4000 refers to original.)
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I believe that the original primary impact interpretation is more probable because the Fra Mauro is more
like the thick ground-flow deposits of the Orientale
basin (fig. 6.20D) than like the Orientale secondary
deposits, which are discontinuous and traceable to
visible secondaries (fig. 6.20E). Secondary craters are
deeply buried both by the Fra Mauro Formation at
the Apollo 14 site (fig. 6.38) and by the inner deposits
of Orientale. Some local material originating outside
the basin may have been incorporated either by ballistic re-excavation (Oberbeck, 1975) or during ground
flow (Chao, 1977), but primary ejecta must dominate
such coarsely textured, thick deposits.
Furthermore, each of the theoretical arguments
against abundant Imbrium melt at the Apollo 14 site
is debatable (Wilhelms, in press b): (1) The Canadian Shield impacts homogenized the target materials
by total melting near the impact zone, but incompletely digested materials partly preserve diverse
original target compositions. Preimpact materials
could hardly have been totally mixed over the entire
target area of a large lunar basin. From this viewpoint,
the Imbrium melt compositions (Simonds et al., 1977)
seem, in fact, to be surprisingly uniform. (2) The Ries
Crater did not form coherent melt sheets because its
target material contained volatile materials, whose ex-

pansion disperses silicate melts (Kieffer and Simonds,
1980); and volatiles are absent on the Moon. Moreover, the Ries at 25 km is at least 50 times smaller
than Imbrium. (3) Abundant ejected melt is observed
on the Moon (a) as fissured pools on the Orientale
flank (Moore et al., 1974); (b) on rims of all fresh
craters larger than a few kilometers wide (fig. 6.7C;
Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Hawke and Head, in
Roddy et al., 1977); (c) probably as lobes of fluid,
admittedly not necessarily molten, material segregated
from the Hevelius Formation at distances from Orientale equal to distances of the Apollo 14 site from Imbrium (Eggleton and Schaber, 1972; Hodges et al.,
1973; Moore et al., 1974; Wilhelms et al., 1979); and
(d) probably on the floors of some secondary craters
distant from their Orientale sources (Moore et al.,
1974). (4) Large impacts may generate proportionally
more incomplete melt (Baldwin, 1963) than small impacts, which result in only small amounts of total melt
(07Keefeand Ahrens, 1975). (5) Deep materials on
the Moon at the time of the basin impacts may have
been close to melting temperatures as a result of postulated high heat flows at that time (Wood, 1975~).It
seems evident that much impact melt could indeed
have been created by and ejected from Imbrium and
deposited at the Apollo 14 site.
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Figure 6.40. Interpretation by Chao (1973) of seismically detected layers at Apollo 14 site. Vertical scale relative to lunar radius of1 738 km.

The amount of Imbrium melt likely at the Apollo
site bears on the interpretation of the isotopic ages of
the samples. Two age clusters have been identified
in the Apollo 14 rocks by both 40Ar-39Ar(Turner,
1977) and Rb-Sr (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg,
1971b) methods (table 6.6). The younger cluster was
found mainly in clast-poor KREEP-rich impact-melt
rocks (14073, 14276, and 14310; fig. 6.35). The
measured ages group closely between 3.79 and 3.85
aeons. If the melts did not form in the Imbrium impact, they must have been formed by a single preImbrium impact around 3.82 + 0.03 aeons ago, then
were transported together to the site, without dispersal, in either the primary or the secondary Imbrium
ejecta. This coincidence seems unlikely. The samples
were probably melted in the Imbrium target zone and
transported to the site in the Imbrium primary ejecta
3.82 +0.03 aeons ago.
The best dated older group of samples are several
clasts of mare basalt (Ridley, 1975; Ryder and Taylor,
1976; Taylor, 1975, 1982; Ryder and Spudis, 1980).
All have Ar-Ar and Rb-Sr ages of 3.85-3.98 aeons.
Thus they differ in age from the younger cluster and
have a wider spread of ages. They are also compositionally different, having less alumina than the
younger melts (though more than most mare basalts)
and lower initial Sr ratios (Papanastassiou and
Wasserberg, 1971b; Simonds et al., 1977). The old
clasts are presumably fragments of pre-Imbrian mare
basalt incorporated in the bedrock breccias before
deposition of the breccias at the site of the future Cone
Crater (Wetherill, 1977). The basalt-in-breccia relation is consistent with either the primary-ejecta or
secondary-ejecta models; beds of basalt could have

existed before the Imbrium impact either in the Imbrium target area (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972) or the
vicinity of the Apollo 14 site (Head and Hawke, 1975).
In either model, the age of Imbrium is constrained
as 1 3 . 8 5 aeons.
The following working hypotheses seem to be consistent with available data and Moon-wide geologic
relations: (1) The ridge deposit at the Apollo 14 site,
the Fra Mauro Formation, contains abundant primary
ejecta from the Imbrium basin including rock melted
by that impact; (2) the Fra Mauro Formation was
sampled both in Cone Crater ejecta and the regolith
elsewhere near the landing site; (3) the cluster of old
isotopic ages records a pre-Imbrian volcanic eruption
or eruptions in the Imbrium target between 3.85 and
3.98 aeons ago; and (4) the cluster of young ages
records the Imbrium impact 3.82 + 0.03 aeons ago.

Imbrium Massifs and Apennine Bench (Apollo 15)
Montes Apenninus
Samples were collected from massifs of two basins,
Imbrium and Serenitatis, to help determine their
emplacement process, composition, content of primitive rock, and emplacement ages. Massifs are thought
to consist partly of uplifted prebasin rock and partly
of new basin ejecta (Carr et al., 1971). Although
Apollo 15 landed near the base of the Moon's most
spectacular mountain range, Montes Apenninus, very
little definite Apennine material was collected (figs.
6. ID, 6.41, 6.42). The collections came from the
regolith or colluvial aprons of slope debris, with the
result that most collected rocks were small and the
positions of their source beds on the slope are
unknown. The largest samples of massif material are
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Table 6.6. Adopted Absolute Ages of Major Sampled Lunar Geologic Units
- - -

System or
series
Copernican

Site

Rock unit
Small craters2
Tycho
Copernicus

Apollos
14, 16
Apollo 17
Apollo 12

-

Age
(aeons)'
10.05

Basis
Exposure ages
Exposure ages
Ar-Ar ages

Eratosthenian

Pigeonite, olivine, and
ilmenite basalt

Apollo 12

Average of best Rb-Sr
and Ar-Ar ages

BVSP 81

Upper Imbrian

Olivine basalt
Pigeonite basalt
Green glass
V L T basalt
Feldspathic basalt
Orange-black glass

Apollo 15
Apollo 15
Apollo 15
Luna 24
Luna 16
Apollo 17

do
do
Ar-Ar
Ar-Ar
Ar-Ar
Ar-Ar

High-K high-Ti basalt
High-Ti basalts

Apollo 11
Apollo 17

Low-K high-Ti basalts

Apollo 11

Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd ages
Average of best Rb-Sr
and Ar-Ar ages
Averages of best Ar-Ar
ages for 3 units

BVSP 81
BVSP 81
H n 74
BVSP 81
BVSP 81
H n 78
A1 80
BVSP 81
BVSP 81

Low-K high-Ti basalt
Apennine Bench Fm.
(KREEP basalt)
Imbrium basin ejecta

Apollo 11
Apollo 15

Crisium basin
Serenitatis basin

Luna 20
Apollo 17

Ar-Ar age
Youngest Ar-Ar ages

Volcanic clasts

Apollos
14, 17
Apollo 16

Individual ages

Apollos
15, 16, 17

Individual ages

Lower Imbrian

Nectarian

Nectaris basin
Pre-Nectarian

Plutonic clasts

Apollos
14, 15

NOTES:
1. Ages computed with "new" decay constants recommended by
International Union of Geological Sciences (Steiger and Jager,
1977; BVSP, 1981, p. 902):
40Ar-39Armethod: A = 0.5543laeon
Rb-Sr method: A = 0.0142laeon
Sm-Nd method: A = 0.00654laeon
2. Best determinations (Arvidson et al., 1975) are for:
South Ray Crater (Apollo 16): 2 million years
Cone Crater (Apollo 14): 25 million years
North Ray Crater (Apollo 16): 50 million years
3. Reference abbreviations:
A1 77, 80 =Alexander et al. (1977, 1980)

ages
age
age
ages

Average of best Ar-Ar ages
Average of best Rb-Sr,
Sm-Nd, and U-Pb-Th ages
Best ages from young
cluster, Apollo 14, and
black-white breccia, Apollo
15

BVSP 81

BVSP 81
CIL 79

Interpretation of 2-4 mm
fragments; Ar-Ar ages

AlIK 74 =Alexander and Kahl (1974)
Ar 75, 76 =Amidson et al. (1975, 1976)
BVSP 81 = Basaltic Volcanism Study Project (1981, table 7.3.1)
CIL 79, 81 = Carlson and Lugmair (1979, 1981)
Eb 73 =Eberhardt et al. (1973)
Ei 79 = Eichhorn et al. (1979)
H n 74 = Huneke et al. (1974)
Hn 78 =Huneke (1978)
J 81 =James (1981)
Po 73 =Podosek et al. (1973)
PIW 7 1b = Papanastassiou and Wasserburg (197 1b)
RIS 80 =Ryder and Spudis (1980)
St 79 = Staudacher et al. (1979)
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probably the black and white breccias (Ryder and
Bower, 1977). Whether the black and white rocks are
really Imbrium basin ejecta or parts of a pre-Imbrian
bed uplifted in the massifs is not certain. An Ar-Ar

date of 3.86 0.04 aeons may date their assembly as
breccias (Alexander and Kahl, 1974), a reasonable
date for the Imbrium impact according to the Apollo
14 results.

Figure 6.41. Detail of Apollo 15 site showing routes traversed by astronauts. Small circles are sampling stations. (Base is lunar photomap
41B4S4(25) prepared by Defense Mapping Agency (2nd edition, April 1 9 7 5 ) )
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Figure 6.42. Diagrammatic geologic section drawn across figure
6.I D in direction of arrow. Sequence ofevents, jiom earliest to latest,
was ( I ) uplift of massif, immediately followed by (2) deposition
of ejecta on basin flanks and (3) slumping of major blocks from
the Apennine front; (4) emplacement of Apennine Bench Formation, whichfollowed immediately after event 3 ifformation consists
of impact melt or within a few million or tens of millions ofyears
fi consists of volcanic basalt; (5) mare volcanism, hundreds of
millions of years later.
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Apennine Bench Formation
An interior plains deposit may also have been
sampled. Some medium-K KREEP fragments in the
regolith at the Apollo 15 site may have come from a
light-colored planar deposit known as the Apennine
Bench Formation (Spudis, 1978; Hawke and Head,
1978). This unit is exposed west of the site where it
is clearly seen to be older than mare materials and
Archimedes ejecta but younger than parts of the Apennine front (fig. 6.42; Hackman, 1966). Wilhelms
(1980) suggested, on the basis of morphology and position, that it is the equivalent of the Maunder Formation of Orientale, which probably consists of impact
melt. The Apennine Bench Formation has also been
interpreted as volcanic (Hackman, 1966; Wilhelms
and McCauley, 1971). Most KREEP returned from
the Moon was emplaced at the collection sites as
fragment-laden impact-melt rock, but the Apollo 15
fragments may be bits of true endogenic volcanic
basalt since they have clast-free igneous textures and
lack meteoritic siderophiles (Dowty et al., 1976; Irving, 1977; Meyer, 1977). If the KREEP is volcanic
and if the fragments were derived from the Apennine
Bench Formation, the formation is volcanic as originally proposed. It would then be post-basin, pre-mare
deposit of KREEP basalt (Spudis, 1978; Hawke and
Head, 1978). The fragments have been dated at about
3.85 aeons (Dowty et al., 1976; Carlson and Lugrnair,
1979), close to the ages of the black and white rocks
and just within the younger Apollo 14 cluster of ages.
Imbrium cannot be younger than the KREEP
regardless of whether that well-dated material is impact or endogenic melt, and cannot be older than the
Apollo 14 rocks. The range from 3.82 to 3.86 aeons
is within the interlaboratory analytical uncertainty of
the 40Ar-39Armethod (G. W. Lugrnair, personal communication, 1982) and within the stated intralaboratory errors. An age of 3.85 aeons is adopted here for
the Imbrium basin.
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Figure 6.43. Apollo 16 landing region, showing princt$al sampled
features and paths traversed by astronauts. Numbers refer to sampling
stations. North Ray and South Ray craters 1 0 k m apart. A - A '-A "
is line of section infigure 6.45; point A " lies ofphotograph. Apollo
1 6 P-4623.

Cayley and Descartes Formations (Apollo 16)
The stratigraphic context and the emplacement
processes and ages of the planar Cayley and hilly-andfurrowed Descartes Formations sampled by Apollo 16
remain poorly known (figs. 6. IF, 6.43-6.45). Imbrium-basin origin was suggested early in lunar
stratigraphic studies (Eggleton and Marshall, 1962)
and after the mission (Eggleton and Schaber, 1972;
Hodges et al., 1973), but was less popular than volcanic interpretations in the mid-1960s when the mis-

sion was being planned (summaries by Wilhelms and
McCauley, 1971; Hinners, in NASA, 1972c, sec. 1;
Hodges et al., 1973; Muehlberger et al., 1980; Ulrich
et al., 1981; Wilhelms, 1980a, in press a, b). However,
no igneous rocks were found, except as highly reworked relics of the early crustal plutonism Uames,
1980). The returned rocks are dimict and polymict
breccias with widely varying amounts of impact melts
in clasts and matrices (fig. 6.36).
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Figure 6.44. View of North Ray Crater and Smoky Mountain (background), Apollo 16 landing region. Rock inside and on rim of North
Ray Crater probably consists of material of Descartes Formation excavated by the crater, and may contain Nectaris-basin material. Apollo
1 6 H-17264.

Of the sample suites believed collected from the two
units, those from the Cayley Formation seem more
melt-rich and those from the Descartes Formation (fig.
6.36) more fragmental (James, 1981; St'dffler et al.,
1981; Ulrich et al., 1981). The melt-rich lithology of
the Cayley is consistent with origin as partly fluidized primary ejecta which segregated from the Fra
Mauro Formation and flowed into depressions (Eggleton and Schaber, 1972). Gradation of circumOrientale plains with the Hevelius Formation provides
a convincing analog. A good Orientale analog is also
available for surface-flow emplacement of the
Descartes, which resembles Orientale basin deposits
that crumpled into transverse dunelike landforms

upon meeting crater walls and other obstacles (fig.
6.20D; Hodges et al., 1973; Moore et al., 1974). The
distance from the Imbrium basin, although great
(1050 km), is no greater proportionately than the
distance of some of the Orientale analogs from the
Cordillera ring, about two-thirds of the basin diameter
in both cases. A relation to Imbrium is indicated by
the ages, textural gradations, and regional setting of
the Cayley and Descartes amidst a concentration of
other Imbrium-related landforms (figs. 6. IF, 6.43).
A different source of the material and a different,
though related, emplacement process are also possible: primary ejecta of the Nectaris basin may have
been incorporated in the Cayley and Descartes For-
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Figure 6 . 4 5 . Diagrammatic geologic sections giving alternative interpretations for emplacement of Caylty and Descartes Formations. Notches
indicate secondary craters of Imbrium basin. Line of section drawn on figure 6 . 4 3 .
A. Both formations are intergradational facies of same deposit, originating as primary or secondary ejecta of Zmbrium basin. North Ray
Crater excavates this deposit and does not reach Nectaris ejecta.
B. Descartes Formation originates as Nectaris ejecta and is modifid by Zmbrium-ejects impacts; Caylty Formation originates as later
deposit of Zmbrium origin as in A. North Ray Crater excavates Nectaris ejecta.

mations. Nectaris ejecta is conspicuous considerably
south of the Apollo 16 site (fig. 6.27). Like the Orientale and Imbrium ejecta, the Nectaris deposits subdue older craters, are radially textured, and grade outward into secondary craters. The landing site is only
about 60 km west of the western rim of the Nectaris
basin, which is a continuation of parts of the rim that
bound the conspicuous ejecta. The Apollo 16 region
must therefore be swamped with Nectaris ejecta,
unless the ejecta was distributed asymmetrically. The
question is, how deeply is it buried at the Apollo 16
site?
If deeply buried by Imbrium material, Nectaris
ejecta may not have entered the sample collection. If
unburied or thinly buried, Nectaris ejecta may compose much of the material of the photogeologic units.
Although the spatial relation to Imbrium and crater
densities show that the Cayley Formation was emplaced in the Imbrian Period long after Nectaris, it
may nevertheless consist largely of reworked Nectaris

ejecta. A debris surge initiated by secondary impacts
of Imbrium would mix small amounts of Imbrium
ejecta (Oberbeck et al., 1974; Morrison and Oberbeck, 1975) with the Nectaris material. The resulting
deposits' geometry would be similar whether they were
emplaced as primary or secondary ejecta of Imbrium
and whether they incorporated large or small amounts
of Nectaris material (fig. 6.45).
The possible nature of the local material incorporated by the debris surge has been widely misunderstood. A popular model for the origin of the Apollo
16 materials is that they are parts of an "unnamed
crater B," said to dominate the site, and of other
obscure craters (Head, 197413). Head states that "B"
cuts the southern, Stone Mountain facies of the
Descartes material, which he believes to be of Nectaris origin, and is cut by grooves of the northern
Smoky Mountain facies, which he believes to be of
Imbrium origin, as do other observers. However, even
if "B" exists, it does not cut the Stone Mountain
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Descartes; the furrows of the Smoky Mountain and
Stone Mountain facies are gradational and were
formed in the same event (fig. 6. IF). Furthermore,
"B" cannot have furnished much material to deposits
which bury it deeply. If secondary impacts churned
up local material that was redeposited as the Cayley
and Descartes, the local material must be predominantly Nectaris ejecta.
The Apollo 16 samples that have been the most
thoroughly dated by the 40Ar-39Ar
method are "coarse
fines" (2-4 mm) from the rim of North Ray crater
(fig. 6.44; Maurer et al., 1978; James, 1981). The
ages of these and other samples at the site range widely
from 3.89 to 4.14 aeons plus a scattering of younger
ages. Feldspathic fragment-laden melts cluster around
4.1 aeons. A number of other types cluster around
3.9 aeons. Although some of the materials may be
from the Imbrium basin, most of these ages are too
old to have been set by the Imbrium impact. If the
radiometric dating is accurate and the material was
emplaced originally as Nectaris basin ejecta, the Nectaris impact occurred 3.9-4.1 aeons ago. Melt and
clast were inevitably analyzed together in these small
samples so that the significance of the dates is uncertain. Considering the many compositional, radiometric, and geologic factors, James (1981) favors an
age of 3.92 aeons. Wetherill (1981) believes that 4.1
aeons is more consistent with likely early impact rates.
Unfortunately, the final conclusion about these
complex deposits must be that neither their absolute
ages nor chemical and petrologic relations are well
understood and that none of the above possibilities
may be the correct one. The units from which the
samples came, especially in the case of the Descartes,
are uncertain. The emplacement was initiated by the
Imbrium impact and both Imbrium and Nectaris
materials are present at the site. Crater materials are
subordinate in the bedrock though occur in the regolith
(and prebasin crater materials were undoubtedly entrained in the primary ejecta, as in all lunar ejecta).
The primary-secondary and the Imbrium-Nectaris
proportions are not known, and the age of Nectaris
is very uncertain. I believe that the result of James'
(1981) work is the best available working hypothesis,
with appropriate margin for error, and in this Paper
estimate 3.92 + 0.03 aeons as the age of the Nectaris
basin.
Serenitatis Massifs (Apollo 17)

Abundant materials were obtained from North and
South Massifs on the Serenitatis rim at the Apollo 17

site (figs. 6.46-6.48). Many of the samples came
from boulders which were traced by color or tracks
to ledges visible on the massif flanks (Wolfe et al.,
1981). Thus the geologic context of the rocks is known
much better than at the Apennines, and much more
material in larger pieces was gathered. Compositionally, the Apollo 15 and 17 terra suites are more alike
than those of any other pair of Apollo sites, but
whether this suggests common origin of the two sample
suites is unclear (Ryder and Wood, 1977). Derivation from the ledges on the massif flanks suggests that
the samples came either from the Serenitatis cavity
or from an older basin or crater whose materials were
uplifted to form the present Serenitatis rim. A single
event is indicated by the compositional (not textural)
kinship of all large samples, and most authors believe
that the event was the Serenitatis impact (Wood,
1975c; James et al., 1978). A few odd rocks (73255)
are not traced to specific ledges and may be from Imbrium (Spudis and Ryder, 1981) or from Serenitatis
(James et al., 1978).
Absolute ages of the samples also reflect dominance
of a single event. The 40Ar-39Arand Rb-Sr ages are

Figure 6.46. Stereosco~ic~hotographs
ofAPollo 17 landing region,
including landing point (arrow), Central Cluster of craters
(CC, secondary to Tycho 2250 k m to southwest), Lee-Lincoln scarp
(LL), light mantle (landrlide) (LM), North Massif (NM), South
Massif (SM), and Tycho secondaries atop South Massif (TS).
Interpretationrfiom Wolfe et al. (1981). Apollo 17 P-2309 (right)
and P-2314 (14).
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SOUTH I

F i p r e 6 . 4 7 . Traverses by astronauts at Apollo 1 7 landing site. L R V =Lunar Roving Vehicle stations; other numbers refer to major sampling
stations. Line A - A ' is the line of section offigure 6 . 4 8 . Lunar Photomap 43DlS2(25) prepared and published by Defense Mapping Agency
(March 1975).

spread quite widely between about 3.85 and 3.95
aeons. The spread arises from unequal degrees of
isotopic equilibration between various clasts and
matrices, and may be displayed by a single rock
('Jessberger et al., 1977). There is no distinct field rela-

tion or texture-lithology relation pointing to separate
impacts. If the variation is due to incomplete equilibration then the youngest ages are from the most nearly
equilibrated samples, and should date the impact. The
youngest reliable ages, 3.86-3.87 + 0.03 aeons, come
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Figure 6.48. Geologic section along line A-A ' in figure 6 . 4 7 according to Wolfe et al. (1975; also Wolfe et al., 1981, fig. 242). "Breccia" is Serenitatis-basin material. "Subfoor basalt" is the mare-basalt fill ofthe Taurus-Littrow Valley; it is overlain by the light-colored
landxlide, dark-mantling material, and regolith. Steep faults bounding massifs are highly inferential, and massifs were probably never as
square-cornered as shown.

from two clasts not traceable to a ledge (73215 and
73255; Jessberger et al., 1977; Eichhorn et al., 1979;
Staudacher et al., 1979). In addition, a date of
3.86 + 0.04 aeons has been obtained from the matrix
of a boulder definitely from the massifs (72435;
Huneke, 1978). The Serenitatis impact probably
occurred 3.86 or 3.87 aeons ago.

Summary of Emplacement Times
Nectarian and Imbrian basins supplied all the
samples by which the older part of the stratigraphic
column is calibrated in years. No pre-Nectarian basins
were sampled because they were inaccessible to Apollo
and Luna landings. The oldest basin which may have
been sampled is Nectaris. Two interpretations given
above and in figure 6.49 set its age at between 3.9
and 4.1 aeons, the younger end of the range being
favored here.
The three younger basins that were probably dated
radiometrically have similar absolute ages, and so their
sequence is best determined stratigraphically. The
oldest of the three may be Crisium, from whose rim
Luna 20 returned small fragments of regolith dated
at 3.84 +_ 0.04 aeons (Podosek et al., 1973). While the
precise origin of these fragments is uncertain, a postNectaris age is consistent with the crater densities (fig.
6.29) and the superposition of probable Crisium secondaries on Nectaris (Wilhelms, 1976).
The next youngest basin in the sequence is probably
Serenitatis. Serenitatis is probably a double basin
(Scott, 197213, 1974; Wolfe et al., 1981) whose parts
may have formed simultaneously as did, more clearly,

the two or three parts of the Humboldtianum basin
(fig. 6.25). Sparse crater-density data from the limited
area of exposed Serenitatis materials east of the basin
support its relative youth; only three craters believed
younger than Serenitatis and older than Imbrium are
known in the area of figure 6.50. The rest of the many
craters in the area are either Imbrium secondaries or
pre-Serenitatis in age (Wilhelms, 1976, 1980a). Additional evidence comes from superposition relations
of craters identified by their radiality to Serenitatis
as Serenitatis secondaries (fig. 6.50; Wilhelms, 1976).
Moreover, if Crisium were younger than Serenitatis,
then Crisium ejecta would be expected at the Apollo
17 site, but none has been recognized there.
The age of 3.86-3.87 aeons is very close to that of
the Imbrium basin. Numerous investigators have
taken this similarity and the discovery of a great many
other similar radiometric dates on terra samples to
indicate that most or even all ringed basins formed
in an impact "cataclysm" (Tera et al., 1974). This
conclusion was based in part on the assumption that
Serenitatis is an old basin, or, naively, the oldest
ringed basin. The estimate of the old age of serenitatis
is based largely on the fact that it is severely modified
(Stuart-Alexander and Howard, 1970). However,
most of the modification is due to burial by deposits
of the neighboring Imbrium basin (fig. 6.1B).
Serenitatis may be one of the youngest pre-Imbrian
basins, and therefore, not surprisingly, separated in
age from Imbrium by only 10-20 million years.
The only basin that is well dated both relatively and
absolutely is Imbrium. Its age of 3.85 is the best calibration point in the pre-mare stratigraphy. It is used
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Figure 6.49. Estimates of early cratering rate. Each box represents
possible ranges in size-frequency distribution of superposed craters
(box height) and absolute age (box width). Included absolute ages
are those having reported error ranges < 0. I aeon (B VSP, 1981,
table 7.3.1). Frequencies for Imbrium basin, Nectaris basin, and
Al-Khwarizmi-King (basin?) surface (AK-K; highest known
craterfrequencies) are based on 2 2 0 k m craters (Wilhelms, 1979;
in press b); lower edge of box is actwl count; upper edge is extrapolationfrom larger craters assuming many 20-40-km craters have been
destroyed and production distribution was same asforyoung craters
( - 1 . 8 cumulative;$g. 6.17). Frequenciesfor basalts sampled by
Apollo (AP) based on 1I - k m craters (Neukum et al., 1975a, b).
Frequencies in the two size ranges calibrated by means of Imbriumbasin counts in both ranges (bar). Crosses represent author's estimates
for most likely values (table 6.1).
Heavy line drawn through crosses. Dashed lines touch corners
of boxes and enclose envelope of likely values. Interpolations between
data and extrapolation of A K - K assume constant decline in cratering rate (straight lines). Constant rate assumed after 3 . 2 aeons.
Radical decrease in rate between Imbrium impact and 3 . 2 aeons
poorly constrained by Apollo I 1 and 17 measurements. Age of A K - K
probably between 4 . 0 and 4 . I aeons. Time elapsed betweenformation of oldest basins and A K - K surface unknown.

Absolute age (aeons before present)

Figure 6.50. Secondary craters of Serenitatis basin northeast ofMare
Serenitatis. Relatively unmodqied secondaries displaying Serenitatisradial texture (direction of arrow, S, below arrow). Lineations at
bottom of picture not closely radial to Crisium basin (arrow, C )
but are more closely radial to Imbrium. Only conspicuous postSerenitatis, pre-Zmbrium craters are Kirchhoff ( K , 2 5 km, 3 0 ON,
4 0 "E) and Romer A (R, 35 km, 27"N, 2 8 "E). Orbiter 4 H- 74.
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to calibrate the cratering rate in pre-mare times (fig.
6.49).

MARIA
Introduction

The dark, smooth maria are topographically and
geologically simpler than the terrae. The visible maria
cover 16 percent of the lunar surface (fig. 6.51) and
are younger than the terrae. They cover 30 percent
of the near side but only 2 percent of the far side. Most
mare materials flood centers and peripheral shelves
of large basins. The lavas flood along contours, forming complex embayments with the complex terra topography.
The obvious spatial relation between mare and
basin led to a genetic confusion which has persisted
as a semantic confusion between the terms mare and
basin in some literature. Many early observers who
knew that impacts formed the basins (see "Craters"
and "Basins") furthermore assumed that the impacts
also formed the maria (e.g., Urey, 1952). Others who
correctly perceived from landforms that the maria are
volcanic assumed that the basins were also formed
gradually by volcanism (e.g., Fielder, 1965). Dual
origin was proved by some simple stratigraphic observations which showed that the maria substantially
postdate the containing basins (Baldwin, 1949, 1963;
Hackman and Mason, 1961; Mason and Hackman,
in Kopal and Mikhailov, 1962; Shoemaker and
Hackman, 1962). The maria are less densely cratered,
and fill craters which in turn are superposed on the
basins (fig. 6.32).
Surveyor, Apollo, and Luna exploration has proved
that the mare materials are basalts (Gault et al., 1968a;
30 January 1970 issue of Science). This section describes
the mare properties observable from a distance; the
returned samples are described in the following
section.
General Features

Morphology
The generally smooth and level mare surfaces are
interrupted by certain areally minor but genetically
significant landforms. The most significant are lobate
lava flows, which are similar to terrestrial flows. The
largest known lunar flows, demarcated by scarplike
fronts, are in Mare Imbrium (fig. 6.52; Kuiper and
Strom, in Heacock et al., 1965, pp. 29-32; Whitaker,

in Hess et al., 1966, pp. 79-83; Schaber, 1969, 1973).
The scarps are from 10 to > 35 m high, and individual
flows are up to 1200 km long. Each may have been
formed by rapid eruption of fluid lava from a single,
large vent (Schaber, 1973). Shorter and thinner flows
are observed in other maria, but most lunar maria
lack topographically expressed flow units (Schaber et
al., 1976). Floodlike eruptions may have formed
massive lava lakes (Greeley, 1976).
Several types of elevated landforms, mostly formed
by extrusion of basalt, are scattered in several maria
and are concentrated in a few. Many domes are circular, subtle features with low profiles commonly
topped by small, smooth-rimmed craters (fig. 6.53).
These low mare domes are concentrated in Mare
Tranquillitatis and western Mare Insularum, but
occur in other maria as well. Steeper, rough-surfaced
features usually called cones are concentrated in the
Marius Hills (fig. 6.54; McCauley, 1967a,b;
McCauley, 1968) and are scattered in several maria
and also in the terrae. The difference between the
domes and cones presumably results from variants in
composition or eruptive process. The Marius Hills
were a favored site for Apollo missions in hopes that
they would yield differentiated volcanic petrologies.
The morphologies of domes or cones are mimicked
by kipukas or steptoes, synonyms for islands of older
terra or mare surrounded by younger mare materials
(fig. 6.4). The positive landforms occur mostly in
shallow maria (Arthur, in Kopal and Mikhailov, 1962,
p. 322; Head, 1976; Head and Gifford, 1980). The
Moon has no large shield volcanoes like those of Earth
and Mars.
Although most lunar craters are of impact origin,
endogenic craters do exist. Most endogenic craters lie
amidst or near maria or small patches of dark material in the terrae (figs. 6.55, 6.56). This association
with volcanic materials or alinement along faults
demonstrates their internal origin. For example, random impact is unlikely to be responsible for the many
craters exactly centered on what are obviously volcanic domes (fig. 6.53). Too many craters or rimless
pits are alined exactly along some fissures to be coincidental impacts (figs. 6.55, 6.56). They may have
formed entirely by collapse without extruding any volcanic material. Single craters situated along rilles,
located amidst dark materials, and having elongate
or irregular shapes are also surely endogenic (fig.
6.56). O n the other hand, many clustered or alined
craters are of secondary impact origin (figs. 6.53,
6.56). Geologic setting is therefore the clue to origin
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Figure 6.52. LobateJows in Mare Imbrium. Arrow marks southeast boundary of intricate, overlapping Eratosthenian flows, the Moon's
most conspicuous (Schaber et al., 1976). Fine detail enhanced by low sun elevation (about 4' in center of picture). Northwest ejeGta of
crater Euler (28 km, 23'N, 19'E; compare figure 6.4) sharply truncated by the youngjlows. Mosaic of Apollo 17 M - 2 2 9 5 (lower left)
and Apollo 15 M - 1 7 0 1 (remainder); courtesy Gerald G. Schaber.

of many craters. Almost all recognized endogenic
craters are smaller than 10 km.
Many larger craters having features atypical of impact craters, such as elevated floors and smooth rims,
have been thought to be calderas (fig. 6.56). Instead,
they are impact craters whose floors have been tectonically elevated in or near basins or which have been
modified by mare volcanism (see "Tectonism").
Large calderas are not expected on the Moon.
Calderas form by collapse or magma withdrawal into
shallow magma chambers, but lunar basalts probably
do not accumulate in such chambers (Head, 1976).

Sinuous rilles are another areally minor but conspicuous type of mare feature which has attracted
much attention (figs. 6.4, 6.54). The Apollo 15 landing was targeted next to a large sinuous rille, Rima
Hadley (fig. 6.41). Sinuous rilles are probably lava
tubes or channels (Kuiper et al., in Heacock et al.,
1966, p. 199; Murray, 1971; Howard et al., 1972;
Guest and Greeley, 1977, pp. 62-68). Some lunar
rilles including Hadley display alternately roofed and
unroofed segments. The sources of Hadley and numerous other sinuous rilles border the terrae, and other
sources lie amidst the terrae (Aristarchus-Harbinger
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Figure 6.53. L o w mare domes and line of cones north of crater
Hortensius (lower left). A smooth-sloped crater is centered i n each
dome, and similar craters (two arrowheads) may also be volcanic.
Long arrow marks chain of cones. East-west crater group with herringbone structure in center of frame is secondary to a large primary
impact crater outside right edge of frame. Orbiter 4 H-126.

Figure 6.55. Variety of endogenic landforms at margin of Mare
Serenitatis, including broad subsidence feature shaped like a tongue
depressor (a), probable subsidence or drainage rilles and craters (6,
c), small cinder cones (d, e), two grabens 03, radial to the mare
center, which may have localized one of the cones, and a sinuous
rille (g) (see N A S A , 1973, sec. 30, parts B, C; sec. 31, part A).
Located on figure 6.60. Apollo 17 P-2317.

Figure 6.54. Part of Marius Hills centered at 13 O N , 56.5 W.
Domes and cones having rough topography are concentrated more
densely here than in any other area. Sinuous rilles also characterize
the volcanic complex. Orbiter 4 H-157.
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Figure 6.56. Endogenic dark-halo craters (arrows) in crater Alphonsus (119 km, aJoor-factured, pre-lmbrian crater scored by Zmbrium
sculpture). L = crater Lalande, once thought a caldera but probably an impact crater whosefloor has been uplifted and covered by thin mare
material. Foreground feature at lower right (D) is Rima Dauy and D a y A , Possibly of secondary-impact origin. Boom of gamma-ray
spectrometer protrudes from left edge of photograph. Apollo 16 M-2478.

region; east of crater Plato). Sinuous rilles and other
small volcanic landforms of the maria are thoroughly
described and illustrated by Lowman (1969), Fielder
(197 I), Strom (1971), Head (1976), Schultz (1976a),
Masursky, Colton, and El-Baz (1978), and the Basaltic
Volcanism Study Project (BVSP, 1981).
Other landforms characteristic of the maria are not
depositional but tectonic in origin. These faults and
folds are discussed under "Tectonism."

Remote sensing

The term remote sensing is usually construed as instrumental observation of various parts of the electromagnetic spectrum with a telescope or from a spacecraft (or airplane in the case of Earth). Recognition
of mare units depends more on remotely sensed optical, spectral, and geochemical properties than on intrinsic morphology (Head et al., 1978b). They differ
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in this respect from impact units, because mare units
are igneous rock bodies whose compositional unity
arises from their mode of origin and is altered little
during emplacement.
The most obvious optical property of the maria is
their low albedo-the brightness or reflectance under
high-angle illumination. By strict definition, albedo
is the reflectance at nearly vertical illumination, but
can be estimated sufficiently for most purposes when
the Sun is higher than about 45'. Because of the contrast between exposures of feldspathic terra breccias
and mafic mare basalts, the maria can be delineated
even by unsophisticated observations of surface
brightness (figs. 6.9, 6.57).

Before Apollo exploration, the causes of the albedo
differences between terra and mare and among mare
units were not fully known. Examination of the
regolith shows that albedo is controlled both by composition and by duration of exposure to the unique
lunar surface environment. Albedo depends on the
amount and composition of agglutinates developed in
regoliths from crystalline bedrock (Adams and
McCord, 1973). Agglutinates are complex glassbonded aggregates of regolith particles formed when
small impacts melt and weld rock and mineral
fragments. Up to a point, agglutinates accumulate in
proportion to the time the regolith is exposed to impact peppering. Eventually, the amount accumulated

Figure 6.57. Full-Moon photograph of Copernicus region showing albedo differences. All terra and crater walls are bright because they
are steep. Copernicus and most of its rays are bright because they are young. I n both cases, fresh crystalline material is exposed. Maria
and dark-mantling units are dark because mature, Fe-Ti rich regolith is developed on their surfaces. Eratosthenes (arrow) darkened almost
to disappearance because it is much older than Copernicus. The dark-mantling materials (shown here by a superseded symbol EIs) are not
brightened where crossed by Copernicus rays because the darkening process has operated more effectively on those Fe-Ti-rich units than on
other units.
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reaches a steady state in which new micrometeoroid
impacts destroy as much agglutinitic material as they
produce. Regoliths in this steady state are termed
mature. In mature regoliths, composition of the agglutinates strongly affects the albedo; regoliths highest
in iron and titanium are the darkest (Adams and
McCord, 1973; Pieters, 1978). As all undisturbed
mare regoliths are believed mature, the darkest
regoliths form from the lavas that are highest in Fe
and Ti. Higher content of these elements also explains
why the maria are darker than the terrae. Although
Fe may be the greater contributor to total darkening,
the differences in albedo among mare units may be
due more to differences in T i content, because T i
varies more among mare-basalt units than does Fe
(Pieters, 1978).
This correlation between darkness and Fe-Ti content applies only to mature regoliths developed on
mare basalts. Fresh exposures may not have been exposed long enough to accumulate impact glass in
steady-state amounts (Adams and McCord, 1973).
Such exposures occur in two main settings. The first
is on steep slopes, where the new glass is shed and
nonglassy material continuously exposed. The fresh
material is brighter than the less disturbed material
(fig. 6.57). As a result, lunar slopes are generally
brighter than adjacent, more nearly level terrain composed of the same geologic unit (Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962). Second, relatively recent impacts exhume
fresh material of mare lavas and redeposit it as bright
crater rays. Rays darken more quickly in regoliths
containing much Fe and T i than they do in regoliths
poor in these elements, explaining why the rays of the
same crater are brighter on the terra than on Fe-Tirich mare units (fig. 6.57).
Color differences are subtle on the Moon. The
visual and near-visual spectra of all areas are similar,
and increase in reflectance toward longer wavelengths;
that is, all lunar colors are reddish. However, differences do exist, and can be detected with instruments
on Earth-based telescopes and enhanced by various
photographic, instrumental, and computer image~rocessingtechniques (McCord et d . , 1976; Pieters,
1978). Color differences have proved to be valuable
discriminators of lunar mare units, and can indicate
the presence of some mineral compositions. Spectra
of areas 10 to 20 km across are measured photometrically. The entire near side has also been photographed
at two wavelengths in such a way as to indicate composition (fig. 6.58; bright = reddish surfaces; dark =
bluish surfaces; Whitaker, in Hess et al., 1966, 1972).

T o a first approximation, the bluer the surface, the
richer a mature mare regolith is in Fe and T i
(Whitaker, 1972; Pieters, 1978). Therefore, the dark
areas in figure 6.58 are richer in these elements than
the bright areas. Bright, reddish surfaces are low in
T i and Fe, but the amounts and proportions of the
two elements may not be determinable from the color
or albedo (Pieters, 1978). Table 6.7 (Pieters, 1978)
summarizes the properties which can be inferred from
the four wavelength bands which are most commonly
used to interpret compositions by remote sensing. The
properties are valuable for extrapolating the findings
of sampling missions to unsampled areas.
Interiors of young craters on both mare and terra
differ from the surrounding regions overlain by
mature regoliths in having less agglutinitic and more
crystalline material. These characteristics affect the
general nature of the spectral continuum and also
allow specific near-infrared absorption features around
1 and 2 pm to be detected (McCord et al., 1976).
Two instruments flown in lunar orbit on the Apollo
15 and 16 missions have also permitted extrapolations
of sample compositions to unsampled parts of the
Moon. The gamma-ray spectrometer and X-ray fluorescence spectrometer are currently the only means
of estimating compositions on the far side. The compositions determined are those of surficial layers, but
are thought to represent underlying materials, because
the sharp boundaries between mare and terra and
among mare units, as seen on the color-difference images (fig. 6.58), have persisted since the maria formed
(Kuiper, in Heacock et al., 1965).
The gamma-ray spectrometer measures natural
radioactivity of K, T h , and U, and also gamma rays
emitted from other elements during nuclear reactions
induced by high-energy cosmic ray bombardment
(BVSP, 1981, ch. 2). The most useful results are
obtained for Th, K , Fe, Mg, and Ti. The instrument
integrated readings over areas of Z0 x 2 O (3600 km2)
to 10' x lo0 (90 000 km2) and analyzed about 22 percent of the total lunar surface. It showed that the
western maria are more radioactive than the eastern
(Soderblom et al., 1977). The X-ray spectrometer
detects the elements Al, Mg, and Si from the intensity
of the secondary X-ray fluorescence induced by solar
X-rays. The results are reported as intensity ratios:
AIISi, MgISi, or MgIAl. The eastern maria appear
somewhat richer in A1 than the western (Adler et al.,
1972; Hubbard, 1979). The X-ray data are limited
to illuminated terrane, and cover about 10 percent
of the lunar surface. Data treatment has resolved areas
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Figure 6.58. Color-difference photograph of north-central part of near side. Strong contrast between dark ("blue") and brighter ("red")
maria evident in Mare Imbrium to left of white box and in Maria Serenitatis and Tranquillitatis inside and right of white box (white
box encloses part of Apollo 15 and 1 7 p o u n d tracks). Copernicus and its rays compicuous (centered 10°N, 20°W). Courtesy E. A. Whitaker
(1972).
Table 6. 7 . Properties of Mare Units

Crater density3
Unit1
Em

Im3

DL~
100-240

240-280

( 21-km craters/km2)

1-2.5 x

2.5-4.0 x

Location4

Spectral class5

E. Frigoris

LBSP

W. Frigoris
Imbrium

LISP
hDSA

N. Imbrium
Procellarum

LBSP
hDSA
HDSA

Procellarum at long 35OW

hDSP

Serenitatis, Vaporum

hDWA

Frigoris
E. Imbrium

LBSP
LBSP
LBG-

Interpretation6
Very low Ti, high Fe or
pyroxene
Very low T i
Med.-high Ti, prob.
high Fe, radioactive

High Ti, prob. high Fe,
radioactive
Similar to hDSA, maybe
rich in pyroxene
Medium Ti, maybe
high A1

Very low Ti, high A1
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Table 6.7 (continued). Properties of Mare Units
Crater density3
Unit1

DL~

( I1-km craters/km2)

Location4

Spectral class5
LIG-(A 15)

W . Imbrium

W. Procellarum

Iml

Iml

280-390

> 390

4 x 10-3-2.6 x

Not determined

LBGLBSP
mISP

Procellarum E. of long
35OW, Insularum,
Nubium
W. Humorum
Cent. H u m o r u m
E. H u m o r u m
Serenitatis

mISP
mIG-

Tranquillitatis
N. Fecunditatis
Crisium

HDWA
hDWA (L16)
LBGLISP (L24)
mIGhDWA

Roris, Iridum
N E Imbrium
Somniorum
N W , SW Tranquillitatis
SE, N E Tranquillitatis
Nectaris, S. Fecunditatis
Cent. Fecunditatis

LBGLBGLBSP
LBGHDWA ( A l l )
mIGmBGmIG-

Margin of NW Procell.
Somniorum

hDWLBG-

Interpretation6
Low T i , high
radioactivity

Low-medium
low Fe

Ti, maybe

Diverse; low-medium

Ti

(A12 type)
mISP
hDSP
mIGmISP

-

Maybe higher Fe than
in Procellarum
Very high T i

High A1

-

NOTES:
1. Em = Eratosthenian mare material; Im = Imbrian mare material; subscripts denote age groups, 3 youngest, 1 oldest (not distinguished
on plates).
2. Boyce and Dial (1973, 1975); Boyce et al. (1974, 1975); Boyce (1976); Moore et al. (1980).
3. Neukum et al. (1975a, b); Neukum and Konig (1976).
4. Refers to tracts of mare as mapped on plate D.
5. Pieters (1978) and BVSP (1981, ch. 2). First letter refers to UVIvisual ratio (H =high; h = medium-high; m =medium; L =low);
second letter refers to albedo (D =dark; I =intermediate; B =bright); third letter refers to 1-pm band (S = strong; W =weak; G =gentle);
fourth letter refers to 2-pm band (P = prominent; A = attenuated; - =undetermined). A = Apollo; L = Luna.
6. Incorporates interpretations of color, gamma-ray, and X-ray data (BVSP, 1981, table 2.2.4). Interpretation given here only at first
entry for each unit unless occurrences differ.

as small as about lo wide (900 km2).With these resolutions, ejecta of individual craters, and therefore the
subsurface materials exhumed and redeposited in the
ejecta, can be analyzed (Andre et al., 1978).
Three other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum,
accessible from Earth or with the aid of a spacecraft,
have potential value in interpreting the maria. The
first, in the thermal infrared part of the spectrum,

measures temperatures during a total eclipse of the
Moon (Saari et al., 1964; Winter, 1970) or from orbit
(Low and Mendel, in NASA, 1973, sec. 24). These
data are useful for detecting youthful craters because
high eclipse temperatures result from fresh surfaces
which may be undetectable in low-resolution photographs. For extended surfaces such as the maria, they
may also indicate blockiness, resulting from thin
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regolith, or may have a compositional significance
(Moore et al., 1980).
Lunar applications of radar have been intensively
studied. Earth-based signals in 3.8 cm and 70 cm
bands have yielded the most detail, including radar
maps of the whole nearside disc (Thompson, 1974,
1979; Zisk et al., 1974; Moore et al., 1980). So many
factors affect echoes (Moore et al., 1980) that the interpretation of the data is still partly uncertain. Other
Figure 6.59. Thickness of mare basalts.
A. Western maria (De Hon, 1979).

factors being equal, the echoes measure depths of
penetration and roughness at scales proportional to
wavelength-larger than 70 cm for 70-cm radar and
larger than 3.8 cm for 3.8-cm radar. Hence, the data
may help determine blockiness of a regolith and therefore the age and target material of a crater (Thompson et al., 1979). Supplementary data are usually
needed when interpreting radar data for maria (Zisk
et al., 1977; Moore et al., 1980).
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vary. An average thickness of 0.4 km for all maria
(DeHon, 1979) is equivalent to 2.4 x lo6km3 of mare
basalt on the whole Moon (0.4 km x 0.16 of the total
lunar area of 38 x lo6 km2).
Mare-surface elevations decrease within a basin
from the outer shelves to the center and therefore
mimic the topography of the host basin (figs. 6.60,
6.61; Howard et al., 1974; Wilhelms, in NASA, 1973,
sec. 29D). As shown by the diminished number of
craters in the centers, the central mare deposits are
also thicker than those on the shelves. The thickening is further demonstrated by positive gravity anomalies known as mascons (mass concentrations), detected
by their perturbations on the orbits of spacecraft
(Muller and Sjogren, 1968; 20 December 1968 issue
of Science). Thicknesses in the mascon maria are
estimated from modeling of the gravity data as 2 to
4 km (Sjogren et al., 1974). The largest mascons were
modeled over Maria Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium,
Humorum, Nectaris, Smythii, Orientale, and the
mare in the center of the small Grimaldi basin (Solomon and Head, 1980).

The remote sensing data are most valuable when
examined together (Thompson et al., 1973, 1974; Zisk
et al., 1977). Correlations among data sets are readily
visualized when converted to a common format and
displayed as false-color images showing any desired
weighted combination of data sets (Eliason and Soderblom, 1977; La Jolla Consortium, 1977; Soderblom
et al., 1977).
Elevation and thickness

Thicknesses of mare materials can be approximately
measured by the degree of flooding of craters (fig.
6.59; Marshall, 1961; DeHon, 1974, 1979; DeHon
and Waskom, 1976; HBrz, 1978; Head, 197913). The
crater depths are estimated from their diameters by
assuming either that depthldiameter ratios and rim
heights are the same as those of fresh craters (DeHon,
1974, 1979) or the same as those of a random population of craters (Hgrz, 1978; Head, 1979b). Also, it
is assumed that craters have not rebounded significantly and are superposed on the basin floor, not an
earlier mare unit. Accordingly, thickness estimates

B. Eastern maria (De Hon and Waskom, 1976). Scale applies to equator.

lsopach map of the eastern mare basalts
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Figure 6.60. Southeastern border zone of Mare Serenitatis. Light-colored interior mare sharply abuts darker border (arrows). In left-hand
frame, darker unit is "blue" mare lava; in right-hand frame, it is dark-mantling material. Apollo 17 site in right-hand frame (compare
figure 6.47). Area of figure 6.55 outlined in center frame. Large crater in center and left frames is Dawes of Copernican age, ( 1 8 km,
17ON, 26OE). Stereoscopic pairs, Apollo 1 7 M - 5 0 0 0 , M-5002, M-5004, right to left.

A radar sounder flown on the Apollo 17 mission
more directly measured depths to discontinuities in
Maria Serenitatis and Crisium (Peeples et al., 1978).
The depth figures are based on certain assumptions
about the dielectric constant of the overflown materials
and may not represent maximum depths. In Mare
Serenitatis, one horizon lies about 1 km beneath the
surface, and another lies 1.6 km deep in the west to
2.0 km deep in the east (Peeples et al., 1978). A
horizon which appears to lie within the basalt section
of Mare Crisium lies 0.8-1.0 km below the surface
of the shelf which separates the conspicuous ridge system and the basin rim (fig. 6.61), then deepens to 1.4
km inward from the shelf (Maxwell and Phillips, 1978;
Peeples et al., 1978).
Mare thicknesses are also inferred from the geochemical experiments. The craters Picard and Peirce
(fig. 6.61) have penetrated the 1.4-km layer in Crisium
and have excavated additional basalt whose Mg-rich
chemistry is evident in the X-ray fluorescence data
(Andre et al., 1978). These craters may also have excavated terra materials from beneath the mare (Head
et al., 1978b). Based on the assumed excavation depth
Figure 6.61. Mare Crisium. Arrowheads indicate mare ridges and
scarps that formed between outer, shallow shelfand inner, thicker
central mare. T = Taruntius ( 5 6 km, 6ON, 47OE), a Copernican
crater having an uplgted, fractured floor. Orbiter 4 H-191.

Peirce,
and
estimate the
total mare thickness as 2.4 to 3.4 km.
Better thickness data are not available, but even an
approximate estimate of mare volumes is useful in con-
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sidering lunar geochemistry and petrology. The average thickness is probably less than 1 km, corresponding to less than 0.25 percent of a crust 75 km thick.
Even if subsurface intrusions are added, the mare
basalts are clearly volumetrically minor.

Terra mantling
Deposits called dark mantling materials or terra
mantling materials are related to the mare materials
but differ in several properties. They are as dark or
darker than the maria, but their relief is partly rugged
(fig. 6.62). The largest and most numerous tracts having this seemingly anomalous combination of properties lie around the southern periphery of the Imbrium
basin (color plates C , D). Others are peripheral to
almost all carefully scrutinized maria (Head, 1974d,
1976; Wilhelms, 1980a). The flat parts of maria may
also contain dark mantling materials, but these are
difficult to distinguish from mare lavas except by spectral techniques (Adams et al., 1974).
On both telescopic and spacecraft photographs,
dark mantling deposits appear fine textured, relatively
uncratered, and smoother than the underlying topography
(fig. 6.62). No blocks are visible in the 2-m
resolution of the best Apollo photographs. Radar and
thermal-infrared observations also show an absence
of blocks (Zisk et al., 1977). Mantles drape differentially over mountains, low hills, and flat surfaces, being thickest in depressions and thin or absent on sharp
hills. Some hilltops surrounded by the deposits are
bright, indicating shedding of the dark material. The
action of mass wasting is further indicated by talus
streaks which descend from the bright outcrops. The
dark deposits are located near likely eruptive fissures
in the form of rilles, endogenic craters, gashes, and
dark cones (fig. 6.62). Such craters are much rarer
in the mare lavas, which probably cover their sources
as do flood-basalt lavas on Earth (Greeley, 1976). All
these properties are consistent with pyroclastic origin
for the dark mantling materials.

the presence of small mare patches in seemingly isolated localities, and so undiscovered basins may also
explain the remaining outliers. Continental sheets of
basalt not occupying basins have been proposed, in
particular for Oceanus Procellarum. But this large
mare is probably contained within the Procellarum
(Gargantuan) basin (fig. 6.63; Cadogan, 1974, 1981;
Whitaker, 1981). The Procellarum basin additionally
embraces all the large near-side or limb maria except
Orientale, Nectaris, Crisium, Fecunditatis, and
Smythii. The materials of all these maria except
Crisium are thin.
Table 6.7 and the geologic and paleogeologic maps
(color plates C and D) give some indication of the relations between age and spectral type of mare units
(Boyce et al., 1974; Head, 1976; Head et al., 1978a,
b; Whitford-Stark and Head, 1980; Pieters et al.,
1980; BVSP, 1981, ch. 2). Most Eratosthenian and
all known Copernican mare units (fig. 6.52 ; plate D)
lie within the Procellarum basin and are bluish in color
(some are marginal to the younger Imbrium and
Serenitatis basins but central to Procellarum). Imbrian
units (plates C and D) are more diverse spectrally

Stratigraphy and Distribution
The maria are (1) young relative to most other lunar
stratigraphic units and (2) spatially related to basins.
The visible maria are Late Imbrian, Eratosthenian,
and Copernican in age; that is, they postdate the
Orientale basin.
The general geographic relation between basins and
maria is obvious. Few maria are located far from
basins. Some basins were initially identified partly by

Figure 6.62. Dark-mantling material southwest $Mare Serenitatis.
Arcuate rilles are Rimae Sulpicius Gallus. Many endogenic craters
in scene (arrows). Steep slopes including sharp summits and the
long, linear (Zmbn'um-radial) terra structure are bright because dark
mantle has been shed. APollo 17 H-23572.
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(Pieters, 1978). Three subdivisions of Imbrian mare
material can be distinguished on most of the Moon
(table 6.7), and more than three in some well photographed maria,(Boyce, 1976; Wilhelms, 1980a). Old
Late Imbrian blue units are exposed in a few marginal
embayments of Oceanus Procellarum (fig. 6.64).
Intermediate-age Imbrian, blue, dark units characterize Mare Tranquillitatis and the adjoining border
of Mare Serenitatis (figs. 6.57, 6.58, 6.60). Small
patches of youngest Imbrian blue materials are scattered in most maria. Red units of all three Imbrian
age subdivisions are in Oceanus Procellarum and in

Figure 6.63. The Procellarum basin according to Whitaker (1981).
A. Full-Moon photograph showing best-developedparts of three
rings. Western shore of Oceanus Procellarum and northern
shore of Mare Frigoris are especially well dtfined by Procellarum rings, which are centered about point P (23ON;
1 5 O W ) . I = center o f Imbrium basin.
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Figure 6.64. Mare stratigraphy in western Oceanus Procellarum. Oldest mare unit ( I ) is overlain by ejeGta of crater Cardanus (C, 50
km, 13ON, 72OW; other large crater is Krafft, K , 51 km). Unit havingfairly numerous superposed craters is probably next youngest
(2). Sparsely cratered unit (3) sharply truncates unit 1 and probably isyounger than unit 2, although contact is not distinct. Orbiter 4 H-169.

the maria occupying superposed basins. Some young
Imbrian red patches are in Mare Crisium. An extensive reddish or orange mare-type of young Imbrian
age fills central Mare Serenitatis and covers extensive tracts of Oceanus Procellarum (spectral class
mISP; Pieters, 1978).
Therefore the most extensive maria and the most
extensive red and blue units occur in the Procellarum
basin or in basins superposed on that larger and older
basin. In keeping with the distribution of KREEP,
high radioactivity characterizes the western maria in
Procellarum (Soderblom et al., 1977). High-Al, spectrally nondescript, weakly radioactive materials lie outside Procellarum in Maria Smythii, Fecunditatis, and
Crisium (Hubbard, 1979). Little is known about farside mare compositions, except that the maria in the
South Pole-Aitken basin are about as radioactive as
eastern mare materials (Metzger et al., 1977).

MARE BASALTS
Introduction
Samples of mare basalt were returned by all landing missions. The largest amounts came from Apollos
11, 12, 15, and 17, whichlanded on maria(fig. 6.1).
Small regolith cores were returned by Lunas 16 and
24, which also landed on maria. Apollos 14 and 16
and Luna 20 returned small amounts although they
landed on terrae; fragments were thrown in by distant impacts. The basalts present considerably fewer
problems than do the breccias from the terrae.
Although the basalts also came from the regolith, with
one exception (outcrops along Hadley Rille at the
Apollo 15 site), they are much less severely reworked
by impacts than the terra materials. Unlike most terra
breccias, (1) the textures and compositions originated
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in the same event, and (2) the radiometric age of a
mare-basalt sample usually represents a crystallization age that is the same as the emplacement age of
the source unit.
Composition, Mineralogy, Texture
Lunar mare rocks are designated basalts by the
same general criteria used to define terrestrial basalts:
dark, mafic, extrusive rocks consisting primarily of
(c1ino)pyroxene and plagioclase. In detailed elemental
abundances, however, they differ from terrestrial
basalts (table 6.8; Taylor, 1975, 1982; Papike et al.,
1976; Papike and Vaniman, 1978; BVSP, 1981, ch.
1). The most important differences are that lunar
basalts (1) contain no detectable H20; (2) are low in
alkalis, especially NazO; (3) are high in TiOn,
TiOn-poor lunar basalts having about the same
amount of this oxide as average terrestrial basalts; (4)
are low in A1203 and SiOz, maximum contents of these
oxides being about the same as average contents in
terrestrial basalts; (5) are high in FeO, higher than
terrestrial basalts; and (6) are generally richer in MgO
than terrestrial basalts, the lowest contents being about
the same as the terrestrial average. One additional important difference is in the extreme degree of reduction. Lunar basalts contain essentially no Fe3 ; most
Fe occurs as Fen and native Fe metal, formed by
reduction at or near the surface, is present.
Mare basalts are higher in FeO and MgO and lower
in A1203, CaO, and A1203/Ca0ratio than terra melt
rocks of impact or volcanic origin (Taylor, 1975, 1982;
BVSP, 1981, sec. 1.2.9). Most mare basalts have a
negative europium anomaly, in contrast to the positive
anomaly of the terrae. Both the mare and the terra
materials, therefore the whole Moon, are very poor
in volatiles (Taylor, 1982).
Textures of the returned mare basalts leave no
doubt about their origin from magmas. They are
similar to textures of terrestrial basalts, except that
they lack alterations caused by chemical weathering
and hydrothermal activity (fig. 6.65). They are typical
of extrusive volcanic rocks produced by fairly rapid,
near-surface crystallization of silicate melts. Most textural variations within each suite arose during secondorder fractionation, crystallization, and cooling after
extrusion (Lofgren et al., 1975).
Each sampling mission clarified details about mare
origin, but also weakened generalizations which had
been made earlier about compositional and age
+

+,

groups. Many authors have grouped mare basalts into
two major, genetically significant compositional
classes: (1) high-Ti (9-1 4 percent Tion), and (2) lowTi (1.5-5 percent TiOn; Papike et al., 1976). Basalt
very low in titanium (VLT) was found in the Luna
24 sample in 1976 and may represent a third major
group (Papike and Vaniman, 1978). The intermediate
Ti contents are not well represented in the samples
but apparently constitute extensive spectral units (table
6.7). Another major class are the high-alumina basalts
(table 6.8; Ridley, 1975; Taylor, 1975, 1982). Small
regolith fragments add more types to those identified
among the rock-size ( 21 cm) samples. As many as
two-thirds of the 15 spectral classes recognized telescopically may remain unsampled (Pieters; 1978). A
complete range of compositions among lunar basalts
now appears likely (Papike and Vaniman, 1978). Extrusion times were sometimes grouped into an early
Apollo 11 and Apollo 17 high-Ti phase and a later
Apollo 12 and Apollo 15 low-Ti phase; but basalts undoubtedly were extruded throughout the Late Imbrian
Epoch, perhaps more sporadically in the Eratosthenian and Copernican Periods.
The heterogeneity already encountered among the
mare-basalt samples and the number of unsampled
compositional classes suggest that no two collection
sites on the maria would furnish identical samples.
For this reason and to avoid ambiguity in nomenclature, classification schemes generally include the
sampling mission as one designator (table 6.8). The
classification given here (BVSP, 1981, sec. 1.2.9;
Taylor, 1982, table 6.1) incorporates the chief distinguishing chemical characteristic and, commonly, the
name of a characteristic modal mineral (Apollo 12 and
15 low-Ti olivine or pigeonite basalts). Some literature
refers to a characteristic texture (Apollo 11 "ophitic"
or "intersertal" basalt). Trace-element chemistry is
also used to classify some basalts, for example, those
from the Apollo 17 site (Rhodes et al., 1976).

Py roclastics
Sampling data substantiate the pyroclastic origin
of the dark mantling materials. Pyroclastic materials
in the form of glass droplets were found at all sampling sites; the most abundant from the Apollo 17 site.
They are orange and black glasses that have been identified by distinctive spectral properties as similar to
a telescopically observed dark mantling unit (Pieters
et al., 1974; Adams et al., 1974). Orange and black
droplets, derived from a sheet of pyroclastic material
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Figure 6.65. Photomicrographs of thin sections of mare basalts from Apollo 1 2 and 15 sites showing diverse textures. Minerals are completely unaltered by chemical weathering despite their great age. Each view about 2-mm wide. Courtesy 0 . B. James.

A. Sample 12035. Large anhedral crystals ofplagioclase (light
color; parallel twinning structure), large subhedral crystals
of olivine (irregular structure), and large subhedral crystals
of pyroxene (dark; parallel structure). Crossed polarizers.

B. Sample 12051. "Subophitic" texture in which laths of
plagioclase (light color) are partly enclosed by pyroxene of upproximately same size (dark). Black grains are ilmenite;
chemically, rock is intermediate in T i 0 2 . Dated as 3.16 aeons
old, the average age ofthe Apollo 1 2 basalts (table 6.6). Plane
polarized l i ' t .

C. Sample 12052. Large equant crystals at left and top are
olivine, other large crystals are pyroxene. Groundmass of narrow, elongate grains consists of intergrowth of plagioclase,
pyroxene, Fe- Ti oxides, and other trace phases. Same age as
12051 W i t e origin in separate, Si-rich flow. Plane polarized
li~ht.

D. Sample 15535. "Granular" texture of pyroxene (irregular)

E. Sample 15538. Aggregates of large pyroxene grains
~oikilitically" enclosed by large plagioclase nystals. Crossed
polarizers.

F. Sample 15548. "Intergranular" texture consisting of aggregates of small, equant pyroxene grains enveloping plagioclase laths. Plane polarized light.

and plagioclase (parallel twinning structure). Crossed
polarizers.
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Table 6.8. Classification of Sampled Mare Basalts Widely Used by Lunar Investigators and
in this Volume (afier Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1981, sec. 1.2.9; Taylor, 1982,
table 6.1). Includes major chemical and/or mineralogical characteristics that distinguish groups

Chemistry (oxides in weight percent)
Group name

A1203

Ti02

Apollo 11 high-K high-Ti
Apollo 11 low-K high-Ti
Apollo 17 low-K high-Ti

9-14

Apollo 12 ilmenite

5-9

Apollo 12 low-Ti pigeonite
Apollo 15 low-Ti pigeonite

K20
> 0.3

MgO

-0.1

7-10

8-10
1.5-5

Apollo 12 low-Ti olivine
Apollo 15 low-Ti olivine

10-18

I

ApO110 l 7 very low T i (VLT)
Luna 24

Apollo 12 feldspathic
Luna 16 feldspathic
Apollo 14 feldspathic

originally 11.5 m thick, are admixed with lava and
terra fragments in the Apollo 17 regolith. The difference in color is due to more complete crystallization
of the black droplets than the orange (Heiken et al.,
1974). The devitrified black beads have a "blue" spectrum and the glassy orange beads have a "red" spectrum. Presumably this difference in devitrification
accounts for similar spectra elsewhere, such as the
"red"spectra on the Aristarchus Plateau (Zisk et al.,
1977). The Apollo 17 droplets apparently were
emplaced during an early "lava-fountain" or "firefountain" stage of mare eruption and were deposited
on the mare basalt before most of the regolith formed
(Heiken et al., 1974; Head, 1974d). Similar relations
at other mare margins suggest that this volatile-driven
stage was common in the early history of the filling
of basins.
Green glasses collected by Apollo 15 are low in T i
and highly mafic. Pyroclastic rather than impact origin
is indicated by the absence of fragments in the droplets
(Delano, 1979). Delano (1979) proposes derivation
from heterogeneous, volatile-rich sources at 400 + 50
km depths.

Emplacement Ages and Petrologic Relations
Apollo I 1
Only one of the sample suites contains basalts that
clearly differ in age. These are the first samples returned from the Moon, the Mare Tranquillitatis mate-

10-15

<1.5

<0.04

10-11

3-5

0.1-0.2

7-9

rials brought back by Apollo 11 (figs. 6.66-6.68). Two
types of basalt are distinguished by megascopic differences, microscopic texture, chemical composition,
initial Sr ratio, and crystallization age (Schmitt et al.,
1970; Papanastassiou et al., 1977). The older compositional class yielded the oldest lava ages of any site.
It is commonly referred to as low-K, high-Ti basalt.
Nine rock-size ( 1 1 cm) samples have been dated by
Rb-Sr, 40Ar-39Ar,and Sm-Nd methods (Turner, 1977;
Papanastassiou et al., 1977; Guggisberg et al., 1979;
BVSP, 1981, table 7.3.1). They yield a range of ages
from 3.55 to 3.92 aeons; table 6.6 gives the ages that
the BVSP (1981) believes most reliable. The low-K
group may consist of four separate flows (fig. 6.68;
Guggisberg et al., 1979; Beaty and Albee, 1980). The
oldest flow yields the same dates as the Imbrium basin
(3.84 aeons), but must be younger unless exhumed
from beneath a thin layer of Imbrium ejecta. Extrusion of the low-K, high-Ti basalts may have begun
very soon after the Imbrium impact.
The younger, high-K, high-Ti group averages 3.57
aeons according to the preferred determinations
(BVSP, 1981, pp. 950-955). The age determinations,
rock textures, and bulk compositions are consistent
with derivation of all the high-K rocks from a single
flow (Papike et al., 1976; Beaty and Albee, 1978).
Origin of the two groups from different magma reservoirs is indicated by the different initial Sr ratios
(Papanastassiou et al., 1977).
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Apollo 12
Within each of the other three Apollo mare suites,
there are some compositional differences but no clearly
distinguished age differences. Apollo 12 collected the
youngest suite of mare basalts. The landing site was
in Mare Insularum, which at the time (November
1969) was considered part of Oceanus Procellarum
(figs. 6.1, 6.69; Marvin et al., 1971). The geologic
context of the sampled material is poorly known because the vicinity of the site, including almost all the
sampled terrain, is occupied by the interiors or ejecta
of several large craters (figs. 6.70-6.72; Sutton and
Schaber, 1971; Rhodes et al., 1977). Materials of
several types of basalt are mixed in the overlapping
ejecta blankets of these craters, hindering determination of source beds of the samples and correlation of
their compositions with telescopic spectra.
The most recent evaluations of the site (Rhodes et
al., 1977) suggest that the samples fall into three major
and one minor compositional types. Two of the types,

Figure 6.66. Setting of Apollo 11 site in Mare Tranquillitatis.
Landing site (arrow; 0.67ON, 23.5OE) lies 5 0 km north of nearest
terra; arrow is 1 0 km long. Linear, broad-jloored, en-echelon troughs
(Rimae Hypatia) are part of graben system of the Tranquillitatis
border; crater truncated by right edge is Moltke (comparejgure 6.5).
Irregular craters and crater clusters throughout view are secondary
craters of Theophilus, centered 3 7 0 k m south o f landing site.

Figure 6.67. Traverses of Apollo I 1 astronauts (shaded paths)
relative to landed spacecraft "Eagle" ( L M ) and Little West crater.
Traverses much shorter than for later missions. A L S C C = Apollo
Lunar Sulfate Closhp Camera, used to take stereoscopic photographs
of fine regolith structure; LRRR =Laser Ranging Retrorejlector,
used to accurately measure Earth-Moon distance; P S E =Passive
Seismic Experiment; S W C = Solar Wind Composition experiment.
Scale 1:250 refers to orip'nal map, drawn by U.S. Geological Survey
and published by the Defense Mapping Agency for N A S A .
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Figure 6.68. Mare stratigraphy in West crater (about 4 0 0 m east
of Eagle) from which all or almost all large Apollo 11 basalt samples
may have been derived (Beaty and Albee, 1978, 1980). After Beaty
and Albee ( 1 980).
Figure 6.69. Vicinity of Apollo 12 landing site (arrow). Compare figure 6. 71. Orbiter 3 H-154.

Figure 6. 70. Apollo 1 2 astronaut examining Surveyor 3 spacecraft. LM in background on other side of Surveyor crater. Stereoscopic pair,
Apollo 12 H - 7 1 3 4 (right) and H - 7 1 3 3 (14).
l o w - T i olivine (Fe-Mg-rich) and low-Tipigeonite (Si-rich)

basalt, are probably parts of the same flow. Although
some age determinations spread rather widely
(Turner, 1977; BVSP, 1981, table 7.3. I), the combined chemical, textural, and petrologic evidence indicates common origin. Fractionation on the surface or

in a shallow magma chamber is indicated (James and
Wright, 1972; Rhodes et al., 1977).
Inferences about source depths of the craters' ejecta
suggest that a low- or intermediate Ti ilmenite basalt (Ti02
2.7-5.5 percent) was derived from a flow overlying
the fractionated flow (fig 6.72; Rhodes et al., 1977).
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i A 0 CRL

SURVEYOR

Figure 6.71. Apollo 1 2 astronaut traverses (EVA =extravehicular activity) relative to landing point flag), the Surveyor 3 spacecraft, the
A L S E P , and various named craters. Credits as forfig.ure 6.67.

Middle crescent crater

Head crater

--Olivine basalt

Fragmental units
Regolith
Head crater ejecta (ilmenite and pigeonite basalt fragments)
Surveyor crater ejecta (ilmenite and pigeonite basalt fragments)
Middle crescent crater ejecta (pigeonite and olivine basalt fragments)

Figure 6.72. Geologic section showing hypothetical excavation of various basalt$ows by three craters shown infigure 6.71 (based on Rhodes
et al., 1977). Unit beneath olivine basalt may be Fra Mauro Formation or another basalt.
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Compositional data indicate derivation from a different magma originating in a different mantle source
than the olivine-pigeonite flow (James and Wright,
1972; Rhodes et al., 1977). However, the ages for the
ilmenite basalt indicate eruption at the same time as
the other flow. The 24 age determinations for the
olivine-pigeonite and ilmenite flows, whose stated
error ranges are <0.1 aeon, vary between 3.08 and
3.26 aeons. Their average, 3.17 aeons, is close to the
most reliable determinations (BVSP, 1981) and is
adopted here.
Finally, a fourth class, felhpathic (Al-rich) basalt,
yielded at least one rock-size sample (12038). Again,
Rb-Sr ages overlap with those of the other groups.
A younger Ar-Ar age of 3.08 aeons for sample 12038
(Turner, 1977) is unlikely to indicate a true age difference, in view of the overlapping age determinations
among the more abundant types. Petrologic relation
to the other groups is uncertain (Rhodes et al., 1977).
The few feldspathic fragments may be derived from
beneath the other units (Nyquist et al., 1981) or from
a unit not present within the traversed area.
Apollo 15

Two major classes of spectrally reddish low-Ti
basalt were sampled by Apollo 15 in a small mare,
Palus Putredinis, cut off from Mare Imbrium by the
crater Archimedes (figs 6. ID, 6.41, 6.73, 6.74). An
older, dominant type is characterized by abundant
modal pigeonite and is Si-rich or quartz-normative
(tables 6.6, 6.8). Although textures are diverse, they
and the petrologic and chemical relations among the
samples indicate moderate crystal fractionation of a
single magma on or near the surface (Rhodes and
Hubbard, 1973; Lofgren et al., 1975). Low-Ti pigeonite basalt constitutes all or part of the 60-m thick section of layered lavas exposed in the walls of Rima
Hadley (fig. 6.73), and is exposed in boulders that
are nearly in place at the rille's rim and in ejecta of
two major craters (Howard et al., 1972; Swann et al.,
1972; Lofgren et al., 1975). The other type is a lowTi olivine (Fe-Mg-rich or olivine-normative) basalt
which overlies the pigeonite flow except at the rille
lip. The two flows apparently differ in parentage
(Rhodes and Hubbard, 1973).
Despite the compositional and stratigraphic distinction, little difference emerges in the radiometric ages
ofthe two flows (BVSP, 1981, table 7.3.1). The 0.03aeon difference that does appear is consistent with the
stratigraphic superposition, but may not be signifi-

Figure 6.73. Apollo 1 5 site. Southward view from station 1 0 across
rim ? f R i m H a d l 9 toward APenninefront. Exposed basalts @robably pigeonitic) are the largest in-place outcrops of lunar rock strata
observed during Apollo sulface exploration. Crosses are fiducial
narks. Compare figures 6.I D and 6 . 4 1 . Apollo 1 5 H-12115.

cant in view of the spread in age determinations for
each flow and other lunar basalt flows. The green glass
also appears to be about 3.3 aeons old (Huneke et al.,
1974). All the sampled Apollo 15 basaltic materials
thus seem to have been extruded at about the same
time, 3.3 aeons ago.
Apollo 17

Apollo 17 collected large amounts of mare basalt
from a marginal embayment of Mare Serenitatis (figs.
6.1 E, 6.46,6 .47,6.60). The samples were excavated
by craters from as much as 100 m below the surface
(fig. 6.48; Wolfe et al., 1981). The basalts are as rich
or richer in Tion (10-14 weight percent) than the
Apollo 11 basalts and generally resemble them in
chemistry, petrology, and age. Current information
suggests that the major-element compositions span a
continuous range, but some differences in trace elements can be recognized (Rhodes et al., 1976). No
correlation of absolute age with any compositional or
textural class is obvious. The isotopic ages as reported
by the analysts range rather widely, but the best determinations (BVSP, 1981, pp. 957-959) cluster tightly
between 3.68 and 3.72 aeons. An age of 3.7 aeons,
in the middle of the Apollo 11 range, is adopted for
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discussion purposes here. All the Apollo 17 basalts
may have formed within a short time by partial melting of a heterogeneous source located in a small zone
of the mantle (Rhodes et al., 1976).
Although the Apollo 17 sampling confirmed the
pyroclastic origin of the dark mantling deposits, it
refuted estimates of youth made before the mission
(Scott et al., 1972). A number of 40Ar-39Arages from
various laboratories average around 3.64 aeons (table
6.6). The low crater density which led to estimates
of youth is due to initially subdued shapes and rapid
degradation of impact craters in the noncohesive pyroclastic deposits (Lucchitta and Sanchez, 1975).

Crete evidence for premare volcanism has been found
in the form of a few clasts in terra breccias (Ryder
and Taylor, 1976; Ryder and Spudis, 1980). The
source units of these fragments have been destroyed
and redistributed by the basin impacts. The definitely volcanic early basalt samples are of a relatively
duminous type (A1203 11-14 percent), but nevertheless are mare-type basalts (Ridley, 1975; Taylor,
1982).
The early volcanism may even have been more extensive than the mare volcanism, which was volumetrically minor. The reason for the preservation of maria
on 16 percent of the Moon is the stratigraphic accident that they postdate the Orientale basin and other
large basins, which obscured earlier maria: This hypothesis is more likely than a sudden surge in internal heating and volcanism at 3.8 aeons.

Prernare basalts

Basalts were also extruded onto the lunar surface
before the visible maria and KREEP basalts were
formed (fig. 6.74; Hartmann and Wood, 1971; Shoemaker, 1972; Ryder and Taylor, 1976). The presence
of premare basalt units is inferred from low albedos
and distinctive remotely sensed chemistry in the ejecta
of small craters that penetrate later deposits (Schultz
and Spudis, 1979; Hawke and Spudis, 1980). The
same phenomenon appears where impact craters penetrate ejecta or rays which are superposed on maria
(fig. 6.75). Therefore, many lunar terra plains may
consist of volcanic basalts overlain by impact ejecta
(e.g., Wargentin, figs. 6.20E; fig. 6.22). More con-

Petrogenesis
T h e mantle source

Some early studies suggested that the mare basalts
were derived from the primitive interior of the Moon,
because the Moon, the mantle, and the mare basalts
all have about the same density, 3.34 g/cm3 (Taylor,
1982; see also BVSP, 1981). However, detection of
the negative europium anomaly in the basalts and the
positive anomaly in the terra materials showed that

Figure 6.74. Representative geologic section of Apollo 15 landing region probably applicable to traverse from foreground to background
offigure 6.73. Rille profile based on Howard et al. (1 972). Units beneath pigeonite basalt infewed on basis of regional stratigrabhy.
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Figure 6 . 7 5 . Exhumation of buried stratigraphic units.

corn, 1980) evidence, but has not been established
geophysically (Wiskerchen and Sonett, 1977 ; Goins
et al., 1979; Taylor, 1982).
Partial melting

A. Diagrammatic geologic cross section. Nectarian basalt (Nb)
covers craterjoor, and Imbrian ejecta (Ie) covers parts of the
crater and the basalt. Imbrian mare basalt (1m)fills deepest
part of crater remaining after ejecta deposition. Copernican
impact then strikes the ejecta and penetrates to unit Nb; as
a result, the Copernican crater ejecta (Cc) contains material
of the Nectarian basalt as well as Ie, hence appears dark.

B. Copernicus H (4.3 km, 7ON, 18OM3, a dark-halo crater
thought volcanic before this picture was taken. Secondary
craters andjoor below level ofadjaent terrain show that crater
formed by impact. Dark halo resultsfrom exhumation of mare
basalt from beneath the surface material (Copernicus ejecta).
Orbiter 5 M - 1 4 7 .

the mare source had differentiated from the terra
crustal material long before the mare basalts were extruded. This conclusion is confirmed by other isotopic
and trace-element characteristics of mare and terra
rocks. Most petrologists and geochemists believe that
the mantle consists dominantly of olivine and pyroxene. The mare sources are generally thought to have
lain at depths of less than 400 km (BVSP, 1981, sec.
3.4.2). Primitive, undifferentiated material may lie
below those depths. A chemically distinct core is suggested by chemical (Taylor, 1982) and magnetic (Run-

The mare-basalt magmas were formed by partial
melting of small amounts of mantle material. The heat
source was decay of radioactive K, Th, and U (Taylor,
1982) added to whatever primordial heat remained.
High-Ti basalts and therefore their sources contain
the greatest amounts of these radioactive elements
(Taylor, 1975, 1982), probably explaining why they
were the last types to be erupted in abundance. Derivation of the different compositional classes from different levels has been proposed, e.g., high-A1 basalts
from the highest level, high-Ti next highest, low-Ti
deeper, and green glass deepest (Taylor, 1975, 1982).
Several authors believe that certain geochemical characteristics require greater mixing and heterogeneity
of the sources, and complex series of partial melting,
fractional crystallization, contamination, and magma
hybridization (reviews by BVSP, 1981; Taylor, 1982).
Fine-scale original diversity of the mantle itself probably explains the Apollo 12, 15 and 17 observations
that compositionally diverse magmas originated at the
same time and were extruded on the same small part
of the surface; small zones in the mantle apparently
contained the compositionally diverse source materials. Compositions also changed after the flows were
in place on the surface (e.g., Apollo 12), but these
effects were less pronounced than in terrestrial
magmas (Taylor, 1982).

Emplacement History
In summary, emplacement of a mare deposit
depends on the following series of events.
1. The part of the mantle that would eventually produce the mare basalts differentiated from the
bulk Moon some time before 4.4 aeons ago. The
mare sources may have continued to evolve after
this time (Nunes et al., 1975).
2. Basin impacts provided the settings for basalt extrusion by depressing the surface and thinning
the lithosphere. Each basin stripped several
kilometers or tens of kilometers from the terra
crust, and the denser mantle rose to compensate
isostatically for the lost mass. Later basins and
craters thinned the crust additionally inside each
older basin. The greatest crustal thinning, therefore, the greatest subsequent mare volcanism,
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occurred where large basins are superposed on
the Procellarum basin on the near side.
3. Small, compositionally diverse zones of the upper
mantle partially melted. This stage lasted much
longer than the first and also longer than the second. It probably began during the time of basin
excavation. Its visible effects, the maria, began
to be preserved after the last basin impact about
3.8 aeons
The extrusion stage lasted
at least
ago within the PrOcellarum
basin.
The dependence of
extrusion On crustal thinning
basins suggests that the Procellarum basin
may explain much of the 15:1 nearside-farside difference in mare abundance. South Pole-Aitken on the
far side was, by chance, struck by
impacts,
and
contains less mare material than
does P'ocellarUm. However, a first-order hemis~herical asymmetry in crustal thickness (Kaula et '.,
Bills and Ferrari, 1977) is not excluded as a cause of
the dichotomy.

TECTONISM
Style and Extent
Endogenic forces have modified the depositional
patterns of the Moon's stratigraphic units less than
those of Mars and far less than those of Earth. The
dominance of lunar geology by basins and maria extends to the endogenic structures which do exist. Most
faults and folds are inside basins and transect mare
materials, Some also transect the basin materials. The
major folds are mare ridges (wrinkle ridges or dorsa).
The major faults form arcuate or straight (not sinuous)
rilles (rimae). The fractures that transect many crater
floors are also concentrated in mare and basin settings.
Some faults also described here do cut surfaces outside basins.
Speculations that the Moon might reveal something
approaching earthlike internal activity were rampant
before the Apollo instruments were emplaced (they
were contained in the complex of instruments called
ALSEP-Apollo Lunar Science Experiment Package).
The seismometers showed hardly any internal seismicity; it is estimated as lo-' to 10-l2 that of Earth
(French, 1977; Lammlein, 1977). The few repeating,
weak, internal moonquakes seem to originate between
about 50-200 and 700-1 100 km depths, that is, mostly

or entirely in the mantle (Goins et al., 1979; Nakamura et al., 1979). Their frequency shows that they
are triggered by tidal stresses (Lammlein, 1977). The
most energetic lunar seismic events result from impacts. Thus the Moon is essentially dead tect~nically.~
Mare Ridges and Arcuate Rilles
The morphology of mare ridges attests to compressional origin. Most consist of a broad arch and a narrower, contorted spine; or one of these morphologies
may occur alone (fig. 6.76; Strom, 1971; Lucchitta,
1976; Masursky et al., 1978). Ridges merge, overlap,
or are arranged en-echelon. They consist of linear segments grouped in systems that are subconcentric and
subradial to circular maria, or apparently straight and
parallel, as in Oceanus Procellarum (fig. 6.76; Colton
et al., in NASA, 1972-., set. 29s). Whitaker (1981),
however, notes that the Procellarum system is probably concentric with the Procellarum basin (fig. 6.63).
into the terra,
Some ridges extend from mare margins
for instance, the "Lee-Lincoln" scarp at the Apollo
17 site (fig. 6.46; Wolfe et al., 1981). None are known
to predate the visible mare materials.
Some circular ridges are formed by compaction over
crater rims (fig. 6.76). Other, larger circular patterns
of mare ridges are ascribed to settling of mare sections over buried basin rings (fig. 6.61). The ridges
are, in fact, the only basis for locating the inner rings
of thickly filled basins such as Imbrium, Serenitatis,
and Crisium. Some ridges look like volcanic extrusions or intrusions and have been so interpreted
(Fielder, 1965; Hartmann and Wood, 1971; Strom,
1971; several authors in NASA, 1972c, sec. 29).
Purely tectonic models have also been proposed and
supported by considerable evidence. The basic cause
may be settling of sections of mare basalt (Baldwin,
1963, 1968; Bryan, 1973; Maxwell et al., 1975). Thick
sections of mare settle most, and the deformational
stresses are concentrated where the basalts thin. Lucchitta (1976) suggested that ridges lie along steep
faults, which apparently are normal in some places
and reverse in others. This configuration indicates a
basic origin by vertical tectonism, which may be
manifested by compression of material near the surface (fig. 6.77).
Arcuate rilles are flat-floored, steep-walled grabens
produced, in contrast to the ridges, by crustal extension. Like the ridges, most arcuate grabens occur in

+Thelargest recorded impact was recorded in July 1972 and probably excavated a 100-m crater on the Moon's far side. The opportunity to record further large moonquakes and thereby to better specify the impact rate and the state of the Moon's interior was lost when the ALSEPs were shut down in September 1977.
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Figure 6.76. Mare ridges in southwestern Oceanus Procellarum (Colton et al., in N A S A , 1972c, sec. 29s). Large straight ridges in
lower half of photograph approximately parallel to edge of Procellarum basin. Others formed over buried crater rims. Fresh crater truncated
by lower edge of photograph is Herigonius (15 km, 13OS, 34OW). Rugged terra in lower left corner is part of rim of crater Letronne.
Mosaic of Apollo 1 6 M - 2 8 3 6 (right) and M - 2 8 3 9 (left); gamma-ray spectrometer boom Frotrudes into view from right edges of bothframes.
Figure 6.77. Interpretation of mare ridges by Lucchitta (1976)
based on models by A. R. Sanford. Thrust relations on surfaGe
originate by vertical displacements along steep faults in subsurface.

systems that consist of parallel, cross-cutting, or enechelon sets, but some occur singularly. Most are concentric with basins (figs. 6.26, 6.60, 6.62, 6.66). They
lie within the topographic basin rim as that rim is
interpreted here, and cut both the mare and the basin
material.
A recurring association of mare ridges and arcuate
grabens suggests a genetic connection (Baldwin, 1963,
1968). In a given mare-filled basin, most ridges lie
inward from most grabens. Sinking of the mare basalts
apparently stretched the outer zones and compressed
the inner (fig. 6.78; Baldwin, 1968; Bryan, 1973;
Maxwell et al., 1975; Solomon and Head, 1979,
1980). The rilles cut old mare units and basin mate-

ION

Younger mare basalt
/

Basin material

Figure 6 . 7 8 . Diagrammatic cross section showing stresses responsible for graben opening and ridge formation during subsidence of
mare basalts in a two-ring basin. Short vertical lines cutting older
mare unit and the underlying basin material diagrammatically indicate grabens.

rials, whereas the ridges deform both old and young
mare units (Lucchitta and Watkins, 1978). Therefore,
compression continued longer than extension.

Crater Floor Fractures
Fractures in the floor materials of craters are among
the commonest types of lunar structures. They are
concentrated in and near maria and in basins without
maria (figs. 6.56, 6.61, 6.79). Fractured-floor craters
larger than about 150 km also occur in nonbasin settings, for example, Petavius (177 km; fig. 6.80) and
Humboldt (205 km; fig. 6.32). Impact morphologies
such as central peaks and even rays (fig. 6.61) show
that most of the fractured craters are exogenic, despite
their relatively shallow floors (Pike, 1980a). Anomalous uplift of impact-crater floors is the evident
explanation.
The uplift interpretation also indicates the probable
explanation for a wide range of more ambiguous lunar
landforms (Brennan, 1975; Schultz, 197613) such as
the shallow, tilted floors and arcuate structures of 15
craters 1 2 0 km across in the Smythii basin (fig. 6.32;
Wilhelms and El-Baz, 1977), and even the chaotic appearing, knobby, elevated interior of the crater Gaudibert along the border of Mare Nectaris. These peculiar
craters are probably not calderas but impact craters
modified by endogenic forces.

Straight Rilles and Scarps
Most of the radial Imbrium sculpture grooves undoubtedly formed by secondary impact (Baldwin,
1949, 1963), not faulting initiated by the Imbrium impact as widely believed during the 1960s. Nevertheless,
some true faults are radial or subradial to Imbrium.
Vallis Alpes (Alpine Valley; fig. 6.18A) has jagged
walls consisting of linear segments, not the smoothly
scalloped, matching walls and raised lips characteristic
of low-angle secondary chains (figs. 6.18B, 6.20E7
6.81A). T h e valley is probably a graben somehow
formed during the Imbrium impact as originally proposed for other sculpture.

Figure 6.79. Subconcentric (c) and irregular (i) fractures, elevated
central plateaus (P), and other crater-jloorfeatures evincing uplift.
Linear grabens (g) between craters indicate further tectonic deformation in this border zone of northern Oceanus Procellarum. Crater
labeled c in center ofscene is Lauoisier E ( 4 9 km, 4 1 ON, 8 0 ° W ) .

Radial or subradial faults, such as the Cauchy system in Mare Tranquillitatis, the Straight Wall (Rupes
Recta, fig. 6.18B), and one leg of Rima Hyginus (fig.
6.81A), are more puzzling because they cut mare
materials. They cannot be the direct product of the
Imbrium impact. If they are related to Imbrium, they
may form by some sort of rejuvenation of radial fractures (Mason et al., 1976).
An intricate system of long grabens occupies the
terra adjacent to western and northwestern Oceanus
Procellarum, amidst or near the numerous floor-uplift
craters (fig. 6.79). The system includes grabens radial
to Orientale and Imbrium, and others concentric with
Procellarum. Most likely, the crater uplifts and the
grabens are both related to anomalous properties of
the lithosphere caused by Procellarum, though they
lie outside the basin proper.
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6.81B) and by the Cauchy set. Rilles trending north
of east are also known (fig. 6.81A). Whether the
known rilles are grouped into genetically significant
sets is unclear; tricks of lighting influence plotting of
structures, even on good photographs. Concentration
of the straight structures on the near side implies
stresses either of hemispherical extent or related to the
elevated mantle beneath the Procellarum basin.
Deformational History

Figure 6.80. Petavius (1 77 km, 25 OS, 60 OE), a large, isolated
crater havingfracturedfloor resultingfromjloor uplifi outside a basin
environment. Orbiter 4 H-185.

Another system possibly related to Procellarum is
in the center of the Moon's near side in Sinus Medii
near the crater Triesnecker (fig. 6.81A). The system
lies just inside the inner ring of the Procellarum basin
(fig. 6.63). The Triesnecker system as a whole is
oriented north-south, but the system includes many
other trends, which mutual transection relations show
to be contemporaneous. Regional extension is the apparent cause. The region may have been uplifted inside the Procellarum basin in the manner of a craterfloor uplift, or may have extended by deformation over
the buried inner basin ring.
Other rilles or sets of rilles are long and straight
and are not obviously related to any basin. A set of
grabens, 1600 km long, extends from the terra east
of Sinus Aestuum east southeast to Mare Fecunditatis
(fig. 6.81). Like the rilles west of Oceanus Procellarum, they are younger than the terrae and the older
Imbrian mare units they traverse, but older than the
younger Imbrian mare units. Some are radial to basins
but this orientation may be coincidental. For example,
grabens east of Mare Fecunditatis are radial to the
Nectaris basin but may be an extension of the long
set (fig. 6.32). The trend is paralleled in other areas
by several conspicuous chains in the south-central
highlands (Abulfeda, Miiller, Rima Bode 11; fig.

Many lunar phenomena are ascribable to deformation ultimately initiated by basin impacts. When a
basin forms, mass is lost by the excavation. The
mantle rises in isostatic compensation (fig. 6.33B;
Wise and Yates, 1970; Scott, 1974; Bowin et al.,
1975). The compensation may not be complete;
Orientale, the only young basin for which gravity data
exist, has an annular negative gravity anomaly outside the mascon (Scott, 1974; Sjogren and Smith,
1976). Probably, no basin would have a mascon if it
were not filled by mare basalt (Solomon and Head,
1980). This excess (superisostatic) mass subsides (fig.
6.78). In basins which lack large mascons but contain mare basalts, the basalts apparently sank far
enough to achieve isostatic balance (Tranquillitatis,
Procellarum). This occurred within the Procellarum
basin where the crust (and presumably the elastic lithosphere) was thin. Only the very thickest maria in the
youngest basins (Imbrium, Serenitatis) have persisted
as mascons inside Procellarum, and the mascons are
smaller than one would expect from the mare thickness
(Solomon and Head, 1980). The subsidence created
many arcuate grabens along the mare margins and
in the adjacent basin terrain. Where the crust (lithosphere) was thick, the subsidence did not achieve balance, grabens did not form, and the mascon persists
(Smythii, Orientale, Nectaris). Contraction caused by
subsidence or some other factor was sufficient in all
maria to wrinkle the basalts into ridges. An elevated
crust-mantle discontinuity (lunar Moho) presumably
was also a major factor in crater-floor uplifts and in
accessibility of mare magmas to the surface.
Expansion or contraction of the hot, early Moon
may have exerted strong global or regional stresses
on whatever solid crust then existed. Since the oldest
preserved features formed before 4.0 aeons ago (fig.
6.49), however, global stresses have been weak. For
example, even the oldest lunar basins are not cut by
long compressional scarps like those of Mercury.
Graben formation ended in the middle part of the Late
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Imbrian epoch about 3.6 aeons ago. Solomon and
Head (1980) attribute the cessation of arcuate-graben
opening to a thickening of the elastic lithosphere at
this time. As the earlier lithosphere seems to have been
equivalent to the terra crust, part of the mantle must
have become rigid after 3.6 aeons.
The mascons show that the superisostatic loads are
still there, but continued subsidence is unlikely because
shallow endogenic moonquakes do not all correlate
with mascon maria (Nakamura, et al., 1979; Solomon
Figure 6.81. Straight rilles (grabens) not obviously associated with
a basin.
A. Center of lunar near side showing concentration of lunar
straight rilles, including Rima Hyginus (H), Triesnecker
system (T), an ENE set at the south margin of Sinus Medii
(SM), and ~ i i Bode
a I1 (B). Conspicuous system trending
NNW is radial to Imbrium ("Imbrium sculpture") and is
of secondary-impact, not tectonic, origin. R u g e d terra borahing Sinus Medii lies along ring of Procellarum basin. Telescopic photograph by Pic du M i d i Observatory.
B. Detailed view of Rima Bode IZ. Cuts terra but is truncated
by mare (of Sinus Aestuum). Irregular crater (7-km long,
13 ON, '4 O
w probably volcanic and possibly the source of
the dark-mantling material on the adjacent terra. Pattern in
lower left is artifact of photo processing in the spacecraft. Orbiter 5 M-120.
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and Head, 1979). The lithosphere as defined by ability
to transmit shear waves is at least 1000 + 100 km thick.
The only possible melted zones are below that depth
and their existence is speculative (Goins et al., 1979).

GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The lunar crust has probably been constructed
along this general pattern since its solidification.
Relative stratigraphic relations determined by geologic
techniques and absolute ages on returned samples (fig.
6.82) enable us to trace the evolution of this style
through six periods of lunar history (table 6.1; fig.
6.83).

Geologic Style of the Moon
Two decades of intensive study have drawn a consistent picture of the Moon's crustal style and the
general outline of its evolution. It is now known that
the upper part of a low-density, light-colored crust
averaging about 75 km thick is composed of overlapping, interfingering beds of highly brecciated basin
and crater ejecta. Each major impact has generated
an extensive and complex deposit of breccia and impact melt. The deposit is thickest and continuous near
the excavation rim, and thins progressively outward
to an average distance of one basin or crater radius,
where subdeposits around satellitic craters become
more distinct. The satellitic craters were dug by
secondary impact of ejecta from the parent, primary
excavation. Near the primary's rim, and commonly
beyond one radius of the primary, the secondary
craters are buried by primary ejecta. The bedding and
texture of the deposits probably become increasingly
chaotic outward as more and more substrate material
is intermixed. Each primary and secondary impact
has excavated breccias that had been formed similarly
and which therefore were already complex when excavated and redistributed. Basin deposits dominate
this stratigraphic framework because basins are the
largest impact cavities.
Each small crater is also the center of a more or
less well-bedded deposit. Because many more small
craters than large craters and basins form in any time
interval, the deposits of the smaller craters accumulate
as fine-grained regolith between the major deposits.
Large and small impacts throw fragments of their
ejecta in long rays far and wide over the Moon.
The second major lunar process, volcanism, has
altered this impact-dominated stratigraphy. Most exposed volcanic rocks are mare basalts. Both mare and
nonmare (KREEP) basalts were also produced before
the visible maria formed. In the first half of lunar
history, basalts were extruded into favorable depressions in the terrae when sufficient heat and access to
the surface were available. Their presence on the surface implies that they are also interbedded with and
intruded into the hidden parts of the crust.

Pre-Nectarian Time
The first pre-Nectarian event was formation of the
Moon. Isotopic ages of meteorites studied before the
Apollo program yielded a solar system age of 4.55
aeons (Patterson, 1956) and this has not been altered
by analyses of the lunar samples. Beyond its age of
4.55 aeons and the likelihood that it formed in the
same part of the solar system as Earth (Clayton and
Mayeda, 1975), little about the origin of the Moon
is well established (Kaula, 1977; Hartmann, 1972,
1983; Wood, 1979; BVSP, 1981; Cadogan, 1981;
Glass, 1982; Smith, 1982; Taylor, 1982).
The next pre-Nectarian event of geologic interest
is the formation of the terra crust. Petrologists and
geochemists favor differentiation of primitive material
into an aluminous crust and a mafic mantle in the first
0.15-0.35 aeons. The oldest well-dated "pristine"
rocks have crystallization ages of about 4.5 aeons.
Impacts must have disrupted the forming crust and
influenced the igneous petrogenesis (Wood, 1975b;
Hartmann, 1980). Calibration of crater frequencies
with estimates of the absolute age of the Nectaris basin
suggests an age of 4.0-4.1 aeons for the oldest lunar
surface on which craters have been counted (fig. 6.49).
From this one might estimate appearance of the solid
crust at roughly 4.2 aeons, in accord with one estimate
for the end of the differentiation.
The first geologic features known to have been preserved are the giant South Pole-Aitken and Procellarum basins. Numerous earlier basins may have
formed by impacts of large objects that must have been
abundant in the early solar system (Wetherill, 1975,
1981). The South Pole-Aitken and Procellarum impacts raised high, arcuate mountain chains and must
have covered most of the Moon with primary and secondary ejecta. The differences in crustal thickness inside and outside the basins are due partly to the excavation and partly to this accumulation of ejecta
between the basins. The Procellarum basin, a little
offset from the later Imbrium basin, may have unroofed KREEP-rich crustal layers or may have been
the site of early extrusions of KREEP basalt that are
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Figure 6.82. Fence diagram schematically showing stratigraphic
relations of major dated lunar geologic units. Horizontal scale upproximate; vertical scale approximate, greatly exaggerated.
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now concentrated in later deposits in the ImbriumProcellarum region (Wood, 1972; Cadogan, 1974,
1981).
Thirty basins, including South Pole-Aitken and
Procellarum, are here identified definitely or tentatively as pre-Nectarian. Nine age groups can be
recognized among these basins by superposition relations, crater densities, and degree of preservation

(table 6.4). The oldest are saturated by craters in the
hundred-kilometer range and are recognizable as
basins partly because later mare fill or light-plains
deposits emphasize their outlines (e.g., Fecunditatis
and Lomonosov-Fleming). The youngest have low
superposed crater densities and well-defined ejecta and
secondary craters (Freundlich-Sharonov). Basins of
intermediate pre-Nectarian ages have been recognized
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Figure 6.83. Geologic evolution of Moon. Age in aeons (horizontal axis) plotted against percentage of surJlzce covered by each deposit or
group of deposits (uertical axis; Wilhelms, in press b). Sequence of formation of individual basins giuen in table 6.4. Crater and basin
materials are the interior deposits and the continuous inner facies of ejecta, assumed to extend one radius from rim crest. Extrusion of mare
basalts arbitrarily shown to decline steadily throughout Late Imbrian Epoch and to level off abruptly at beginning of Eratosthenian Period.
Eratosthenian and Copernican crater and mare deposits, if distributed evenly throughout time as assumed, cover barely enough area to be
shown here. Extrapolations of basalt areas into periods of intense cratering show, alternatively, ('1) steady decline throughout early history
at same rate as in Late Imbrian (upper queried line), or (2) peak after 3 . 9 aeons caused by buildup of radiogenic heat (lower queried line).

by mapping that reveals ring patterns among disconnected elevated blocks or progressive diminishment
in numbers of nearby craters toward the basin rim.

Nectarian Period
The Nectarian Period continued the general geologic style of the pre-Nectarian but with diminished
activity. The period began with the formation of the
Nectaris basin at a time that unfortunately is not well
known. One estimate derived from isotopic dating of
the fragmental breccias excavated by North Ray crater

from the Descartes Mountains at the Apollo 16 site
places the event at about 4.1 aeons and another at
3.92 0.03 aeons. Possibly, however, Nectaris material was not, and may never be, dated by analyses of
the Apollo samples. If Nectaris could be dated, the
early impact history of the Moon would be much
better understood than it is now, because the Nectaris deposits serve as a marker horizon in the older
parts of the stratigraphic column. Numerous craters,
11 or 12 basins, and planar deposits superposed on
Nectaris deposits but overlain by Imbrium deposits
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are Nectarian (table 6.4). Mare-fdled Nectarian basins
are visually conspicuous features of the near side
(Humorum, Serenitatis, Crisium, Nectaris), and unfilled or less deeply filled Nectarian basins are among
the freshest large features of the far side (Mendeleev,
Moscoviense, Korolev, Hertzsprung). Densities of
Nectarian craters superposed on Nectaris-basin
materials suggest that 1700 craters 20 km and larger
formed on the whole Moon during the Nectarian
Period (Wilhelms, 1976).
The extensive early plutonic and post-Nectarian
volcanic activity, which is documented, implies that
volcanism also occurred in Nectarian and preNectarian time. Premare volcanic rock fragments have
been recovered from later impact breccias and radiometrically dated as probably Nectarian. However, the
extent of the early volcanic activity is unknown.
Early Imbrian Epoch
The catastrophic impact that excavated the Imbrium basin forever altered the near side of the Moon
and provided another marker horizon for dividing
lunar geologic history. Most of the northern and part
of the southern near side were covered by the Fra
Mauro Formation and related units, probably consisting mostly of primary basin ejecta, that contains
earlier breccias, volcanic rock, regolith, and impact
melt. Enough ejecta was melted by the impact to reset
isotopic ages, thereby allowing dating of the Imbrium
impact from the Apollo 14 and 15 samples. Most ages
are in the 3.79-3.86 range. Such an age for Imbrium
is confirmed by a date of 3.85 aeons for the last time
that KREEP fragments at the Apollo 15 site were
liquid. An age of 3.85 aeons is adopted here for the
Imbrium basin (fig. 6.83).
The Early Imbrian epoch also was the time of the
Schrijdinger and Orientale impacts. The age of the
double-ring Schrijdinger is somewhat doubtful, but
no doubt exists that Orientale is younger than Imbrium and is the youngest large lunar basin. The
multi-ring Orientale affected the terra of the west limb
of the Moon as strongly as Imbrium affected the northern near side; Orientale was subsequently filled by
less mare material because its position outside the Procellarum basin placed it on a thicker crust. Continuous
deposits (Hevelius Formation) and secondary craters
of Orientale extensively cover deposits of the Imbrium
and older basins. Post-Imbrium, pre-Orientale craters
are also known and thus are also Lower Imbrian.
With the Orientale impact, the era of impact domination of the Moon ended and a temporary era of

mare domination began. The transition is not coincidental and does not indicate a sudden surge in internal heating, but instead reflects the stratigraphic
superposition of Orientale and pre-Orientale basin
ejecta on any earlier mare basalts which formed. Certain maria such as the highly cratered patches in Mare
Australe (Wilhelms and El-Baz, 1977) may have been
spared an Orientale brightening and include preOrientale mare materials. But, in general, mare basaltic volcanism could become evident only after basin
formation ceased.
Late Imbrian Epoch
Most of the present lunar maria formed in the Late
Imbrian Epoch, which began around 3.8 aeons ago.
The oldest exposed basalts, those from the Apollo 17
site, are about 3.7 aeons old. Some Apollo 11 basalts
from a buried source bed have radiometric ages older
than 3.8 aeons and may predate Orientale or even
Imbrium. During the Imbrian Period, the rate of formation of impact craters declined greatly, such that
the cumulative number of impacts in the first threequarters aeon greatly exceeds the number that accumulated over the rest of the Moon's history (fig.
6.83).
In the Late Imbrian, available basins were filled
by a variety of lava types generated by partial melting
of heterogeneous zones in the mantle. The mare lavas
are thinnest where the crust was thickest (Smythii,
Fecunditatis) and thickest where the crust was thinnest (in Imbrium, Serenitatis, and other basins superposed on the Procellarum basin). In addition, lava
fountains covered the margins of many basins with
droplets of basaltic glass, and may have covered the
basin centers as well. Some of the pyroclastic materials
erupted from rilles and small craters that are still visible, including in the terrae. Subsidence of the basalts
inside the Procellarum basin opened grabens in the
mare margins and in the underlying basin floors.
Sometime in the middle of the epoch, the arcuate
grabens and straight grabens ceased forming, probably
because the elastic lithosphere cooled and thickened.
Impact craters also continued to form but in much
smaller numbers than previously. Geometric relations
observable on the surface show that deposits of craters
such as Archimedes, Plato, and Lansberg must interfinger at depth with mare basalts.
Eratosthenian Period
For a time, the Eratosthenian Period continued the
geologic style of the Late Imbrian Epoch. Crater and
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mare deposits interfinger in Mare Imbrium and
Oceanus Procellarum. Thin units of Eratosthenian
basalt were sampled by Apollo 12 in Mare Insularum,
within the Procellarum basin. Eratosthenian volcanism was most abundant and most persistent inside that
giant basin, because the crust was thin and the mantle
sources of the basalts elevated. Volcanism continued
intermittently throughout the period. Graben formation had probably ceased by the Eratosthenian, but
mare ridges continued to form because the central
parts of the maria continued to subside slightly. Some
crater floors continued to rise isostatically.
Copernican Period

The young age of many lunar craters is known from
the fact that their rays cross all other terrain. These
are also usually the freshest-appearing craters. Neither
the absolute nor the relative ages of most prominent
bright ray systems are well known. Copernicus may
have formed about 0.85 aeons ago, based on dating
of light-colored KREEP-rich material in the regolith
at the Apollo 12 site, which is situated on a Copernicus ray (Eberhardt et al., 1973). The Copernicus
origin of the light material is questioned, however
(Quaide et al., 1971; Alexander et al., 1977). Autolycus or, less likely, Aristillus may have been dated
by an Apollo 15 sample at 1.29 aeon (Bernatowicz
et al., 1978). Some rayed craters (Timocharis, Theophilus, Langrenus) appear older than some nonrayed
craters (Diophantus, Delisle) (Neukum and K'dnig,
1976; Wilhelms, 1980a). Eratosthenes itself has at least
one faint ray. Hence, ray formation is a function of
substrate composition as well as age; rays being
preserved longer on units low in Fe and Ti than in
mare units rich in these elements. Exposure times
dated by the Kr-Kr method and nuclear fission tracks
show that the landslide from South Massif at the
Apollo 17 site formed 0.1 aeons ago (Arvidson et al.,
1976). As the landslide was probably triggered by impact of ejecta from Tycho 2250 km away (figs. 6.46,
6.47; Wolfe et al., 1975; Lucchitta, 1977), Tycho may
have formed "only" 100 million years ago. The
smaller Copernican craters, Cone (Apollo 14; fig.
6.39), North Ray, and South Ray (Apollo 16; figs.
6.43, 6.44), which were sampled directly, are 25, 50,
and 2 million years old, respectively (Arvidson et al.,
1975).
Except in northwestern Oceanus Procellarum
(Moore, 1967), no Copernican volcanic materials are

known. Radiogenic and other internal heat has
declined below levels capable of melting the mare
sources or is too deep to affect the surface. Lithospheric
thickening and cooling have shut off whatever subsurface cracks formerly served as access paths for
ascending magmas. Mare volcanism has ceased.
Despite the paucity of absolute ages and the uncertainty about age relations of many units not in mutual
contact, the general trend in lunar evolution is clear.
Large and small impacts create fresh, blocky surfaces
free of dust and then are slowly covered by dust and
glass generated by later impacts until their forms,
albedos, and spectra become blurred. In this way,
units that formerly resembled Copernican units have
become like those of the Imbrian and older systems.
Catastrophic impacts-which still could occur at any
time-more drastically change the Moon's face and
redistribute its material.

Terrestrial Perspective

The slowness of lunar processes in almost the last
four aeons gives us perspective on the differences between Moon and Earth. Impacts formed the Orientale and Imbrium basins before any rocks so far dated
were preserved on Earth-probably because Earth was
being similarly bombarded. The oldest mare rocks,
from relatively young (Late Imbrian) lunar stratigraphic units, are as old as the oldest dated terrestrial
rocks. Halfway through Earth-Moon history, in the
Eratosthenian Period, the Moon's history had become
almost quiescent while Earth had just left the Archean
Era and began to leave a rich record of life and atmospheric changes (Cloud, 1968). The young-looking
Copernicus formed sometime during Earth's Proterozoic, before life had emerged from the oceans. When
the Cambrian Period began, all but a few of the present lunar landforms already existed. A Mesozoic impact formed the spectacularly fresh-appearing Tycho,
whose rays extend over the whole near side of the
Moon and whose secondary craters have not been
degraded even on steep slopes. Continents were growing and moving and oceans were disappearing and
reappearing while the only changes on the Moon were
a few additional impacts. Some of the collected rocks
had lain exactly in the same position where found for
longer than Homo sapiens existed on Earth (French,
1977). Man has yet to see the Moon's surface change
except by his own hand.
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EXPLANATION FOR PLATES A-D
Copernican crater materials
Cc
Cm
Copernican mare materials
Ec
Eratosthenian crater materials
Em
Eratosthenian mare materials
Upper Imbrian crater materials
Ic2
Im
Upper Imbrian mare materials
Id
Upper Imbrian dark-mantling materials
Iv
Upper Imbrian volcanic-dome complexes
Imbrian light-plains materials (mostly impact-melt rock inside basin and ejecta outside basin)
IP
Ioi
Orientale-basin inner deposits (mostly primary ejecta)
Orientale-basin outer deposits (mostly secondary craters and their ejecta)
I00
Lower Imbrian crater materials
Ic 1
Imbrium-basin inner deposits (mostly primary ejecta and ring materials)
Iii
Iio
Imbrium-basin outer deposits (mostly secondary craters and their ejecta)
Nt
Nectarian terra-mantling and plains materials (probably thin basin ejecta, possibly overlying volcanic plains)
Nc
Nectarian crater materials
Nb
Nectarian basin materials younger than Nectaris (identified individually on plate A)
Nni
Nectaris-basin inner deposits (mostly primary ejecta and ring materials)
Nno
Nectaris-basin outer deposits (mostly secondary craters and their ejecta)
Pre-Nectarian
materials, undivided
P N ~
Old basalts of Nectarian or Early Imbrian age, now buried (inferred)
ob
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Nno

PNU

Nb?
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MOON

P L A T E A. Paleogeologic map representing lunar near side at end of Nectarian Period about 3.92 aeons ago. Deposits of Nectaris and
six younger Nectarian basins superposed on pre-Nectarian terrane (undivided; only pre-Nectarian feature portrayed geologically is rim o f
Procellarum basin, dotted). Extent of old (now-buried) basalt (unit ob) inferredfiom likely extrusion rate fligure 6.83), age of underlying
surface, and size o f containing basin. Largest old maria are in center o f Procellarum basin and in Insularum basin (multiring structure
shown on base south o f Procellarum center); these patches o f old basalt probably both pre-Nectarian and Nectarian. Nectarian craters superPosed on Nectarian basins in accord with the basins' ages; most on Nectaris, fewest on Serenitatis. Many additional Nectarian craters
(and perhaps one or two basins) presumably present in northwest quadrant, where deeply buried by later deposits (plates B-D). Deposits
o f craters 150 km in rimcrest diameter shown here and in plates B-D. Contacts h h e d where highly inferential. Base map by Donald E. Davis.
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P L A T E B. Paleogeologic map representing lunar near side at end of Early Imbrian Epoch, after formation of Imbrium basin andjust
a f t rformation of Orientale basin about 3.80 aeons ago. Imbrium basin excavated and redistributed target materials including pre-Nectarian
material, old basalts, and Serenitatis deposits; Orientale target consisted mostly of thick pre-Nectarian material (plate A). Extrusions o f
old basalt on Nectarian surface have grown since Nectarian Period, and extrusions in area covered by Imbrian basin deposits have resumed
at slightly dzfirent spots. BaseJbom Wilhelms and Davis (1971); base shows Iridum crater (large expanse o f unit 161 in upper left o f
plates C and D) because thought older than Orientale when base was prepared.
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P L A T E C. Paleogeologic map representing lunar near side at end of Imbrian Period about 3.2 aeons ago. Extensive though thin mare
basalts altered Moon's appearance during Late Imbrian Epoch. Base from Wilhelms and Davis (1971).
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PLATE D. Geologic map of present lunar near side. Surface changed relatively little since ancient time Portrayed in plate C . Base by
U . S . Air Force Chart and Information Center.

